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Abstrak

Keberkesanan pelbagai jenis maklum balas untuk meningkatkan ketepatan penulisan
pelajar telah mendapat banyak perhatian dalam bidang pembelajaran bahasa asing.
Kajian ini adalah kesinambungan dari perbezaan kajian maklum balas penulisan betul
antara pelajar dari dua konteks yang berbeza (bandar & luar bandar) di Pakistan dan
meneliti kesan kepercayaan pelajar terhadap memperoleh ketepatan penulisan.
Dengan membandingkan konteks pelajar dan menyiasat kepercayaan mengenai
maklum balas pembetulan bertulis, kajian ini menyelidiki topik dari perspektif
kognitif yang berbeza dengan kajian sebelumnya mengenai perspektif kognitif dan
sosial. Seramai 163 sampel pelajar sarjana muda telah dipilih dari Khwaja Fareed
University Pakistan. Pelajar dibahagikan kepada tiga kumpulan maklum balas yang
berbeza: maklum balas pembetulan langsung, tidak langsung dan metalinguistik
(bandar) dan dua kumpulan: maklum balas pembetulan langsung dan tidak langsung
(luar bandar) mengikut pilihan mereka. 31 orang pelajar sarjana muda dibahagikan
kepada kumpulan kawalan. Instrumen seperti soal selidik, wawancara dan arahan
menulis digunakan untuk mengumpulkan data. Data dikumpulkan dari masa ke masa
dalam ujian pra, ujian pasca, dan dua ujian pasca tertunda. Data kualitatif dianalisis
secara tematik dan hasilnya dibandingkan. Ketepatan penulisan untuk ujian pasca dan
dua ujian pasca tertunda dianalisis menggunakan SPSS dengan pelbagai ujian
ANOVA ukuran berulang. Hasil kajian menunjukkan bahawa terdapat perbezaan
kepercayaan antara kedua-dua kumpulan pelajar sarjana muda (bandar dan luar
bandar). Jenis maklum balas pembetulan bertulis pilihan juga berbeza antara pelajar
bandar dan luar bandar. Selain itu, kepercayaan pelajar mengenai maklum balas
pembetulan bertulis didapati lebih mempengaruhi ketepatan penulisan pelajar sajana
muda di luar bandar berbanding dengan pelajar di bandar. Kumpulan eksperimen
menunjukkan peningkatan yang ketara dalam ketepatan penulisan dalam ujian
kelewatan pasca. Kumpulan kawalan juga menunjukkan peningkatan dalam ujian
pasca segera tetapi kemudian tidak ada perkembangan yang signifikan untuk kedua-
dua ujian pasca-tertunda. Selain itu, kajian ini mempunyai implikasi teori dan
praktikal terhadap tahap perkembangan pelajar.

Kata kunci: Pelajar EFL, Kaedah kajian campuran, Pengekalan, Maklum Balas,

Kepercayaan
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Abstract

The effectiveness of different types of feedback to improve learners’ writing accuracy
has received much attention in the field of foreign language learning. The current
study is the continuation of that focus by probing whether beliefs about written
corrective feedback are different between students of two different contexts (urban &
rural) in Pakistan and examining the impact of students’ beliefs on obtaining writing
accuracy. By comparing students’ contexts and investigating beliefs about written
corrective feedback, this study investigated the topic from cognitive perspective
different from the previous studies on cognitive and social perspective. A sample of
163 undergraduate students was selected at Khwaja Fareed University Pakistan. The
students were placed into three different feedback groups: direct, indirect and
metalinguistic corrective feedback (urban) and two groups: direct and indirect
corrective feedback (rural) according to their preferences. 31 students were in the
control group. Instruments such as questionnaire, interview and writing prompts were
used to collect data. Data were collected over the time in the pre-test, post-test, and
two delayed post-tests. Qualitative data were thematically analyzed and results were
compared. Writing accuracy for the post-test and two delayed post-tests was analyzed
on SPSS with various repeated measures ANOVA tests. Findings revealed that there
were differences in the beliefs of both groups of the students (urban and rural). Types
of the preferred written corrective feedback were also different between urban and
rural students. Besides, students’ beliefs about written corrective feedback were found
to impact more on rural students’ writing accuracy as compared to urban students.
Experimental group showed significant improvement in the writing accuracy in the
post delayed-tests. Control group also showed improvement in the immediate post-
test but later no significant development was noted for both post-delayed tests.
Besides, the study has theoretical and practical implications for the students’
developmental levels.

Keywords: EFL learners, Mix-methods, Retention, Feedback, Beliefs
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the background of the study. Besides, it discusses the purpose,

significance, problem statement, research questions, and objectives of the study, scope

of the study and the definitions of the key terms.

1.0 Background of the study

English is taught in Pakistan as a compulsory subject from primary to higher

education. But teaching of English as second or foreign language in Pakistani context

requires clarity in definition as EFL stands for English as a Foreign Language while

ESL stands for English as a Second Language (Peng, 2019). ESL (English as a

Second Language) refers to the teaching of English to learners who live in a country

in which English is either the first or second language). In ESL context, students’

main objective is to establish the advancement for shaping language practices which

could be examined by Burke’s (2015) study “the gist of first language in SL (Second

Language) and FL (Foreign Language) learning. Freeman et al. (2015) state that ESL

students can use English for communication even outside the classroom. Contrary to

this, students in EFL (English as a Foreign Language) context are not able to use

English in a natural way just like English learners in Pakistan.

Besides, Elder and Kim (2014) mentioned that learning a foreign language is

considered a complicated process. This process is related to cognitive, psychological,
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emotional interests on one hand and occurs in the non-native environment on the

other hand. In ESL context, the learners can learn English in a natural way. Krashen

(1985) also considers language acquisition to be a subconscious process. It is similar

to the process of acquiring a mother tongue. When students talk to others in English,

they think that they are involved in a social communication. ESL learning occurs in

the environment of native English speakers whereas EFL learning takes place in the

students' own native language environment (Freeman et al., 2015). Therefore, EFL

learners in Pakistan lack this natural language learning environment. This

differentiation between EFL and ESL affirms that the context in which Pakistani

learners are engaged is the EFL context because they are unable to find relative

environment.

In Pakistani EFL context, teachers’ main focus is to improve students’ writing skills

from primary to the higher education. Improving learners’ writing skill is a

challenging task for EFL teachers in Pakistan and across the world. It has been a topic

of frequent debate among research scholars, educationists and EFL practitioners

(Rummel, 2014). This debate has also been the center of interest in the sessions of

professional development (Serdyukov, 2017) and given much importance in EFL

context (Ozışık, 2014; Williams, 2013). In the present era, writing in a foreign

language is being looked at serving two major purposes: first, learning a content and

second, learning a language. Accuracy in writing is not merely measured as a skill to

acquire a foreign language but also considered as vehicle to the learning of sentence

structures and uses of foreign language (Khan, 2019).
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As it happens that, when students are engaged in writing tasks, they are actively

influenced by the functions, forms and concepts. Therefore, they have to process a

foreign language more responsively than processing their other skills of

communication such as reading and listening (Mansourizadeh & Abdullah, 2014).

Moreover, Kaivanpanah, Alavi and Sepehrinia (2015) presented argument that writing

skills need an entire focus on form in the process of learning a language which is not

found in the speaking practice of learning. Furthermore, writing in foreign language is

a bit slower process. During this, EFL learners may get enough time to plan in order

to produce the correct form. Baker and Burri (2016) also mention that in the process

of writing, EFL learners may take pauses to recollect their knowledge about

structuring sentences which are stored in their memory.

In the process of writing for learning a foreign language, the present study intendeds

to investigate how EFL students’ process learning if intervened by providing

corrective feedback which can affect their writing accuracy. This type of investigation

is labelled as corrective feedback study in the foreign language learning. It is carried

out to find out how different types of feedback impact the learning of grammatical

features and lexis (Waller & Papi, 2017). Some researchers and EFL practitioners do

not agree that providing written corrective feedback can be effective or useful for EFL

students’ accuracy in writing. They also disagree about written corrective feedback

(WCF) role in the accuracy of writing (Shamiri & Farvardin, 2016; Bitchener &

Knoch, 2010). However, some other researchers favored to provide direct written

feedback in the teaching of writing skills. To them, providing direct feedback may
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reduce students’ misconception and help in developing better understanding of the

error corrections. Bitchener and Knoch (2015) also called in question the

effectiveness of providing corrective feedback. They presented argument that

providing direct feedback to learners helps to settle more errors that are intricate.

Resultantly, they are able to improve immediate writing accuracy.structuring

sentences which are stored in their memory.

In response to arguments put up against providing corrective feedback, researchers

conducted researches in which control group was included with pre-test, post-test and

delayed post-tests (Saeed, 2015; Sato & Oyanedel, 2019). The studies discussed a

growing body of research and provided assumptions to correct the limited linguistic

categories because feedback provided to the students was focused.

Therefore, it does not defend Truscott’s (1996) claim. However, which type of

feedback is suited more to the EFL learners and which way written corrective

feedback to be administered has been a matter of serious debate till now. To make

corrective feedback more effective for the students’ EFL writing, contextual and

individual factors need to be explored and this area in written corrective feedback has

received a limited amount of attention in EFL research (Hassan & Dzakiria, 2020).

These individual and social factors may affect their choice to receive corrective

feedback. Besides, comprehensive WCF has to be applied to help students obtaining

accuracy at larger amount of EFL writing (Hassan, 2018). Therefore, the present

research is an endeavor to explore Pakistani EFL students’ beliefs towards written
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corrective feedback to find out which type of WCF they perceive to be more suited to

them. This study also aims to investigate the impacts of written corrective feedback

on the subsequent revisions in writing to help them obtaining accuracy. The research,

which investigates such individual and contextual factors, is much required to explore

why one thing, which is very effective for one group of students in EFL class, is not

effective for others.

1.1 Problem statement

In Pakistan, providing written corrective feedback (WCF) to undergraduate university

students is an instructional practice. English is taught and learned as a foreign

language in Pakistan and providing WCF is considered one of the most instructional

practices in the class (Yang, Potts, & Shanks, 2017). This practice is viewed by the

most EFL instructors as a part of their jobs. The role of corrective feedback as an

instructional instrument to facilitate foreign language (FL) learning has been unclear

generally. Thus, this study is extended to investigate which correction in grammatical

comprehension could help EFL students notice their errors in their writings. It also

examines whether or not providing WCF leads to more accuracy in subsequent

writings.

Several research studies in Pakistan (Nasrullah & Khan, 2015; Rehman et al. 2015;

Rehman, 2014; Shabir, 2017; Nejabat, 2016) and in other parts of the world

(Bitchener & Knoch, 2014; Chandler, 2017; Rummel & Bitchener, 2015) over the last

two decades have revealed two important issues on the effects of WCF e.g., (1) the
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incompetence to provide evidence in relation to language that EFL students apply

information obtained from corrective feedback on the earlier written prompts while

producing new drafts and (2) the deficiency of written corrective feedback

(henceforth WCF) research studies outlined within the SLA theory.

English language in Pakistan is no longer confining to the domains of English World

because it has mixed up with several local languages and may be called Pakistani

English (Muhl, 2014). The effect of mother tongue language influences undergraduate

students’ written or oral communication compare to the native speakers of English.

This situation, causes lack of acculturation with native language norms (Sato, 2016).

Hence, a wide spectrum of English usage with several native language varieties has

prevailed all over Pakistan e.g., Mesolect, Anglicized, Basilect, and Acrolect variety.

Consequently, English language differs from the standard variety of English (Hassan

& Dzakirai, 2020). This eventually puts impact on the writing process of Pakistani

EFL undergraduate students. Pakistani EFL undergraduate students shows dislikes

and resistance to oral corrective feedback in their conversations because English

language they speak is quite different from the language of instruction (Safari, 2017).

In this study, the researcher intended to investigate urban and rural undergraduate

students’ beliefs towards WCF and address WCF issues. Previous researchers

examined issues such as teachers’ incompetence to provide WCF effectively and

methodological inappropriacy. However, the researcher finds that there was a need to
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do research on students’ genuine factors affecting their accuracy issues in writing by

offering effective solutions to deficient writings too.

EFL students at Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering and Information

Technology (KFUEIT) come from both rural and urban areas. They have different

experience of receiving teaching methodologies. While making choice of providing

WCF, several English lecturers treat the urban and rural students in the same way and

use indirect method of providing WCF. The students believe that direct way of

providing WCF by the lecturers are helpful to them even though they are unable to

improve writing accuracy through indirect method. Similarly, those who come from

well reputed English medium institutions of urban areas may prefer to receive

metalinguistic or indirect WCF. This situation demands an ample of time to provide

effective treatment to their students by the English lecturers at university level. This

may hinder the full possibility of incorporating the EFL teachers’ instructions into

their written work. Receiving preferred type of WCF from EFL lecturers would assist

EFL students to obtain accuracy in writing.

However, there are few lecturers in KFUEIT control feedback on the process-oriented

approach while providing WCF which is useful to improve students’ writing accuracy.

Lecturers’ self decision of choosing feedback become the cause student’s’ preferences

are ignored. This also causes inefficacy of WCF to many undergraduate students.

However, this phenomenon is still unresolved as many Pakistani EFL undergraduate

students are unable to demonstrate desirable writing accuracy in English. Therefore,
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considering contextual and cognitive factors could help EFL students to acquire good

writing accuracy. Thus, in an attempt to help EFL undergraduate students improving

their writing accuracy, the present study was aimed to explore students’ both

cognitive and contextual factors: beliefs towards WCF and context (rural and urban)

in the context of writing accuracy at Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering and

Information Technology.

Another problem that can be identified among the undergraduate in KFUEIT is the

writing skills. The writing skills among undergraduate EFL students in KFUEIT are

found weak and deficient in Pakistan (Ali et al., 2018). These problems are usually

occurred, when the students are provided with the type of feedback which they

believe are not effective to improve their writing accuracy. The English lecturers at

KFUEIT use teacher-oriented approach which does not allow to provide WCF that is

helpful to the undergraduate students. Students at KFUEIT have different preferences

towards receiving types of feedback provided by their lecturers. This research will be

conducted to explore undergraduate EFL students’ belief towards using WCF to

improve their writing skills. Besides, examining the impact of WCF on writing

accuracy among students can be more efficiently to address the problems if the factor

like students’ beliefs and their contexts are taken into account.

Williams (2014) revealed that WCF has various forms of feedback provided by EFL

teachers to the students. Even though Williams (2014) indicated EFL students were

actively involved in their writing tasks either direct, indirect or metalinguistic, the
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researcher found that KFUEIT undergraduate students’ impact on the acquisition of

writing accuracy still weak and need guidance from lecturers on succeeding instances

of writing accuracy. Providing WCF will be effective compared to additional oral

meta-linguistic explanations to write English article. Through WCF, the student could

perform well to achieve writing accuracy.

The findings by Khan (2019) of extending duration of WCF shows the effectiveness

by reducing the length of feedback from 30 to 15 minutes. This technique was used

for 63 university EFL adult students over twelve weeks at the Islamia University

Bahawalpur, Pakistan. The findings of this research revealed that WCF group

performed better than control group over the time. Nevertheless, in the same study,

WCF is most likely to be compared with oral corrective feedback or in rare cases with

oral meta-linguistic corrective feedback.

In the area of WCF, earlier studies within sociocultural and interactionist perspectives

involved productive discussions. They allowed to conduct more forceful, empirically-

based investigations (Fu & Nassaji, 2016; Suzuki, 2015). Predominantly, the concepts

of uptake and noticing, have attracted much attention in the area of WCF research and

develop EFL students’ abilities to reform their current knowledge and subsequent

acquisition.

Panova and lyster's (2012) also affirmed that correct use and understanding of

grammar are essential to examine whether the students are able to yield the correct

forms on their subsequent writings. Yet, there are still limited research has been done
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on WCF constructs. Research such as Bitchener & Knoch (2015) and Nemati, Alavi,

& Mohebbi, (2019), indicate about the processing of the WCF on EFL students’

uptake and noticing during text revisions. They focused on certain linguistic features

without taking the students’ beliefs towards WCF and their contextual factors into

consideration. Similarly, considerable research on the effectiveness of WCF is

available in Pakistan at different levels but investigating EFL students’ beliefs

towards WCF and their contexts were ignored. These factors have significant role for

Pakistani undergraduate EFL students to make choice of receiving their preferred

WCF. Hassan and Aziz (2020) investigated EFL students’ beliefs towards WCF in

relation to urban and rural context. This study also predicted that, if WCF is provided

to the students, it will be useful to their beliefs and significantly to their writing

accuracy among students of different contexts. The study also indicated that context

of the students may help lecturers to understand their cognitive level.

The impact of comprehensive WCF could produce stronger empirical evidence to

reveal the efficacy of providing WCF which the earlier studies have missed. This also

provided a gap for the current study which aimed to explore EFL students’ beliefs

towards WCF and the impact on the subsequent revisions in writing. WCF could help

the students to make writing accuracy if they are provided with the suitable types of

WCF. It would allow the researcher to observe the students’ accuracy in writing and

provide solid empirical evidence about students’ beliefs and different contexts that

can influence the acquisition of writing accuracy. Therefore, this study would take

students’ beliefs and their background into consideration so that WCF can be
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provided to undergraduate students which will be useful to them and fits into their

previous learning experiences.

1.2 Purpose of the study

The main purpose of the current research is to investigate the EFL students’ beliefs

towards comprehensive WCF in two different contexts (rural and urban). The study

would find out which type of WCF according to the students’ beliefs is preferable and

varies between the two groups of students belonging to rural and urban areas in

Pakistan.

This study was conducted with EFL students enrolled in the undergraduate program at

Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering and Information Technology Rahimyar

Khan, Pakistan. This university is only five years old, and there is an absence of

similar research related to the study up to this date. Therefore, participants of this

study were the university students enrolled in the undergraduate program (BS

English).

The purpose of the current study also was to investigate the impact of the beliefs on

students’ accuracy in writing. Therefore, accuracy was measured by the percentage of

the correct usage of foreign language forms. This implies that the effect of WCF on

accuracy was measured by looking at EFL students’ accuracy rates on pre-test, post-

test and delayed post-tests. This helped to find out progress amounts to the students’

writing accuracy over the time.
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The present study contributes to the field of foreign language learning in Pakistan so

that how two groups of students’ use of WCF could be understood. The study would

determine if the students’ beliefs affect their accuracy in foreign language writing

because of their feedback. Although several researchers previously have investigated

the impact of written feedback on learners’ writing accuracy in a foreign language

(Ferreira-Cabrera, 2017; Lee, 2016), unlike prior investigations, looking at this

phenomenon extended over to complete semester and from urban and rural contextual

factors was the gap which the current study intended to investigate through Pakistani

EFL context.

1.3 Objectives of the current study

The research objectives in the current study are to:

1. Investigate the urban and rural students’ beliefs about written CF at Khwaja

Fareed University of Engineering and IT in Pakistan.

2. Examine the impact of different types of written corrective feedback on urban

and rural EFL learners’ ability to improve writing accuracy.

3. Explore how the urban and rural students’ beliefs about written CF affect their

uptake and retention in obtaining the writing accuracy.
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1.4 Research questions

Following research questions are addressed in the study:

1. What are urban and rural students’ beliefs about written CF at Khwaja Fareed

University of Engineering and IT in Pakistan for learning English as a foreign

language?

2. Do different types of written corrective feedback facilitate urban and rural EFL

learners’ ability to improve writing accuracy?

3. How do the urban and rural students’ beliefs about written corrective feedback

affect the students’ uptake and retention in obtaining writing accuracy?

1.5 Hypothesis

H01. The students whose beliefs are matched with the written corrective feedback

they receive will not be able to eradicate their linguistic errors than those whose

beliefs do not match with written corrective feedback they receive.

1.6 Conceptual framework

The figure 1.1 shows what are the authentic materials on which this concept is based

(Sheen, 2016). The written activities and corrective feedback on it are of great

significance to EFL students’ improvement in writing accuracy. Because, WCF

persuades detection of errors and noticing-the-gap in EFL writing (Hassan, 2018:

Saeed, 2015). Direct written CF is used to provide detailed corrections in the form of

linguistic, organizing text and contents of writing. Bitchener, Young and Cameron
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(2016) describe that direct written CF is concerned with correcting errors of linguistic

forms or structures e.g., crossing words or phrases, including missing words or phrases

and correct forms or structures elicited by the instructors. Ellis (2012) states that direct

written CF becomes more effective when learners have little knowledge about the

correct forms of phrases and structures. Sheen (2016) also supported this argument,

because he also believed that direct written CF is very useful in promoting the learning

of grammatical features. On the other hand, indirect CF is provided by the teacher in

the form of underlining errors without providing corrections on students’ writing.

While in metalinguistic CF, teacher provides some kind of metalinguistic clues

according to the nature of the error. Teacher writes codes in the margin (e.g. ww =

wrong word; art = article) and numbers the errors in text and writes a grammatical

description for each numbered error at the bottom of the text. Following figure 1.1

shows the conceptual frame used in the present study.
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Figure 1.1 conceptual framework of the study (adapted from Sheen, 2016)

The given conceptual framework also elucidates the students’ noticing of errors and

motivations, which contribute to learners’ writing abilities for improving their

comprehension of grammar. Besides, corrective feedback prompts students’ beliefs

towards grammar that leads to learning correct their local and global errors such as in

the subject-verb agreement. Considering this concept, the present study is an attempt

to investigate Pakistani urban and rural EFL students’ beliefs towards WCF and their

impact on improving their writing accuracy at KFUEIT Rahimyar Khan.
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1.7 Scope of the study

Providing corrective feedback, oral or written, has ever been the focus of the EFL

teachers in countries where English is taught and learnt as a foreign language. It is

similar in Pakistan where students learn English as a foreign language, and English is

taught as a compulsory subject in all the institutions. The scope of the study outlines

the background to the current EFL situation in Pakistan as well as the academicians,

the professionals, and EFL teachers globally. Many of them are eager and want to

know how important it is to find out EFL students’ beliefs towards WCF before

treating errors to impact achieving writing accuracy.

The main concern of the present study is to frame the pathway for the EFL teachers to

apply an effective mode of instruction by providing comprehensive WCF in different

contexts of the EFL students in Pakistan. Exploring beliefs from the EFL students’

perspective of urban and rural contexts, provided more insights to the EFL teachers.

They can determine the type of WCF more preferable and suitable to their students

and to help them foster cognitive development in foreign language learning. This

study also investigated the impact of EFL learners’ beliefs on the revision and

improvement in EFL writing over the time.

Ferris and Roberts (2017) described that in providing the indirect CF, the teacher

accentuates errors, uses codes to inform learners about the types of errors and errors’

insitgation rather than providing apparant explanations. This implies that students

have to make up their minds and correct their errors in their texts as underlined by the
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teacher. They employ this feedback because it encourages EFL learners to correct

their errors. In this way, students’ comprehension is improved because they are

actively engaged to think and test their comprehension. In addition to this, exercise

may enhance learners’ cognitive ability to internalize the corrections. Ferris and

Roberts (2017) beleive that such written CF leads to long terms learning. However,

the purpose of providing either direct, indirect or metalinguistic feedback is to

improve students’ writing accuracy and enable them to get maximum awareness of

the grammatical functions. If EFL teacher considers students’ beliefs to explore the

type of written CF, they believe to be more beneficial for them, the provided preferred

types of CF could be more effective.

The reason for selecting EFL students at Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering

and Information Technology (KFUEIT) in Punjab, Pakistan is to investigate students’

contextual and cognitive factors. The study also intended to examine the impact of

beliefs on students’ revisions in EFL writing. First, the study was carried in Punjab

because Punjab is the biggest province and is a role model for other provinces in

Pakistan. Second, the researcher himself belongs to Punjab and worked as a senior

lecturer in department of humanities and social sciences in KFUEIT. Third, students’

writing ability is the only bench mark to test the students’ ability for the appointment

of various positions by the public and private institutions.

Besides, in the primary and higher education department, the same writing ability is

tested for grade marks and cumulative grades points (Nasrullah & Khan, 2015).
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Fourth, KFUEIT is very significant due to its location in Punjab, bordered by Sindh,

Balochistan and Khyber Paktun khwah (KPK) in Pakistan. In addition, many students

from other provinces of Pakistan are enrolled every year in KFUEIT for

undergraduate programs. Therefore, the access to the required population was

convenient in this university as the researcher found undergraduate students coming

from diverse areas of Pakistan, mainly urban and rural areas.

1.8 Significance of the Study

The current research on students’ beliefs about WCF in EFL classroom was

significant to be carried out as the outcomes of this study would be valuable and

applicable to several EFL groups in the following terms. First, the current study

would provide a pathway to the EFL teachers to provide WCF to their students to

teach English compositions and comprehension. Second, EFL teachers would be more

aware of the teaching strategy to explore students’ beliefs towards WCF and then

provide treatment accordingly so that error correction could be more suitable and

effective in improving accuracy in EFL writing over time. Besides, the findings of

this study would encourage all EFL teachers in Pakistan and across the world to

reflect on how effectively they can provide WCF on EFL students’ writing English

composition.

The outcome of this study would also provide EFL teachers with additional

knowledge of how to develop their efficiency in responding to the students’ EFL

writing prompts. Moreover, EFL teachers would be able to find the relationship
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between students’ beliefs and types of WCF provided to the students in the English

composition. Whereby they would be able to assess themselves on their practices of

providing WCF. Furthermore, the outcomes of this study would help EFL teachers to

focus on providing effective WCF to their students to help them producing new drafts.

Then, the university where EFL teachers are teaching may obtain notes of the types of

WCF as provided by the teachers on students’ compositions. This would help obtain

accuracy in EFL writing. Besides, the university authority or the head of the

concerned department may organize some seminars or writing workshops in the

university for the other EFL teachers teaching at different levels. This may help them

improve their teaching skills particularly in providing WCF. This is not a larger-scale

study. However, present study's outcomes may be considered a guideline by EFL

teachers to provide WCF on students’ EFL writing. The present study would also

enhance awareness among the EFL teachers by providing valuable information to the

EFL instructors on students’ beliefs and practices about WCF as perceived by the

EFL teachers (Samani & Noordin, 2013). For instance, the current study results might

be shared with the EFL teachers’ colleagues to enhance awareness of why they need

to explore students’ beliefs to provide a suitable WCF to the learners in developing

accuracy for EFL writing.

The researcher deems worthwhile it useful for the reader of the current study to

narrate the operational definitions which are essential for interpreting the results and

discussion in the study. Hence, these operational definitions are obligatory to be

defined.
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1.9 Operational definitions

Following are the operational terms used in the present research. Their definitions are

provided with references.

1.9.1 Uptake and Retention

Uptake is the ability of a learner to use something in their approach after receiving

corrective feedback. Retention is the continuity in the possession or control of

something provided to the students for correction purposes (Tang & Liu, 2018. p.22).

1.9.2 Grammars

Grammar is set of orderly structured words which are combined together in order to

organize sentences’ (Rummel, 2014). It is provided to the students for correction

purposes (Tang & Liu, 2018. p.22). . This study also interprets the word grammar in

the same sense (i.e., Syntax). Regarding the particular grammatical items selected—

conditionals--this term refers to how words are put together to make conditional

sentences according to grammatical rules.

1.9.3 Forms and Mean

The ‘form’ of grammatical item has been defined in the current study for a purpose as

the structure of specific items (word orders, tenses and aspects) and contexts of the

given situation in which it has been applied. In continuation of lines of argument 1.1
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introductions, Valentín-Rivera (2016) and Saito (2015) view that focus on forms is a

kind of structuralist approach to language teaching in which the focus remains more

on the structure of the sentences rather than the meaning. In focus on form, EFL

teachers draw the learners' attention to grammatical structures. Neverthless, meaning

implies ‘meaning of a grammatical item’ used in this study to refer to whatever a

learner wants to communicate by using that item in the target language, or he/she

wants to speak or write in the given contexts. For example, the meaning of speaking

the conditional sentence structures ‘if I were you, I would….’ might therefore be the

speaker’s placing him/herself into the position of receiver in order to advise that

particular listener.

1.9.4 EFL/ESL

English as a Second Language, are the English language programs in countries where

English is given the status of dominenet or official language. Therefore, ESL

programs are designed for non-English-speaking immigrants in English Speaking

countries (Ferris, 2015). On the other hand, EFL (English as a Foreign Language) is

generally referred to as the context of teaching that the definition of ESL does not

cover, and where learners can avail limited or mostly no opportunity to communicate

in the English language outside the classroom setting (Dlaska & Krekeler, 2017). Out

of these two different contexts, the EFL context fits into the Pakistani learning

environment.
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1.9.5 Written corrective feedback (WCF)

WCF provides explicit instructions to EFL teachers to develop students’ ability to

improve his/her writing skills (e.g., Lee, 2016). Keeping this in mind, when WCF is

given on errors made by EFL learners at a particular stage of the learning process, it

also leads to add corrective ability and implicit knowledge concerning the targeted

features on learner’s cognition.

1.10 Summary of chapter one

This chapter starts with the background of the study that leads to EFL students’

beliefs towards comprehensive WCF and the impact of those beliefs on revision in

EFL writing at KFUEIT in Pakistan and its pedagogical and instructional value.

Afterward, the problem statement is discussed, followed by the purpose of the study,

research objectives, research questions, hypothesis, and scope of the study, the

significance of the study,.

The previous discussion provided detail into describing the problem statement,

objectives, and significance of the study. The following chapter 2 discusses

theoretical and empirical evidence about how contextual and social differences impact

the learners’ attitudes and beliefs towards written corrective feedback on written CF

(Kartchava, 2016).
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

This chapter is divided into two sections: Section one includes theatrical discussion.

This section provides contrastive analysis and error analysis approaches. Section two

includes the literature review of previous studies. This section provides a discussion

on the studies to find out empirical evidence for the effectiveness of WCF. Previous

studies also explored social and contextual factors, which may impact students’

writing accuracy. The main issue discussed in this chapter is if and how WCF

provided to the EFL students from two different contexts (urban and rural) affects

writing accuracy.

2.1 Theoretical discussion

In the general use of WCF to bring linguistic accuracy among EFL learners, the topic

of providing written CF has been a focus of debate among various research scholars

and linguists. This debate arose with a counter-argument given by Truscott (1996),

who asserted that it could not be expected from written CF to work for theoretical

reasons. Nevertheless, Plonsky and Mills (2016) argued that some of the approaches

in FLA theory could be applied to predict that WCF could be helpful in foreign

language learning. The section aims to discuss theoretical approaches that could arise

the role in learning a foreign language. First, a discussion about the early role CF
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played in the FLA field would be explained. Then, the way errors correction was

viewed in cognitive theories would be discussed.

Approaches in the cognitive theory which could assist in explicating individual

differences in the ways, the learners use WCF for the uptake and retention to obtain

linguistic accuracy, would also be discussed. Finally, empirical evidence regarding

written CF would be given.

2.1.1 The role of an early field of FLA

Understanding the crucial role of WCF in its discipline, one must first comprehend

the origin of Foreign Language Acquisition (FLA) as an academic field. It is because,

its early origin is much rooted in the study of errors the learners commit. FLA is a

field of study which is made up of theories and research. This theory is used to

explicate how the learners learn a foreign language. The major purpose of this field is

“to understand students’ underlying knowledge about foreign language, i.e. to

discover and explain their competency” (Ellis, 2008, p.6).

Prior to the emergence of foreign language learning, the language learning domain

was perceived from a behaviourist perspective. Behaviourists such as Lennane (2017)

claimed that language learners’ errors were due to different structures of FL from

their mother tongue habits. Besides, material that is designed to help FL learners

“dominates the preconditioned habits of their mother tongue while they imitate the

new patterns of a foreign language” (Freemann et al., 2015). This could be the most
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successful guide in foreign language learning (Rummel, 2014; Rummel & Bitchener,

2015). However, this theoretical point brought about a question that is

overgeneralizing the learners’ errors corresponding to those made in the first language

acquisition were also found in the foreign language teaching (Douglas, 2018). Since

the errors made in foreign language learning could not be tracked back in their native

language. Therefore, learners were percieved to play a more active role in making and

testing hypotheses on foreign language. Thus, the field of FLA emerged (Freeman et

al., 2015). Owing to these traces found in FLA origin, learners’ errors and methods to

correct them have been a fundamental theme in the academic discipline. The research

helped to better facilitation on the comprehension of the cognitive effects on foreign

language learning.

When the Behaviorist era ended, early in the field of SLA, Krashen (1985) presented

the Monitor Model, which was formed of his five hypotheses related to SLA. All of

which could be seen to prove the WCF's potential, mainly when it is related to foreign

language learning (Bitchener & Ferris, 2014). He differentiated between the acquired

competence and intellectual competence in his first hypothesis. He elaborated that the

acquired competence was a kind of system that could develop naturally through the

subconscious process. This process occurs when language learners use language to

communicate.

In contrast, intellectual competence is a system that requires conscious efforts to

comprehend the rules of a language. That is why error correction was perceived to be
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helpful for the learners to arrive at the correct cognitive representation of linguistic

generalization (Krashen, 1985). Krashen also claims that adult learners use learned

competence to monitor their output by paying more attention to the form than

meaning. This was considered an integral part of intellectual competence.

Nevertheless, he could not find a place for error correction to develop the acquired

knowledge.

From the earlier discussion on the FLA field, it is palpable that learners’ errors and

the correction of those errors are central to developing learners’ knowledge: implicit

or explicit.

2.1.2 Implicit and explicit knowledge in language learning

When it is to do with learning a foreign language, there are two types of knowledge:

implicit and explicit. Language learners unconsciously use implicit knowledge, while

explicit knowledge is only available through conscious and controlled learning

(DeKeyser, 1994). In other words, implicit knowledge needs no conscious efforts, but

explicit knowledge does. However, it does not imply that one cannot hold both

implicit and explicit knowledge regarding specific linguistic structures because

linguists form explicit rules of grammar based on their implicit knowledge about the

language (Ellis, 2011).

DeKeyser (1994) claims that explicit knowledge is used at any time when learners are

directed to pay attention to specific grammatical forms. Due to this, WCF provides a
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kind of explicit knowledge. However, according to Peng (2016), some research

scholars argue that written CF encourages merely explicit knowledge. Therefore, it

cannot assist in actual foreign language acquisition as they claim that it only leads to

“pseudolearning” (McCargar, 2013; Truscott, 1996). Nonetheless, Ellis et al. (2008)

claim that various factors (e.g. error corrections) can help learners’ attention fix

particular language features, which in turn affects learning which in turn has effects

on learning. This indicates that CF can help in learning a language. Diab (2015) also

argues the effectiveness of explicit knowledge. He explained that it permits the skill

broken into smaller units to acquire. It also ensures that wrong information cannot be

put into procedure.

A debate has also been carried on as to whether explicit knowledge can be

transformed into implicit knowledge. If it is possible as it is, the case for the

improvement of explicit knowledge could be assertive. The various positions about

the ability to transform explicit knowledge into implicit are discussed in the coming

section.

2.1.3 The possibility to transform explicit knowledge into implicit

The distinction between implicit and explicit knowledge portrays the distinction

between acquisition and learning described in Krashen’s Monitor Theory (Krashen,

1985). Although, it is acknowledged that there are two types of knowledge, yet one

aspect of the Monitor Theory has highly been disputed (DeKeyser, 1994). In his non-

interface position, Krashen also asserted that both types of knowledge (implicit and
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explicit) exist in the separate parts of a brain. Therefore, ‘learnt’ knowledge cannot be

transformed into ‘acquired’ knowledge with practice or doing error correction. When

looked at from this perspective, WCF may only develop learners’ explicit knowledge

of the language.Therefore, from this perspective, WCF cannot help in foreign

language learning.

In contrast to the non-interface position of Monitor theory, there is an integrated

interface position theory (DeKeyser, 1994). In this theory, explicit knowledge in the

form of metalinguistic rules, if practiced, can be transformed into implicit knowledge.

This implies that, Although knowledge can be elicited from a teacher’s explanations,

and learners need to think about using it correctly in the beginning consciously. Over

the time, its use becomes more unconscious. Moreover, implicit knowledge can also

be used to develop explicit knowledge e.g. linguistic rules. In other words, it may be

seen from this aspect whether the learner can make out explicit rules out of forms

he/she has learned implicitly. From a strong interface position, written CF may be a

part of the learning process that can be later transformed into implicit knowledge. For

instance, in learning a language, when learners are consciously involved in practicing

or reproducing grammatical features they have received CF on, they can get closer to

applying them automatically.

Likewise, one more position is the weak interface position in which it is also

recognized that there is a possibility of explicit knowledge to be transformed into

implicit (Ellis, 2011). For instance, Ellis (2012) claims explicit knowledge about
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various linguistic features, e.g., the copula ‘be’ can be converted into implicit

knowledge. It is because memorizing the form over time leads to use it unconsciously.

Nonetheless, explicit knowledge of developmental, linguistic features, e.g., negation,

can only be transformed if learners are mentally prepared. This means that learners

must reach a particular stage in language learning if they need to use this feature

unconsciously. This theory permits explicit knowledge to help implicit knowledge

and allows learners to examine what they observe and their own language production.

This clearly reveals space for WCF in the EFL learning process. This type of

efficacious input draws learners’ attention to gaps in their own language development

and foreign language structure.

Irrespective of whether explicit knowledge can be transformed into implicit

knowledge, all three interface positions: non-interface, strong interface, and weak

interface, agree at the point that explicit knowledge may help learners write more

accurately (Peng, 2019). This idea is also supported by Kuiken and Vedder (2016),

who presented an argument that the writing process is slower than speaking. This is

because the writers can pause and regain their prior knowledge about sentence

structure while performing the writing task.

Since WCF is influential in the evolution of explicit knowledge; therefore, it can be

predicted that it may obtain linguistic accuracy if learners have time to use explicit

knowledge. Moreover, this implicit and explicit knowledge is significant in various
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cognitive theories: skill acquisition theory and interaction theory which signify the

possible role of providing WCF.

2.1.4 Skill acquisition theory

Implicit/explicit knowledge is central in Skill Acquisition Theory. It is a general

theory that may develop complex skills, not merely from a foreign language

development. Anderson’s (1983) ACT (Adaptive Control Theory) model of acquiring

cognitive skill states that skill acquisition has three stages: declarative knowledge

(knowledge of skill), proceduralization of knowledge (the process of knowledge

becoming automatic) and automatization of procedural knowledge (the ability to

access information unconsciously). Passing from one stage to another, the learner

does practice using his explicit knowledge in ways that make it spontaneous to use.

DeKeyser (1994) stated that explicit knowledge (WCF) plays a significant role in the

process since it facilitates the skill to be practised in smaller steps. In addition,WCF

may be used to furnish explicit knowledge that facilitates the learner to focus on

problematic areas which are problematic. Regarding explicit knowledge becoming

implicit, McLaughlin, Rossman and McLeod’s (1990) skill acquisition model and

Anderson’s ACT model support the view that the explicit knowledge obtained from

the teacher and CF (including WCF) could be transformed into implicit knowledge.
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2.1.5 Interaction theory

The above theoretical discussion also indicates that acquiring and utilizing explicit

knowledge could facilitate language development even if it does not affect directly

(Ellis, 2011). This idea is endorsed and verified in several interaction theories. For

instance, whether it is believed that explicit knowledge in the input, which could be

WCF, encourages students to change output in language productions. In the beginning,

the interaction approach was based on oral interaction (Hatch, 2018; Liskinasih, 2016),

but recently it is being used to anticipate the effectiveness of written CF in EFL

studies (Park, 2015). Its focus is on the role of providing input (WCF) during FL

interactions. Gass (2016) defined noticed input and comprehended input along with

integration, intake and output. She called them stages of FL learning in her cognitive

model. In her model, the first stage that is noticed input implies that FL learners

notice the input features related to their current FL knowledge. This input might be

positive or negative. If feedback is negative, it often takes the form of CF.

In other words, getting awareness about certain FL features reveals that these input

features are essential for EFL students. Therefore, they become a part of intake (Gass,

2016). Schulz and Teitji (2002) also asserted that the potential of WCF converting

into intake could be internalized and existed if the students notice the feedback. They

elaborated that the amount of focus a learner applies to CF might be affected by

mediating motivational, affective and cognitive factors. This might also have an

impact on the other stages of information processing.
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Depending on the significance of the input features, it might or might not be

understood by the student. Language learners work to comprehend FL features. They

mentally process it for comprehended input. If this input is comprehended, it can

proceed to the 3rd stage of acquisition which is intake.

The intake implies that the noticed features are involved into student’s short-term

memory (Ellis, 2008). In the 4th stage integration, FL features can be transferred from

students' short-term memory to the long-term memory. Here, being integrated,

features become a part of his implicit knowledge system (Gass & Mackey, 2015). At

this stage, the amount of attention language learner has paid to the actual CF provided,

could have impact on the extent to which these features become a part of his long-

term memory. Synchronizing, various other cognitive factors, such as student’s

proficiency level and ability to pay attention to the WCF provided, could affect the

intake. This is also elaborated in the limited processing capacity model of FL learning

(Robinson, 2013; Van-Teijlingen & Hundley, 2012). However, these factors may

impact the uptake of CF and help justify why a CF is effective in some cases but not

in others.

Output is the ultimate aspect of this approach and language is produced when the

learner tests his language hypotheses. Output is demonstrated in the production of

written or spoken language. This is very significant for the current study because

WCF expects learners to notice their FL errors to produce more accurate writing tasks

or output.
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Lazar, Feng and Hochheiser (2017) amended Interaction Hypothesis that input assists

in FL learning, when input helps learners notice particular linguistic features from the

given input. These features are within the learner’s processing capacity. In other

words, if the student is at a stage when he/she is prepared to process the given forms.

This implies that if input in the form of WCF is given on any grammatical forms, the

learner will not yet understand and the CF cannot be utilized.

Although many research scholars worked in an interaction model, they only

considered oral CF because this model was primarily founded on modifications to

spoken language. However, researchers like Rizwan and Akhtar (2016) and Saeb

(2017) had adopted certain concepts to look into the WCF and did not state it

explicitly. Seab (2017) described that WCF could lead learners’ focus to their errors

in the form of input. Moreover, she presented an argument that FL students would be

more capable of paying attention to forms in writing. As they could get time more

than in oral production. Williams (2012) also highlights that the nature of writing

permits learners to have more significant opportunities to focus on forms. It is because

writing is slower than speaking. She also states that, when negative CF is given, it

casts on learners a longer-lasting record to compare it with later written texts. This

means that they should not merely rest their long-term memory as they have to do in

oral CF. Among cognitive approaches, interaction is considered to be the one in

which CF is most often studied. It is one of the significant components of this

approach, although not designed mainly for WCF, it can help in WCF (Philip, 2013).
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However, several factors may impact a learner’s ability to transform input into intake.

One of them is the limit in the learner’s ability to give input as much attention as it

requires to be processed. The other factor is the readiness of the learner, which would

be discussed in section 2.1.7.

2.1.6 Limited processing ability

Van-Beuningen, De-jong and Kuiken (2012) also maintain that it is insufficient to

write about input in general terms when it is done with FLA when explaining how

input is transformed into the intake. Moreover, they asserted that “language learning

mechanism that interacts with input should be spelt out in some fashion.” They

projected an IP (input processing) model that plays a significant role in language

learning.

They claimed that learners’ attention needs effort and that the human mind has a

limited ability to handle stimuli by making attention a limited resource. Owing to this,

EFL learners first pay attention to certain features of the input. However, there is a

boundary to the amount of information that could be processed simultaneously. In this

case, if written CF given to a learner is more extensive than his capacity, they will not

be able to process it.

Besides, the ability to deal with stimuli can vary from one learner to another. This

permits the learner to process WCF while another will not be able to do that. This

may well express the beneficial impacts of WCF in some cases but not in others.
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Robinson (2017) also claimed that individual differences in attentional capacity and

memory couldimpact the learner’s input observation. Thus, individual differences can

affect learner’s acquisition. One more factor that could impact learners’ ability to

process information is proficiency (Sheen, 2017). For the reason that learners with

lower proficiency cannot process input as efficiently as those with a higher

proficiency level. It reveals that learners’ proficiency level can also affect their mental

readiness for certain FL features. This might also impact the effectiveness of WCF.

2.1.7 Developmental readiness for WCF

Learners’ stages in the developmental learning can also cause differences in the ways

they utilize WCF. For example, in the teachability hypothesis, Piaget (1975) described

that, if written CF is to be effective, it should occur when the student in his/her inter-

language is at the stage which is closer to the point where it should be acquired quite

naturally. However, Truscott (1996) claims that WCF could not be practical in this

context due to developmental readiness as teachers do not take the learners’

developmental readiness into account while giving CF.

Nevertheless, Piaget (1975) suggests that, although some of the developmental

sequences are fixed, yet other sequences can be helpful in the teaching at any time

they are taught. Thus, it implies that they can potentially benefit from WCF at any

time. This theory is similar to Krashen’s i +1 model, in which he claims that learners

need to obtain input that is one step forward from their present stage so that they may

transfer to the next stage of learning. In his theory, ‘I’ stands for the current ability to
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learn the first rule, and i + 1 means “the next rule that a learner acquires” (Krashen,

1985, p. 101). He also claims that the human mind possesses LAD (Language

Acquisition Device) that processes the acquisition for the learner as long as the input

having i+1 is given. Krashen added that if the input is far beyond the learner’s

developmental capacity, it becomes ineffective. It may also be perceived that good

input requires harmonising with the learners’ current level to be practical and

effective (Krashen, 1985). In the case of written CF, if it is far beyond what the

learner already knows, he/she could not be able to process it. However, if it is in

accordance with the appropriate level, the learner’s LAD can work according to the

input, and absorb it into its current system.

Vygotsky also claimed “a good learning is that, which helps to advance

developmental ability” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 89). That is what results from his Zone of

Proximal Development (ZDP). It was developed to find out what the learner could do

alone and what he/she can do with help. Nonetheless, unlike Krashen’s i+1,

Vygotsky’s ZPD permits what is obtained by the learner and what is in the process of

being obtained with external assistance (Vygotsky, 1978). In the same way, it is a

developmental process that every student goes through as learning is fundamental to

Vygotsky’s theory (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 2014).

Even though there is no agreement upon the commonality of i + 1 and ZDP (Douglas,

2018), both can be based on the developmental stage of learners and emphasize that

this stage should be considered when providing CF to the learners. The situation in
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this stage is that present knowledge of acquiring sequences is reasonably limited.

Some research scholars contend that EFL instructors often do not ponder them when

giving WCF (Truscott, 1996). His statement seems to be accurate, but on the other

hand, there is no sufficient research to reveal that the practice to provide CF should be

entirely stopped. Nevertheless, discrepancies in learners’ abilities to comprehend and

hold the information they obtain from written CF can arise from discrepancies in the

developmental stages. This, in turn, leads to understanding differences in the

effectiveness among learners.

2.1.8 Social factors mediating the effectiveness of written CF

The cognitive theory defined issues that could mediate students’ engagement with the

uptake of written CF. This theory also outlined learners’ long-term retrieval and

retention of FL grammar features. Likewise, the current study examined the

magnitude to which various types of written CF assist the acquisition of salient

linguistic errors. It also investigates factors that may affect students’ involvement with

WCF along with uptake and retention. The main problem under investigation is if and

how the learners' beliefs from two different contexts (rural and urban) affect them.

Whether written CF is adopted and maintained to the extent to which learners of two

different contexts differ.

Beliefs have been a matter of debate in the field of language learning. Swain (2015)

defined beliefs as "psychologically held understandings or propositions about the

world around, that are considered to be truthful" (p. 4). Wenden (1996) presented the
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definition of beliefs as “public (students) notions which are based on their experiences

which impact the way they act” (p.5). Nevertheless, Barcelos (2003) emphasized the

complex nature of defining beliefs in the field of FLA. It is because several terms are

used referring to beliefs that depend on the agenda of various researchers: learners’

representations (Holec, 2010), philosophy of FL learning (Aziz & Quraishi, 2017),

and folk linguistic theories of learning (Miller & Ginsberg, 1995). She stated that one

thing in all definitions of language learning beliefs in common is that they are

concerned with language learning and the nature of language. In the present study,

beliefs have been taken as students' opinions based on their past experiences and

knowledge. They also impact how students approach the act of FL learning.

The discussion how beliefs impact the potency of written CF has been the center of

investigation but in a limited way. It means that this study can offer a deep insight

into existing gap. Because beliefs have impact on the other aspects of language

learning e.g. competency level (Mori, 1999a, 2015b; Park, 2015). It may be possible

that a connection can be seen between beliefs and the effectiveness of WCF which

could have numerous pedagogical and theoretical implications.

Since the present study is a comparative study; therefore, apart from merely

investigating beliefs, it also compares EFL students’ beliefs and their impact on the

uptake and retention of written CF in the rural and urban context. It is significant to

perceive what context means in the case of the present study. In the earlier studies,
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context was generally used to mean the context of a mentioned country or sometimes

used when they focus either on forms or on contents.

In the present research, the context is very particular: Students studying English

composition and comprehension from rural and urban areas. Both have the same goal

of improving English proficiency. This specific context was selected because the

researcher was concerned with investigating how past educational experiences and

present English programs affect their beliefs towards written CF and those beliefs on

improving writing accuracy. By eradicating factors such as different goals and

proficiency levels, the researcher hoped to determine factors that could shape EFL

learners’ beliefs towards written CF when the researcher refers to a context that is not

referring to the context of urban and rural as a whole.. Although the broader context

of the two areas is to explicate possible differences between the two groups and

students of the same group, this study's findings could not be generalized to other

programs and universities. The principal theories used in the current study to

anticipate and explain how contextual factors (e.g., past experiences, beliefs of a

group, etc.) may explicate differences between two groups of students discussed in

sections 2. 2.1 and 2.2.2

2.1.8.1 Theory of Constructivism

The primary comprehensive theory that runs through the present study is

‘constructivism.’ This theory is based on a learner's learning experiences and

knowledge that he learns with time. This theory constructs knowledge and meaning
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(Waller & Papi, 2017). Due to this, the learners’ past experiences, along with their

context and beliefs, may not be overlooked nonetheless. Constructivism theory gained

popularity soon after behaviourism. Behaviourists argue that if the teacher provides

natural stimuli to the learners, they may learn. Through observing the students’

behaviours, learning can be measured. The teachers also believe that if learning does

not occur, they consider themselves responsible for restructuring the context and

improving the learners’ behaviour through suitable ways (Aridah, Atmowardoyo, &

Salija, 2017).

Looking at constructivist perspectives (contrary to behaviourism), teachers and

students come up with different previous experiences, their own beliefs, and

knowledge. With all these, they can construct new knowledge and develop new

understanding in the classroom. Tonekaboni (2016) mentioned that constructivism is

not merely a theory about teaching. It is also a theory of knowledge and learning

which defines knowledge as developmental, transitory, culturally, and socially

intervened. Therefore, it is non-objective. Constructivist beliefs in three things among

students’ perceptions: first, they are more resistant to changes. Second, they sprout

their educational experiences, and third, they engineer a filter for future learning

(Osborne & Freyberg, 1985). Hence, it is up to the teachers to build students’ current

beliefs and preconceptions to make their learning successful.

Moreover, Zohdi-rad and Ghafournia (2016) perceive that the new constructivism

method diverts the students' attention from their teachers. Besides, it encourages the
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students to comprehend what is taught to them at educational experiences in the

related context. García-mayo & labandibar (2017) recognized three different lines of

investigation in the theory of constructivist understanding. First, it is the cognitive

approach and second, this is the notion that students respond to their physical

experience by constructing and awakening in their cognitive schemas. Third, the

cognitive frame constructs and comprehends the meaning of the world.

The constructivists look at the constructivism theory from a cognitive point of view.

Therefore, the learner’s knowledge is created by connecting some new information

from his previous experiences. Thus, a learner is motivated to the self-process for

constructing meaning (Liskinasih, 2016). Liskinasih (2016) also contends that beliefs

and knowledge originate in learners’ cognitive systems. Therefore, they also originate

in the activities they are involved in to access their knowledge, beliefs, and previous

experiences. Chen, Nassaji and Liu, (2016) also acknowledge that the learners’ past

academic experiences influence much of their current likes and dislikes.

Another point that Esmaeili and Behnam (2014) identified is the cultural approach.

This idea originated from anthropologists, primarily Vygotsky (1978). Contrary to

their earlier mentioned points that describe cognitive development within an

individual. The cultural approach from a constructivist perspective is cultivated within

the interaction between individuals from the culture or the activities and norms that

society resides. Finally, the individual and his culture is taken into consideration and

also the individual physical context. In such design, constructivist learning is
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considered to have been existed (Safari, 2017; Senturk, 2015). Authentic activities

and social interaction are elements in the given context that inspire constructivist

learning (Belaid & Murray, 2015; Rezaei, Izadpanah & Shahnavaz, 2016). It means

that the learners obtain access to their meanings from socially interacted perspectives

and the objects in their context.

Regarding various forms of constructivist learning theory, Baker and Burri (2016) and

Fu and Nassaji (2016) looked at the relationships of theoretical and practical

collaborations between formal and informal and between universal and particular.

They further elaborated that a well operational laborious division could be sought

instead of domination of one or the other or their complete detachment (p.34).

Considering the significance of the points contended by Wang and Jiang (2015), it can

be asserted how important their points are fully integrated. Their first point is to seek

knowledge based on learners’ previous experiences but located solely within an

individual. In comparison, it is a fact that the construction of knowledge is based on

an individual. Nevertheless, several linguists agree that knowledge is affected by the

culture and context in which a learner exists. Besides, whatever experience is gained

from the world around, predominantly affects the self-creation of knowledge.
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Figure 2.1. Constructivist activities for Language teaching

The current study also considered the learners’ previous experiences to confirm

whether they influenced students’ existing beliefs about learning. Furthermore,

whether variations in the contexts also result in distinct learning experiences in

educational settings. For example, the learners may be seen as having different beliefs

towards written CF. Yang (2016) highlights that all the things we experience are

taken up from the past and construct the quality of future knowledge with some

modifications (p.16). Based on this claim, it can be said that whatever happens in life

and the way we perceive it is both related to our past experiences. This also helps to

formulate our future experiences. Beliefs are not static, and they keep changing due to

learners’ distinct significant and influential factors like emotions and feelings (Saeb,

2017).

Regarding WCF, researchers claim that the learners have multiple learning priorities

that depend on the factors, e.g., previous education (Ammar, 2015), plans, and the
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assigned tasks (Asassfeh, 2013). Based on the assumption formulated in the above

discussion, it is predicted that the student coming from urban and rural areas in

KFUEIT may have different beliefs. In addition, beliefs are found to have influenced

many other areas of language learning. Therefore, this significant factor can impact

the learners’ use of WCF and their uptake and retention of the feedback in producing

more accurate texts.

In addition to it, a teacher might be another factor affecting the students’ minds.

Teachers also have different contexts with different beliefs and practices as well as a

different backgrounds of knowledge. Therefore, they might affect students’ current

learning beliefs. To bring change in what an individual thinks about he/she knows, a

cognitive conflict in mind is a pre-requisite. It causes alternative views in learners’

cognitive process. Meng (2013) classified these conflicting forces in three following

ways: alpha (leaving conflicting data/ ignoring existing beliefs/ theories as they are),

beta (modifying existing beliefs/ theories partially), and gamma (modifying existing

beliefs/theories impartially). There is a significant role of others on learners’

decisions to inculcate new beliefs by recasting the old ones (Ibid, 2013).

According to Saeb (2014), a well-argued compromise is required if significant

differences are noted between teachers' and students’ beliefs. Thus, in constructivism

theory, teachers have a significant role in designing meaningful learning by

considering learners’ prior knowledge by structuring their current beliefs and seeking
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compromise if they find significant differences. Subsequently, they may cause

cognitive conflict, which forces learners to ponder over alternative views.

In order to create cognitive conflict, first of all, the teacher has to find out the

learners’ beliefs. If the beliefs found are different from their own, the teacher must

expose their beliefs to the learners. He should explain to them why his beliefs are so.

The teacher can engage them in such activities, which may also arise conflict in

learners’ minds. He may help them think about productive alternatives to alter their

existing beliefs, notably CF provided in the EFL classroom. Chen, Lin, and Jiang

(2016) argue that learners’ beliefs could be altered by engaging them in the learning

process. This provides an opportunity for the students’ beliefs to have emerged in a

sense-making activity, and these activities are very tangible to their beliefs. The

learners may also not take up the teachers’ beliefs, which would negatively respond

due to feelings of reactions in the classroom.

The present study has two different groups coming up with different education

contexts and beliefs in general and language learning. That is why constructivism

would help to understand the differences of beliefs both groups would have about

WCF. Their beliefs would be a source to create cognitive conflict in the class by

affecting the learners’ ways engaged in the activities related to the types of WCF

provided. This would be useful to describe why WCF would be effective in

developing students’ linguistic accuracy. In this regard, Llinares and Lyster (2014)

state that such differences would probably soar to some problems about trust.
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Teachers/students’ relations may have repercussions on the overall effectiveness of

WCF. In such cases, the researcher needs to be well cognizant and build up students’

current preconceptions and beliefs towards his target (Pineda, 2018).

2.1.8.2 Activity theory

Activity theory as mentioned by Meng (2013) mentioned, activity theory explains the

differences in the uptake and retention of WCF among learners or individuals. This

theory is acknowledged as the sub-theory of sociocultural theory introduced by

Vygotsky (1978) and adapted by Leontieve (1978). This theory introduced two levels

in an activity: first, social motives impact the attitudes and beliefs behind the activity.

Second, the learners’ goals cause movements and conditions in which the learners

perform actions. This theory was intended to describe why some learners prefer to

same writing tasks differently, and some learners are engaged with WCF provided

while others do not.

In the activity theory, to understand the learners’ motives, one must comprehend the

learners’ activity system or comprehend the social system in which learners currently

exist (Saeb, 2014). This theory was summarized with five principles: one is to see the

activity system than other existing systems of activity of a leaner. It is the primary

element of analysis. This implies that individuals or groups’ motives can be observed

independently, but sub-ordinate units of analysis can be comprehended when studied

from the perspectives of the activity systems as a whole (Saeb, 2014). Referring to L2

learners, they have a complete activity system composed of various identities, e.g.,
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father, mother, son/daughter, location, and university system. These are entities that a

learner extracts during activities. However, the learners’ approaches towards activities

might have differed. The second principle is: systems of activity are multi-voiced,

which means that each activity system produces distinct positions for the learners.

All the learners who carry their histories, in turn, affect how they have access to the

assigned task. The activity system is composed of various layers formulated by a set

of conventions and traditional rules. Owing to these various reasons, the learners

experience the same assigned task differently. The third principle, he names

‘historicity,’ means the activity system keeps evolving. It is the urgency of the time

that the learners’ history may be known to grasp their issues, potentials, and problems.

Previous education and experiences of the learners may affect their way of

approaching the assigned task. This implies that their way of approaching the given

task can also be changed over time. It is similar to their WCF, when students expect

changes over time.

This point takes to the fifth principle, which states that evolution leads to

contradictions due to which development and changes occur. However, there are

some complications in the structure within and between activity systems. These

complications occur when a new element is adapted into the existing activity system.

That causes issues to the current structure. This may be called cognitive conflict as in

constructivism theory which may bring about innovation and novelty. This is only
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possible when the learners are put into new ways of learning or thinking about new

things.

This fifth principle also identifies the probability of the activity system to be changed

through ZPD (Zone of proximal development). Since, previous contradictions are

more frequent in the system; therefore, some learners may ask about the established

norms by getting a deviation from them. This situation causes a collective change in

the existing system. This should, therefore, be considered as a natural dynamic

system. When the learners are brought into new ways and new ideas in a system, their

activity systems are enormously affected. This, in fact, directly brings new changes to

the ways they get access to an activity.

Most of the activity theory principles resemble Vygotsky‘s model based on mediated

communication or what the learners can perform with the assistance of an expert.

Various systems of activity in a particular context have frequently interacted with

each other. They cause the systems and motives of the learners to be changed over

time while performing a particular activity. It means that the learning motives at the

start are varied with the motives when they are at the end of their task. In the EFL

classroom, various identities regarding an activity system are operational at the same

time. The learners and the instructors with different activity systems might be

working, which are intersected to make new meanings (Saeb, 2014). Every teacher

comes up with a new activity system that affects the learners’ existing activity system.
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One thing is important here to note that results produced in one context cannot be

generalized to other contexts.

This theory is considered significant in doing an investigation into WCF. Although

writing activity may be similar in all contexts, the purpose of a learner's writing and

the purpose of the teacher to make students write is varied. The differences among the

learners’ beliefs or goals for learning English can both create and destroy interest in

them for WCF.

Different layers design an individual’s activity system. For instance, if there are two

students in the class, one wants to write a task to believe that accuracy only comes

through memorizing correct sentences. Then he would prefer to use a direct approach.

The other student also wants to produce academic writing for the same purpose but

believes that accuracy in writing only comes through grammatical knowledge.

Therefore, he would prefer to use an indirect approach. Although both types of

students would fail in achieving accuracy because of their beliefs, their purpose of

writing is the same. However, as stated in the third principle elucidated by Saeb

(2014), activity systems are changed over time. Thus, the student's approach to

writing tasks in a given setting may differ from their approach in another instance.

2.1.8.3 Cognitive theory of language learning

Theoretically, the present study also supported the cognitive theory of language

learning. It implies that this theory endeavours to create active thinkers. According to
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Sincero (2011), the cognitive aspect makes language learners become active

information processors. Therefore, implications of this theory in the FLA field try to

produce such learners as to be able to find out the solutions to their problems,

discover learning and cognitive strategies and involve in project-based learning.

2.1.8.3.1 Problem-based Learning

The process of learning helps EFL learners to find out solutions to their problems. For

example, if students are busy with a research project, they have to find solutions to the

problems that should recognise their problem and collect and analyse data to conclude.

The strength of problem-based language learning is that it applies stress on drawing

meanings, not on the facts (Peng, 2016). Therefore, it can help improving language

learners’ creativity and also developing their learning achievements.

2.1.8.3.2 Discovery learning

Discovery learning is known as one of the applications of cognitive theory. Norris and

Ortega (2017) describe that discovery learning is called a type of instructional method.

This is because the language learners are at liberty to perform in the learning

environment under little or without any teacher's instruction. The same assumption of

instruction is further supported by S. Al-Jarrah (2016), who presented the view that

discovery learning is, in fact, problem-based learning and it occurs with little

guidance. This means that by discovery learning, a language instructor provides an

opportunity to the learners. Therefore, they may explore and improve themselves by
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learning through the classroom environment with little guidance from the teacher. He

also mentions some basic structures that should be given attention in implementing

discovery learning. These structures are the following; willingness to learning, critical

and intuitive thinking that can motivate EFL learners for learning. These basic

structures should be progressed from primary step to advanced step.

Considering the example of two types of inferences of cognitive theories, the users of

the cognitive theory should pay attention to its philosophies. Sincero (2011) described

six principles of cognitive learning theory to develop teaching methodology: first, if

any information needs to be learned by the processor, it should primarily be

acknowledged as an essential component. Second, during learning, language learners

should act on that information in such ways that it should help draw meanings. Third,

learners should memorize pieces of information to put it in the storehouse of their

memory systematically. This information should be related to their current

understanding of the world around them. Fourth, learners should constantly examine

their understanding. This ultimately results in the refinement and revisions that are

retained. Fifth, transferring knowledge-based information to new contexts is not

spontaneous. Therefore, it results from experience to the numerous applications. Sixth,

learning is only expedited when learners know well about their learning strategies and

observe their uses.

https://explorable.com/users/sarah
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(Cognitive, affective and biological events)

Figure 2.2. Social cognitive theory illustration (Sincero, 2011)

2.1.8.4 Cognitivism: A Process Occurring inside the Learners’ mind

Cognitivism is a theory that includes learning studies regarding the process that takes

place inside the minds of language learners. The language instructors who want to

implement cognitivism in their teaching-learning process should consider it when

implemented in the EFL classroom. The weakness of cognitivism is that language

learners learn the ways to complete their tasks. However, this may not be possibly

effective. The strength is that the learners are trained to actively do the task to produce

such learners as they can show consistency in their learning behaviour (Wenden,

2019).

The above discussion can be summed up with concluding remarks that the cognitive

theory is a learning theory of psychology. It endeavours to elucidate human behaviour

by comprehending the mental process. This theory emphasizes conscious thoughts.

These conscious thoughts were also discussed by Piaget’s cognitive theory of

development, Vygotsky’s social constructivism and cognitive theory, and the
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information processing approach. All such types of cognitive theory focused on the

significance of the information process inside the human brain. Nevertheless, the

application of this cognitive theory could be possible through project-based learning,

problem-based learning techniques, cognitive strategies, and discovery learning. As a

whole, its application aims to stimulate learners to be active and creative in the

teaching-learning process.

2.1.9 Conclusion to the theoretical discussion

Our knowledge about cognitive processes that sustain learning a foreign language

makes us believe that written CF could mediate these processes. It also helps students

ameliorate their writing accuracy.

Theoretical sections also have cognitive and social theories that can explain why

written CF in EFL learning is helpful for some students in one case but not useful for

others in another case. The coming sections would present empirical evidence about

the impact of cognitive, social, and contextual variations on EFL learners’ responses

to the given CF. Some factors on the pedagogical or social factors were investigated

involving learners’ context on written CF (Bitchener & Knoch, 2010; Rummel, 2014;

Rummel & Bitchener, 2015). Nevertheless, little efforts have been made to look into

the other factors, e.g., beliefs and past educational experiences that might impact EFL

learning, explicitly concerning the written CF.
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In order to ascertain whether theoretical articulations about written CF are valid,

numerous empirical research looking at various issues on written CF was conducted

in the past. Besides beliefs, various studies investigated learners’ beliefs without

studying and determining whether those beliefs impacted FL learning. Out of limited

researches that examined to ascertain whether beliefs have an impact on language

learning. Beliefs were revealed to impact FL learning in general (Mori, 2015a, 2015b;

Park, 2015) while on the written CF particularly (Mahfoodh & Pandian, 2011; Storch

& Wigglesworth, 2017; Swain & Lapkin, 2013).

2.2 Review of past studies

This section provides literature review of the previous studies related to providing

written CF. Particular, those previous studies were analytically discussed which

investigated social and cognitive factors affecting the efficacy of providing written CF

in EFL classes. Since teachers have important role in providing CF to the students;

therefore, literature on teachers’ role to provide written CF has been discussed.

2.2.1 Teacher’s role in providing written CF

The review on teachers’ feedback in writing shows that the way teachers rectify

foreign language learners’ writing contributes to different impacts on the learners’

attitudes towards feedback and writing. These impacts certainly have a bearing on the

learning process.
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Teachers’ feedback in responding to students’ compositions is essential in the EFL

learning context because the feedback can influence the students’ attitude towards

writing in a foreign language. Teacher’s feedback that is focused and clear has been

shown to assist students in noticing the weaknesses in their writing. These students

are likely to learn from their errors (Waller & Papi, 2017). It has been shown that the

weak students, in particular, appreciate teachers’ feedback. This draws attention to

errors in their writing and provides explanations or corrections for the errors

(Chandler, 2017). The types of the written CF often used by EFL teachers are enlisted

in the following table 2.1.
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The literature about teacher’s feedback on writing denotes that the feedback given

tactfully encourages students to develop a positive attitude towards learning

(Walliman, 2012). Therefore, the students look forward to receiving non-threatening

feedback about their writing from their teachers. Because they could see the potential

benefits of the feedback, on the other hand, harsh feedback may result in demotivation

and animosity towards the teacher (Waller & Papi, 2017).

Although teachers’ CF on writing often focuses on errors, yet they have also been

found to provide feedback on positive aspects of students’ writing. The feedback may

be provided in the form of motivational or encouraging words. Students who receive

praises like “Good point” or “Well done” tend to produce better texts in their next

writing task. There is evidence that students are motivated by teachers’ positive

feedback (Tang & Liu, 2018). However, it is also noted that teachers seldom provide

positive feedback (Ferris, 2013).

Ellis (2011) provides the nine types of WCF used by language teachers as mentioned

in Table 2.1. These types of CF used by language teachers may be categorised as an

effective tool. This can serve the purpose of indicating the performance of EFL

students to demonstrate accuracy in writings. Various types of WCF also permit the

teachers to select the most effective CF as perceived by their students. Getting the

best possible choice in CF, students can produce new texts with more accuracy than

previous. Hence, language instructors do not have to restrict themselves to provide the

specific type of WCF of their own choice. It can be valuable and effective if they
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know the students’ beliefs about WCF while contributing more accuracy to students’

writings. The present study also focused on investigating beliefs in WCF to be more

effective in obtaining EFL learners’ writing accuracy.

2.2.2 Introduction to the empirical research

Before discussing the empirical evidence in the earlier studies, few terms are

necessary to define. CF is either focused in all the written CF investigations (this

means that CF is given on specific error categories) or unfocused (means that CF is

given on all error categories). Moreover, there are various types of CF. Of them, two

types: direct (in which the teacher provides the correct form to the student) and

indirect (in which the teacher points out wherever errors occur and the student himself

corrects them). Another type of CF is metalinguistic CF, in which the teacher gives

explanations or examples of correct use of linguistic features.

Regarding CF, three previous studies merely investigated students’ revisions, but not

new texts (Farjadnasab & Khudashenas, 2017; Hassan, 2018; Ferris & Roberts, 2017).

Ferris and Roberts (2017) research investigated five categories of errors for EFL

learners at California State University. The learners were made to write an essay and

then divided into three groups. They received error correction in codes (e.g., vf= verb

form error), error corrections in un-codes (with an indication that errors occurred were

provided), or no error correction given. Although they did not revise the essay, they

spent about half an hour self-editing the marked essay. The results revealed that both

groups who received CF on errors performed well on correcting errors contrary to
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those who were not provided CF. No significant differences were found between

students who received the coded and un-coded error corrections. However, the coded

group showed slightly higher progress in all categories except in the use of articles. In

addition, students were able to edit errors on the treatable or rule-based categories.

Farjadnasab and Khudashenas (2017) also investigated learners’ ability to revise texts

after the written CF provided. Their population was Japanese EFL learners enrolled in

writing skill courses that he was teaching. Learners were divided into four groups:

form-focused CF, content-focused CF, form- and content-focused CF, or no feedback.

The findings of this study showed that form-focused CF permitted language learners

to obtain accuracy in writing subsequent drafts. These findings were similar to

Esfandiari and Meihami’s (2017) findings who investigated ESL students in the

English composition classes. The learners showed improvement in the contents of

revised texts irrespective of the feedback types they received. However, learners who

were provided CF on grammatical features improved grammatical accuracy

significantly in the revision of texts than that given CF on content alone.

These researches made efforts to find out whether written CF is helpful to facilitate

learners to develop writing skills in the revision. Nevertheless, it was realized that

examining only revisions was not a proper way to improve writing skills. Truscott and

Hsu (2018) argued that this might not simply be acknowledged as evidence of

learning a language. Instead, it may be proven by comparing new texts to the earlier.

Therefore, progress inaccuracy needs to emphasized over the time and in writing the
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new texts to depict learners from the given CF. Moreover, the control group is

included in determining whether improvements are due to providing written CF or

whether they have naturally developed throughout language learning (Truscott, 1996).

Among the previous researches that include control groups, two studies did not find

any advantage to students who were provided written CF. One is Kern (2015), who

provided either communicative CF or direct CF to a group of EFL learners. The

communicative CF brought improvement in the content of their writing. Those who

received direct CF of all their surface errors showed no difference in the error count.

The researcher also observed that the anxiety of committing errors made learners

avoid particular structures. This negatively impacted the complexity of producing

texts. It is also to be noted that even though learners received error corrections, they

were not told to do corrections in writing. This study, however, included no pre-test in

its research design. Ozısık (2014) also found no difference in the improvement

between students included in the experimental group who received CF on written

work. However, the control group was not given any feedback. This study

investigated 65 undergraduate EFL students and used journal entries for the

experimental group and then essay writing in the class for the post-test. Students made

four journal entries per week in seven weeks and were given no feedback in the

control group. The students in the experimental group produced two journal entries

per week. They repeated each journal entry after having a review of grammar.
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Besides, they were constant on editing exercises and receiving CF on the entries and

the exercises. Improvement in writing was calculated by observing differences in

essays written before and at the end of the semester. Findings of this study revealed

that although there were no significant differences, researchers highlighted no point

that instruction time consumed in editing and grammar exercises was fruitless. Instead,

they asserted that the treatment might not have lasted long enough to give conclusive

results. In addition to this, the instruction of the classroom that all learners received no

CF over the term provided extra practice of the experimental group ineffectively.

These studies conclude that given CF becomes ineffective in the ways it is done. On

their ineffective CF findings, arguments may be initiated that different contexts may

have impacted the results because written CF leads to explicit knowledge. It is only

measured when the learner has ample time to correct and revise the text (Krashen,

1985; Ellis, 2008). In the wake of the findings of both studies discussed above, it was

asserted that deficiency in the support for written CF might have arisen from defects

in the research design and analysis (Bitchener & Ferris, 2016). This argument calls for

more investigations to be well-designed carefully. After this, uptake was used as

evidence for the post-test results and delayed post-test in the recent studies. It revealed

that the learners viewed the written CF and paid attention to the errors in the later

texts. Besides, due to students’ retained progress on the delayed post-tests, a case may

also be developed to retrieve knowledge from students’ long-term memory. Since the

present study also used a pre-test, post-tests, delayed post-tests; therefore, it would

contribute to existing findings.
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2.2.3 Studies on written CF

More recently, some studies have included a pre-test, post-test, delayed post-test

design to overcome some of the limitations of previous literature (Bitchener, 2010;

Bitchener & Knoch, 2016; Sheen, 2010; Sheen et al., 2009).

Improved accuracy on post-tests and delayed-posts tests was found in all of these

studies, which would seem to provide clear evidence about uptake. These studies

support that learners were engaged in the information processing stages that

interactive theorists have put forth.

Bitchener and Knoch (2014) and Bitchener and Knoch (2016) investigated low-

intermediate students studying in New Zealand language schools. The focus of these

studies highlighted the effect of written CF on students’ use of definite and indefinite

articles. The learners were placed into either one of three feedback groups (direct

focused correction, written & oral meta-linguistic input, direct focused correction &

written meta-linguistic input, or plain error correction) or the control group. The three

feedback groups outperformed the control group on both their immediate post-tests

and delayed post-tests in all three cases.

Looking at the acquired writing accuracy for using the article by the students studying

in New Zealand, Bitchener and Knoch (2015) examined advanced learners. They once

again divided students into three feedback groups (written meta-linguistic CF, indirect

focused circling, and oral meta-linguistic input) or the control group. Like before,
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experimental groups performed better than the control group in the immediate post-

test. Besides, both written meta-linguistic CF and oral meta-linguistic CF groups were

revealed more accurately in writing than indirect and control groups in the delayed

post-tests.

Sheen (2010) and Sheen et al. (2009) also probed whether written CF impacts EFL

learners’ ability to use definite and indefinite articles accurately. However, language

learners’ level in both of these studies was intermediate. In the first research (Sheen,

2010), Learners were made to sit in one of the two feedback groups (direct CF or

direct CF along with meta-linguistic information) or the control group. Both

experimental groups were found to show better results than the control group in

instant and delayed post-tests. In Sheen et al.’s (2009) research, learners in the

experimental group were provided direct, focused CF, direct unfocused CF, writing

exercises. In the control group, students were given no CF. As a result, experimental

groups superseded the control group in obtaining writing accuracy. Moreover, the

direct, focused CF group obtained more accuracy in writing than the direct unfocused

CF group.

Since improved accuracy in writing has been observed in recent studies, learners tend

to notice written CF and comprehend the distinctions between their erroneous texts

and the target structures. Besides, recent studies were longitudinal and experimental

(having one or more delayed post-tests). They revealed that learners could get access

to the explicit knowledge they acquired from written CF. These studies also showed
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that explicit knowledge was integrated into learners’ long-term memory and then used

to write text accurately. Owing to this, the findings of the recent studies support

information processing phases as mentioned by interactionists. Nevertheless, the most

recent studies have put focus on specific error categories. Therefore, no claims can be

made at this time about the broader role of written CF that it can play in language

learning.

2.2.4 Studies on focused and unfocused written CF

As stated before in Section 2.1.7, the theory would suggest that learners must be

developmentally ready for written CF to work (Krashen, 1985; Pineda, 2018;

Vygotsky, 1978). The challenge is that literature on the developmental sequence for

learning English is limited, although textbooks may provide some guidance because

they often focus on grammatical structures that have been proven to be learnable at

specific proficiency levels (Bitchener et al., 2016). However, it can be predicted that

if the feedback provided is not aligned with the learner’s stage of development, it may

not be effective. Most recent studies have focused on only a limited number of

grammatical features (Bitchener & Knoch, 2015; Bitchener & Ferris, 2014; Ellis et al.,

2008; Sheen, 2017; Sheen et al., 2009). However, one study by Van-Beuningen et al.

(2012) investigated the effects of comprehensive feedback on a wide range of

structures. Of the previously mentioned studies, Bitchener and Ferris (2014),

Bitchener and Ferris (2016) and Sheen (2007) all provided focused written corrective

feedback, and all of these studies provided feedback on learners’ use of definite and
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indefinite articles. In addition, these studies found positive evidence for the use of

focused error correction.

In contrast, several other studies investigated other error categories and found that

written CF was not beneficial. For example Bitchener et al. (2016), Ferris (2015) and

Lazar et al. (2017) all found that the CF provided on lexical items and prepositions

did not help improve learners’ writing accuracy. The need to focus on a limited

number of linguistic features has also been found regarding written CF (Bitcheneret

al., 2016). In their 12 week study of 53 adult EFL students, they looked at the effects

of various types of written CF on three types of error: prepositions, simple past tense,

and definite article. They found the results of written CF on the three categories of

errors as a single group; no benefit was noted.

Contrary to this, when the error categories were taken separately, it was observed that

combining written CF and conferencing helped learners obtain writing accuracy in the

use of past tense and definite articles. However, they showed no accuracy in using the

preposition. This showed that learners were not yet at a stage to use the written CF

they had received for using prepositions. These findings may also have arisen due to

different information processing when learners come across rule-governed

structures/forms rather than idiosyncratic forms.

Interestingly enough, despite the contradictory arguments towards unfocused CF,

many other studies have also proved unfocused CF to be effective (Ellis et al., 2008;

Van-Beuningen et al., 2008). Actually, in these studies of English articles,Ellis et al.
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(2008) observed no distinction in the level of uptake between focused and unfocused

CF groups. He also discovered that both CF groups performed better than the control

group. In addition to this, two studies exclusively probed the effectiveness of

unfocused CF (Van-Beuningen et al., 2012). Both examined the impact of written

CF on secondary school students who were given direct CF, indirect CF, or writing

practices. The learners were instructed to make self-corrections with no CF. In Van-

Beuningen et al.’s (2012) study, short-term acquisitions were noted for both direct and

indirect CF groups. However, only the direct CF group sustained the retention in

writing accuracy in the delayed post-tests. At the same time, other groups revealed no

uptake in acquiring writing accuracy. Similarly, in the Van-Teijlingen and Hundley

(2012) study, direct and indirect CF groups performed better than the other two

groups in revisions and the production of new texts throughout four weeks. These

three investigations have provided evidence to reinforce the idea that even unfocused

written CF may be helpful.

However, an investigation carried out by Truscott and Hsu (2018) explored that the

advanced level learners only were observed showing improvement when they revised

texts after the unfocused CF was provided. Nevertheless, this improvement was not

seen when they produced a new draft. Besides, Sheen et al.’s (2009) study discovered

that direct, focused CF was more effective than direct unfocused CF. Nevertheless,

the researchers admitted that the unfocused CF was unsystematic, due to which some

errors can be corrected while others cannot. Therefore, after looking into empirical

evidence in the earlier and recent written CF studies, the contextual factor is another
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variable that may impact learners’ ability to improve foreign language learning. The

following section would review related studies on the role of contextual factors in

providing written CF.

2.2.5 Role of contextual factors in providing written CF

The discussion made in the previous sections revealed the impact of various contexts

focused on written CF. These contexts worked as a starter to the later studies that

directly investigated the impact of different contexts. Besides having found the results,

it can be described by mediating the impacts of different factors such as previous

education experiences, e.g. Aljaafreh and Lantolf (2014 emphasized the need to

investigate the context. It was revealed that some students consistently required more

direct CF than others in order to obtain accuracy in writing. This first step towards

investigating the context revealed that students’ feedback norms in previous

educational experiences might impact the type of CF useful to them. Afterwards,

Amrhein and Nassaji (2010) investigated the impact of WCF on migrant and

international students in New Zealand for different lengths of time. The migrated

students were permanent residents, and it is a general belief that international students

demonstrate comparatively higher formal exposure towards FL.

The same was assumed by this study that this belief could have helped the

international students to use WCF more effectively. Although, this study found no

significant difference between both groups regarding the impact of beliefs on

producing the correct form of text. This study, however, predicted that this might be
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due to the overlapping in the membership to both groups as migrated students might

not have had formal exposure to their FL. Similarly, international students might not

have had the opportunity to speak informally in the foreign language. The study also

predicted several other factors to impact the results, e.g., students’ wide range of

backgrounds, the impact of prior educational experiences on their current experience,

etc. Finally, this study suggested further investigations to determine if the learners

from one background can use WCF more effectively to improve EFL writing and

factors (i.e., students’ beliefs, types of WCF) that may impact the degree of

effectiveness differently different contexts.

The assumption formed in the discussion of the above studies is that evidence leads us

to believe various contexts impacting the FL accuracy with WCF. However, no

research in the current scenario has focused on the impact of rural and urban contexts

on WCF, particularly in Pakistan. This situation indicates investigating rural and

urban contextual factors which would affect the efficacy of WCF. One of the

contextual factors requires that of beliefs. Beliefs are also considered to impact

language learning (Kern, 2015; Rummel & Bitchener, 2015). To put as a shred of

evidence, few investigations have already been made on the impact of beliefs on the

efficacy of WCF and predicted differences of beliefs between students of different

contexts might impact on language learning (Al-Osaimi, & Wedell, 2016; Rummel &

Bitchenner, 2015; Cephe & Yalcin, 2015). Students from different areas and

provinces are enrolled in the BS English undergraduate program in almost all the

universities of Pakistan.

https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Cephe%2C+Pasa+Tevfik
https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Yalcin%2C+Cagla+Gizem
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Therefore, students’ different experiences and contexts may produce belief systems to

be constructed differently. In the field of FLA, students’ different contexts have been

investigated for the last two decades. The following sections would present a further

discussion on the research studies about beliefs in the FLA fields.

2.2.6 Studies on comparing beliefs about language Learning

Some well-known pioneer studies about language learners’ beliefs were carried out by

Horwitz (1988), who used BALLI (Beliefs about language learning inventory) to

collect learners’ beliefs systematically. This inventory was applied to examine the

beliefs about complications in foreign language learning, EFL aptitudes,

communication, and its process. She compared the findings of representative groups

of BALLI research studies to determine the social and cultural impact on learners’

beliefs. Her comparison of different contexts of various students from different

American and European countries revealed that, although differences were noted

between students’ groups, differences among students with having the same cultural

background were also found. She predicted these differences due to variations in

learning circumstances. The problem with comparing learners from different cultures

is that culture is thought to be a broader context. The students who construct their

beliefs and knowledge are pretty differently grouped because of their established

geographical boundaries.

Moreover, Horwitz’s compared those international students in America who were

studying English since in the middle school. Her study has defects in making sure
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about differences emerge from contextual factors and affected by situational and

individual variations. Research participants need to be selected carefully. Because it is

not possible to classify participants from the same country to have the same culture, it

is essential to determine whether they have had similar educational experiences

specifically, in the case when they have similar language proficiency and the same

goals of learning a language.

Moreover, if they have studied similar programs, it is possible to determine which

contextual factors can be accounted for any similarities or differences among learners.

Looking at this point, the particular focus of the present study remained on the

information about the EFL students’ prior educational experiences. This might help

to provide a clear picture of contextual factors that could impact FL learning in

Pakistan. However, the results obtained from BALLI studies received much criticism

because all data were collected by using survey questionnaires only (Barcelos, 2013).

Besides, Hassan and Aziz (2020) investigated and compared students' and teachers’

beliefs. They observed that the learners were intended to be categorized into three

groups when they expressed their beliefs about WCF such as Receptors (students who

looked at WCF positively and made revisions), Semi-resistors (students who looked at

WCF to some extent and made revisions), and Resistors (who negatively looked at

WCF for revisions).

Subsequently, Diab (2015) investigatied a case study on students' and teachers’

beliefs about WCF. This study selected a university teacher and two undergraduate
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EFL learners. In this study, the instructor revealed some doubts about the efficacy of

WCF. She reported that the students preferred all their errors to be corrected by their

teacher. On the other hand, the teacher disagreed with the students’ intention. She

found that the teacher did not believe in the students' intention to benefit from

grammar correction. She also called WCF a type of “security blanket.” Before this,

Ferris (2015) also explained that providing CF always created frustration. Moreover,

Han (2017) reported in his study that CF was tedious and unrewarding, though, at a

later stage, it was reportedly confirmed that students were persistent positively

towards receiving corrections on papers (Diab, 2015; Han, 2017).

Furthermore, Lennane (2017) carried out one of his studies to investigate how EFL

students and teachers having two different cultures looked at the role of WCF. In this

study, data collected from EFL teachers and students by using a questionnaire. The

findings of this study revealed an agreement between the beliefs held by teachers and

students within two groups of students. However, there were differences between the

teachers' and the students’ beliefs in both groups regarding WCF. This study found

that language learners might have felt learning issues in the classroom due to the

differences between belief systems. However, this study was limited to only what

students and teachers reported. Further study was required to investigate the impact of

students’ beliefs on their EFL writing. The present study was mainly aimed to fill this

gap.
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In Han’s (2017) study, it was found that when teachers provided corrections on

learners’ papers, the students realized that they were able to improve their writing

accuracy. Although in this study, Han endeavoured to control WCF rigidly, the goals

of individual learners were not considered. Sato and Oyanedel (2019) also contended

that teachers should focus on learners’ reactions to WCF. Besides, upon receiving a

new text from the learners, the instructor should try to find suitable ways to overcome

the variations in beliefs between students and himself. Plonsky and Mills (2016)

suggested that explanations about the ways to provide WCF came from significant

differences in learners’ beliefs towards WCF. It was because their emerging beliefs

should be aligned with teachers’ practices. The present study was supported by such

findings and was intended to be carried out to fill this gap.

2.2.7 Recent studies on comparing beliefs towards written CF

Research studies comparing EFL learners’ beliefs towards WCF have been

extensively carried out in one or more contexts (Al-Osaimi & Wedell, 2016; Aziz &

Quraishi, 2017). These studies investigated the particular context along with the

country lines. Besides, these researches were not carried out to explore reasons why

variations between the participants of two countries occurred. To illustrate, Amrhein

and Nassaji (2010) administered a questionnaire to collect data from students and

teachers in their study about their beliefs towards WCF and revealed that 93% of EFL

students agreed on the point that teachers should provide WCF on all errors. The

findings of this study supported McCargar (2013), whose study found that in

responding to the statement “teachers should provide corrections to all my errors,” the
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teachers disagreed. All other groups of students mostly strongly agreed. However,

Japanese students only agreed while participants from Korea, China, Indonesia, South

America, Middle East, Iran and Japan had different proficiency levels. Hence,

differences were noted regarding WCF provided to the students. Then findings

revealed that Korean students agreed to some extent with the statement “teacher

should highlight the students’ errors without correction.” Whereas other groups

strongly disagreed.

Kartchava and Ammar’s (2013) study found out learners’ beliefs about WCF and

determined the extent of improving accuracy in writing. This study was carried out on

four groups of high‐beginner college‐level EFL teachers and learners. Each teacher

provided feedback in response to errors with specific suitable treatment (past tense

and questions in the past). Teachers' and students’ beliefs were seen in their

correlation from the evaluation that was reported on the immediate recall and with the

test scores about the picture descriptions. The study found four common beliefs, of

which two mediated the noticing of WCF, but none of the other impacted the

students’ learning outcomes.

Later, Cephe and Yalcin (2015) employed interviews and a Likert-scale questionnaire

to determine EFL learners’ beliefs. Their study produced different results by revealing

that students could not explain their beliefs merely by choosing options in the

questionnaire because they might interpret the questionnaire items differently. This

study provides a clear indication that the investigations intended to look at beliefs

https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Cephe%2C+Pasa+Tevfik
https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Yalcin%2C+Cagla+Gizem
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should properly be triangulated to control the possible limitations of the survey

questionnaire. Therefore, triangulated methods of investigation have been employed

in the present study upon consideration. It was to ensure that the beliefs found could

truly represent EFL students’ beliefs about WCF and their impact on EFL writing

accuracy.

Al-Osaimi and Wedell (2016) also explored students’ beliefs about language learning

concerning the impact of contextual factors. Responses of the participants revealed

that a great majority of the learners agreed that practising with other students was

necessary for successful learning. Only a few students thought that there should be

some opportunities to practice language learning outside the classroom. Some of the

students felt that immersion in the Arab society was essential to learn Arabic.

Regarding speaking of the Arabic language in the class, 70% of students had beliefs

that the teacher should try to speak a lot more than his students.

The qualitative data also shed some light on the apparent inconsistency. This study

found that the learners understood speaking practices in the classroom, e.g., in asking

the questions and finding out clarifications from their teachers, rather than interacting

with other groups of students. However, the study suggested that students must be

given opportunities to make speaking practices. The problem with this study was that

it only investigated students’ general beliefs towards language learning in the Arabic

context. Therefore, including other geographical contexts of the students within the

same country could produce different results than the present study.
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Besides, a change of beliefs in EFL teaching is also relevant to the study, which may

be helpful for the EFL instructors in providing WCF to their students. What factors

cause the change of beliefs can be found in the study carried out by Esfandiari and

Meihami (2017). They investigated the process of beliefs’ transformation among pre-

service language teachers during teaching classes at the University of China. This

research revealed that students' and teachers' beliefs had experienced the different

alteration processes during the class. This study also highlighted the sociocultural

factors due to which these changes occurred. However, this study suggested that to

facilitate the changing process of beliefs and promote learners’ cognitive development,

a conducive and friendly environment is required to maximize the language practice

in the classroom.

Furthermore, Fogal (2016) examined how EAP classes in Japan and South Korea

approached the genre-based writing investigations and how language learners

perceived their studies in the light of existing trends. The findings in this research

demonstrated that on-going genre-based teaching methods in Japan and South Korea

were not wholly compatible with (a) learners’ beliefs about teaching practices that

might be effective in academic writing improvement, (b) genre-based instructions in

some other learning contextual factors, and (c) what the literature suggested were

principles of the best practices. The participants of this study demanded a more

incorporated, form, and function-based approach to genre-based revisions. It was

argued that more incorporated genre-based pedagogies in South Korea and Japan

contribute more comprehension of writing studies in the East Asian context. It was
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also argued to develop comprehension on learners’ metacognition as a tool to inform

confined writing pedagogies.

Like prior investigations, Gallagher and Haan (2018) also investigated to compare

teachers’ beliefs about trends that caused more bilingual students into

English‐medium university classrooms in America and elsewhere. One of the causes

they found was contextual factors required for helping teachers to implement

responsive instructions of language. This study also probed the extent to which

previous educational experience is transferred to the tertiary settings, focusing on

faculty members’ beliefs about polyglot students. This survey-based study analyzed

the written comments provided by teaching faculty. They found deficit views about

students’ linguistic abilities and questioned the feasibility of various instructional

techniques. The study revealed that most English teachers strongly disagreed that

language teaching was within the scope of their responsibilities. They also displayed a

strong preference for the support to be provided outside the classroom.

The discussion in the above recent studies formulated the assumption that leads to

predict that language learners having different contexts may have differences in their

beliefs. Their beliefs may also be different from those of their teachers. Likewise,

teachers with different backgrounds may also have different beliefs. However, issues

that emerged in the previous studies on beliefs are that the pioneer studies overlooked

the learners’ previous and current educational contexts. Their prime focus was on

culture, which means the culture of learners’ respective countries.
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Therefore, to understand whether differences emerge from the ways the learners’

beliefs are constructed from previous educational experiences, information about

contexts from which they get their experiences is required. Besides, information

regarding students’ goals, and levels was also not taken into account. Therefore, it

cannot be ascertained if any of those contextual factors could cause any observed

differences. In addition to this, these studies did not suggest if any of the differences

noted impacted students’ writing accuracy.

2.2.8 Studies to investigate beliefs and effectiveness of written CF

The studies discussed in the previous sections investigated the beliefs without looking

at their impact on language learning. There is no extensive literature for investigating

the students’ beliefs towards CF and evaluate the impact of those beliefs on achieving

writing accuracy in any way (Ellis et al., 2008). Among the pioneers, Tanaka, Ellis,

and Loewen (2011) investigated the impact of beliefs in their study to find

correlations between Japanese university students’ beliefs and proficiency in English.

Apart from investigating students’ beliefs through questionnaires, the TOEFL course

tests' proficiency in language learning was measured.

The findings of this study revealed no significance between learners’ beliefs and their

proficiency in language learning. Although changes in beliefs were noted in this study

regarding students’ confidence and self-accuracy, this could affect their overall

performance. The researchers predicted that this change was likely to impact their

speaking skills instead of their intended skills as focused by TOEFL. This study
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provided conflicting findings in limited research. That is why it could not determine

to which extent students’ beliefs affected their language learning.

After this, Mori (2015) examined the university students’ beliefs at different levels of

their proficiency in studying Japanese in the US. This study also applied the same

research tools as used by Tanaka and Ellis (2013). Likewise, she investigated the

correlations between beliefs and FL achievement. Her study, however, revealed a

significant relationship between the students’ beliefs with innate ability and the need

for single clear-cut responses. Besides, the learners who preferred to receive exhibited

a higher level of proficiency compared to those in the control group . Another study

by Mori (2015) which she carried out in universities (public and private), found

similar results in the USA. In this study, she checked students’ progress through

quizzes preceded and followed by a questionnaire to determine the change of beliefs.

This study found significant correlations between students’ beliefs, language accuracy,

amount of CF received, and the course's perception. However, differences of beliefs

were also noted among the learners.

In a similar vein, Peng (2019) also investigated the correlations between students’

answers obtained for the beliefs about Language Learning Inventory (BALLI) and

their proficiency obtained through comprehensive Test. This study revealed that the

learners who believed that FL learning was all learning about rules of grammar.

Making errors in the beginning was hard to be covered at later stages. They showed

lower proficiency level than those who had different beliefs about language learning.
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The findings of this study were also supported by the similar results found in Park

(2015) and Erlam (2013) investigation. They also revealed the positive correlations

between students’ FL learning beliefs and their proficiency levels as measured by the

TOEFL course.

Subsequently, Zhong (2017) looked at single students' beliefs in a case study

conducted in New Zealand for over ten weeks. She used Oxford Placement Test,

Nation’s Vocabulary Test, and two oral tests. She collected student’s beliefs before

and after the tests. The study found that as the student’s proficiency increased in

learning, she started thinking of corrections as less significant. The findings of these

studies (Mori, 2015, Mori, 2015; Park, 2015; Tanaka & Ellis, 2013) revealed that

students’ beliefs could directly or indirectly impact FL earning. However, Zhong

(2017) showed that changes occurred in beliefs as the students' proficiency level

increased. In this context, Ferris (2013) also asserts that teacher needs to be aware of

students’ beliefs about language learning and provide them opportunities to raise their

awareness about their own beliefs. In this way, students can be helped more to

understand the reasons for holding those beliefs. Additionally, previous research

mentioned earlier has also exhibited the role of culture in the foundation of beliefs

about language learning and WCF (Amrhein and Nassaji, 2010; Lennane, 2017;

Kartchava, 2016).

The studies discussed in this section primarily emphasise beliefs towards CF and their

overall impact on learners’ performance. Therefore, in the next section, studies about
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beliefs towards WCF and how those beliefs may impact EFL students’ writing

accuracy, specifically in EFL writing would be discussed. Although the researcher has

been able to find only a limited number of studies available in the literature, yet by

doing so, a research gap has been established. To emphasize that if the learners’

beliefs impact WCF usage, teachers should be well aware of this phenomenon and

take students’ beliefs into account to provide WCF on their writing. Hence, in

providing a suitable and effective WCF to the learners, the research gap in this field

was highly significant to be filled.

2.2.8.1 Beliefs towards WCF and their impact on writing accuracy

As mentioned in the earlier section 2.3.8, there have been limited investigations to

reveal whether the impact of beliefs has on the learners’ use of WCF in EFL writing.

In this regard, a study was conducted by Swain and Lapkin (2013) on two students to

produce a text in jigsaw activities. During students’ reformulations and interactions,

they were audio recorded. They made revisions to their original text. They found one

student who rejected reformulation as it was contrasting with the existing grammar

rules they knew. Hence, it was believed to be already corrected. Reinforcing similar

findings, Mahfoodh and Pandian (2014) also reported in their study about one student

who rejected the teacher’s reformulation because it spoiled the meaning which she

intended to communicate. Besides, Storch and Wigglesworth (2017) also found that

students’ beliefs about WCF might affect their writing accuracy in their small-scale

research. In a longitudinal design of their study, they obtained data over three
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different sessions. During students’ writing and revising the texts, their pair talks were

audio-recorded, and they were also provided direct and indirect feedback. Upon

providing the WCF on their first draft, students were asked to reproduce the exact text

to examine to what extent they retained their uptake. This study revealed a complex

interaction of linguistic and cognitive factors affecting writing accuracy and efficacy

of WCF types.

However, they conducted a similar study on a large scale with 36 pairs of students.

This study investigated the impact of beliefs and the effects of collaborative writing

and processing of CF. Nevertheless, all these studies presented their findings only

through audio recording sources. Therefore, more research on students’ beliefs was

required to provide a bigger picture of this scenario. Besides, Bitchener and Ferris

(2014) contended that WCF is only effective for learners if they are ready and want to

be engaged. Because if they do not perceive the WCF to be helpful, they might be

unwilling to receive it. This case is evident in all three studies (Mahfoodh and

Pandian, 2014; Storch and Wigglesworth, 2017; Swain and Lapkin, 2013). One study

was conducted on a large scale in which students were asked to rewrite their texts

which they already had used or produced in two or three sessions. Therefore, to

determine if the individual factors such as beliefs may impact learners’ use of WCF

and their writing accuracy on producing new texts, further research on voluminous

participants were required.
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Unlike many previous researchers, Rummel (2014) was the one who investigated

student and teacher beliefs about WCF to find out the impact of beliefs on students’

uptake and retention of CF. He used a mixed-methods approach and longitudinal

design. His research was based across country borderlines of two universities, Lao

and Kuwaiti. Findings of this study revealed that beliefs about WCF seemed to affect

students of the Lao group but not of the Kuwaiti group. However, the results of this

study contributed to the comprehension of factors that could affect WCF. In this

study, though a large-scale case was included, participants of the study were given 12

weeks over the period. Therefore, data were collected at different stages to examine

changes that occurred, if any. However, the student's educational experiences were

not closely considered. Besides, findings were developed based on their current

performances after the students’ errors were treated directly, indirectly, and

metalinguistic written CF.Another study was carried out by Rummel and Bitcherner

(2015) to examine the efficacy of WCF on specific linguistic categories, i.e., simple

past tense, and to see the impact of EFL students’ beliefs had on the uptake and

retention of WCF. After collecting beliefs from two groups (experimental group and

control group). The control group was provided with no feedback, while the

experimental group received WCF according to their preferences. This study revealed

that the three types of feedback groups had greater accuracy in using simple past tense

while students in the control group displayed lower accuracy in language acquisition.

Unlike Rummel and Bitchener, Rahman et al. (2015) investigated only teachers'

beliefs and practices about WCF in the Malaysian context. A teacher of 58 years of
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age and four students engaged in their written compositions participated in this study.

This study showed that the teacher was intended to use direct, indirect, and unfocused

WCF for students’ compositions. However, it was further noted that the teachers'

beliefs and practices were aligned, but practically their practices to providing WCF

were marginal. The findings of this study suggested the EFL teachers take note of

their WCF because it was necessary to note for providing WCF on students’

compositions. In this way, effective WCF from EFL teachers may help students bring

accuracy in EFL writing.

Moreover, Cephe and Yalcin’s (2015) study produced different results by revealing

that students could not explain their beliefs merely by choosing the option in the

questionnaire because they may interpret the questionnaire items differently. Thus,

this study provides a clear indication that the investigations intended to look into the

beliefs should properly be triangulated to control the possible limitations of the survey

questionnaire. Likewise, in the present study, students’ beliefs were also obtained

through proper methodological triangulation. Thereafter, Nejabat (2016) conducted

his study to probe the possible effects of cultural/social factors in learning on Iranian

EFL students concerning their attitudes towards cultural and social factors on their

listening abilities. In his study, a mixed-method design including qualitative and

quantitative paradigms was used for 64 EFL learners. Error treatment, learning logs,

and close-ended questionnaires were used to collect data. Analysis of the results

revealed that corrective errors treatment was proved very useful. Nevertheless, the

degree of effectiveness was different among different learners. Thus, this study

https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Cephe%2C+Pasa+Tevfik
https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Yalcin%2C+Cagla+Gizem
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suggested that consideration of cultural factors and particular techniques might

effectively develop learners’ writing.

In a similar vein, Shabir (2017) examined the students’ and teachers’ beliefs regarding

using native language in EFL classroom environments worldwide. He wanted to find

out the effectiveness of using L1 in English teaching in an EFL setting. This research

probed the opinions of the EFL teachers and their responsiveness to their students’

requirements in the Master's degree program at the University of Queensland,

Australia. The participants of this study had come from various contexts of teaching

English as a foreign language in their native countries. The researcher used a

questionnaire based on a five-point Likert-type scale to collect data. Statistical

information indicated that teachers and students believed that using their mother

tongue had a positive impact on specific activities. Various studies have been

discussed exploring various aspects of students’ beliefs across the world. As the

current study was required to be conducted in the Pakistani context; hence, it was

necessary to determine if there were studies investigating students’ beliefs about

English language learning to probe different gaps. Therefore, the following section

would discuss EFL students coming from different regions and their beliefs towards

WCF in Pakistan.

2.2.8.2 Review of related studies in Pakistan

Literature on EFL learners’ beliefs was not found extensively in the Pakistani context,

but the researcher could find and discuss the possible related studies. To illustrate first,
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Akhtar and Kausar (2011) investigated the students’ beliefs to determine if the

learners’ beliefs impacted the learning process. Second, this study explored Pakistani

students’ beliefs about teaching and learning English in secondary schools and probed

the possible conformities and dissimilarities among them. This study's findings

revealed that students' and teachers' beliefs were found similar in four aspects. Also,

they were found different some other aspects. Finally, this study explored the

implications of teaching English in Pakistan at the secondary level. Unfortunately,

this study could not reveal if the contextual factors involved affected students’ beliefs

and the extent to which learners’ writing accuracy was affected.

Moreover, Rehman (2014) also investigated the teachers’ beliefs about teaching and

learning English in classroom practices. The study revealed that teachers are

responsible for educational advancements among learners. However, they failed to

actualize their beliefs about learning and teaching English in the actual classroom.

However, this study did not explore to what extent students obtained writing accuracy.

The study also lacked looking at any individual, social, and contextual factors

affecting learners’ beliefs towards accuracy. Moreover, Rehman (2014) also

investigated the teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning English in the classroom

practices. The study revealed that teachers are responsible for educational

advancements among learners. They failed to actualize their beliefs about learning

and teaching English in the actual classroom. However, this study did not explore to

what extent, students obtained writing accuracy. The study also lacked for looking at
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any individual, social as well as contextual factors affecting learners’ beliefs towards

accuracy.

Another study made by Ghani and Saeed (2016) found that language teachers usually

provide feedback to EFL students to improve writing. Although it was a time-

consuming process, they stated that it was taken as a significant task in duty hours.

Their research focused on finding about students’ preferences towards receiving WCF

and teachers’ practices to provide feedback in improving young EFL learners’ writing,

i.e., the student's writing at the primary level. In this study, students’ preferences and

teachers’ practices were categorized into: teachers’ attitudes towards WCF,

grammatical categories to focus corrections, WCF methodologies practised by EFL

teachers, and their professional knowledge about WCF. Through questionnaire data,

many teachers were found to have beliefs that giving WCF on learners’ errors at the

primary school level had a significant impact, and EFL teachers commonly employ an

explicit method to provide WCF or mixing up both implicit and explicit methods CF

to provide WCF on learners’ errors. This study also reveals that comprehensive WCF

(correcting spelling errors, grammatical errors, and orthographical errors are focused

on by EFL teachers at this level). Moreover, it was explored that topics about WCF

have never been included in the teachers’ professional development training.

Therefore, they do not have any model to follow corrective feedback for EFL writing.

Hassan (2018) found a correlation between teachers’ beliefs about explicit

instructions and their actual practices in the classroom. This research was based on a
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mixture of qualitative and quantitative design. The researcher conducted interviews,

survey questionnaires, and class observations to collect data from five teachers of

three semi-government schools. He found a significant correlation between teachers’

beliefs for teaching grammar and their practices in the class regarding grammar. This

study recommended that teachers apprehend their current teaching beliefs because it

would be helpful to improve academic standards by bringing positive changes in

grammatical instructions.

Owing to the tiny amount of literature available on the impact of students’ beliefs on

improving writing accuracy, a wider variety of methodologies must be applied. This

would reveal a broader and fuller picture of students’ beliefs towards written CF and

the impact of beliefs on the uptake and retention of written CF. The research

investigating contextual factors and their impact on beliefs construction was

conducted by Rurmmel (2014) and Rummel and Bitchener (2015). However, Rummel

(2014) and Rummel and Bitchener’s (2015) study only examined the impact of

students’ beliefs on single and most specific grammar categories, e.g., on using the

simple past tense. In addition, the studies were conducted on small-scale populations

(from 2 to 12 students and teachers). Moreover, the impact of beliefs on WCF was

only examined in a short span of longitudinal design research, which could not

determine and represent the students’ beliefs and their impacts on improving writing

accuracy. The current study found this gap by extending the length of the study (a

whole semester), including rural and urban context and mixed-methods experimental

design at KFUEIT, Rahimyar Khan, Pakistan.
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Besides, In Pakistan, no study was found to investigate this significant area of

research. Pakistan is a country that has a lot of cultural and linguistic diversities, and

60% of the population lives in rural areas (Hassan et al., 2011). By investigating this

significant phenomenon about the impact of students’ language learning beliefs

towards written CF and their impact on accuracy in writing in a diverse cultural

context, it was hoped that the impact of EFL students’ beliefs on their engagement

with retaining WCF and improving their accuracy in writing would be determined. As

a result, the leading researchers and EFL teachers may re-think the one-size-fits-all

policy to providing WCF.

2.3 Summary of chapter two

Discussion on theoratical and relevant previous literature on the significance of

investigating scoial and cognitive factors provided direction to investiagte EFL

learners’ beleifs in Pakista. Ferris (2015) also stated about the type of written CF that

is more effective when the researcher is aimed to determine the level of acquiring a

targeted feature. However, indirect feedback or indirect CF may be more effective in

helping EFL learners develop an effective plan of action for testing their

metalinguistic skills. This compelling plan aids in their revision process. Feedback

becomes more effective if it is taken as a writing tool that enables learners to correct

their writing themselves. In this way, indirect feedback can be more effective and

beneficial.
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Nevertheless, if written CF is being taken as a learning device, direct CF could be

more helpful and effective. This might be correct and, as may be true from

inconsistent outputs. More research to investigate the impact of various types of

written CF will be required if an informed conclusion has to be drawn about this

phenomenon. The current study would permit an added insight into the EFL field.

The discussion also concludes that future studies comparing the different feedback

options have to be designed, including possible mediating variables suggested by

Bitchener and Knoch (2010). One of such variables which might impact the corrective

feedback is the learners’ proficiency level. For example, if EFL learners have a

limited capacity to use any feedback provided by the teacher, then lower-level

learners can give better performance after receiving any feedback. This way, provided

feedback might put less stress on learners’ processing capabilities. Therefore, this

literature recommends doing further investigation on students’ different proficiency

levels.

Besides this proficiency level, individual and contextual factors lead to effective and

varied feedback among learners. That variable is EFL learners’ beliefs toward

corrective feedback, which also needs the attention of the researchers. More research

must be conducted to determine if learners’ beliefs vary from one context to another

and if this variable affects the effectiveness of given corrective feedback in multiple

contexts. The present study sought to do this by looking into two groups of learners

from two different contexts (urban & rural). They had similar proficiency levels to
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determine if their beliefs impact written CF in the uptake and retention to acquire

writing accuracy.

Considering the overall findings of the empirical studies, it seems that predictions as

to the effectiveness of written CF that have been made in the light of cognitive

theories such as those which emerge from cognitive processing theories and skill

acquisition theories have been proven to some extent. Considering the overall findings

of the empirical studies, it seems that predictions as to the effectiveness of written CF

made in the light of cognitive theories such as those which emerge from cognitive

processing theories and skill acquisition theories have been proven to some extent.

Although some of the theories were developed for oral contexts, the idea that input,

which may come in the form of CF, is integral to language acquisition and fits the

writing context, which defines the conclusion that written CF is effective in

improving the proper use of some grammatical features (i.e., article use) in certain

situations. However, questions remain as to which type of feedback is most effective

and if contextual and individual factors may mediate learner engagement with the

written CF they are given.

Chapter 3 would introduce the literature dealing with theories that have something to

say about the role such factors play in language learning in general and written CF

specifically, focusing on the role beliefs have been found to have on the process. It

then presents empirical studies that have sought to investigate how beliefs impact

language learning and learners’ engagement with written CF.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction

This chapter presents the introduction to quantitative and qualitative approaches,

which provided a foundation for the current study. Besides, mixed-methods approach

and methodological triangulation used to combine multiple approaches. Data sources,

procedures for selecting population, sampling, and permission for research consent

and data collection have also been elaborated. Explanation of how data were analyzed

is also a part of this chapter. Finally, trustworthiness, ethical steps, validity, reliability,

and changes in the study resulting from testing the research instruments were

discussed. The chapter ends up with a suitable conclusion.

3.1 Research Design

The pretest-post-test three treatment design was adapted to carry out the present study

(Rummel, 2014). According to the scheme of the study, as mentioned in table 3.2, two

groups were constructed: experimental group (subdivided according to three different

feedbacks: direct feedback, indirect feedback, and metalinguistic written corrective

feedback in the case of urban students. In addition, two groups (direct and indirect

groups in rural students) and control groups (provided no feedback) were made, as

shown in Figure 3.2. Corrective feedback studies have been criticized because most

researchers provided their EFL learners with only one or two treatments in pre-test
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and post-test settings (Rummel & Bitchener, 2015). Therefore, in the present study,

one post and two delayed post-tests were included.

In order to fill this gap, three treatments were provided to the urban students

according to their preferences, and two treatments: direct and indirect written CF was
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provided to the rural students of the university. However, none of the rural students

preferred to receive metalinguistic CF (one after pre-test, and two after the two post-

test and delayed post-tests) and to examine students’ accuracy in writing further.

3.1.1 Mixed-Methods approach

Integrated mixed-methods is defined as nesting one or more data forms inside the

larger design (Creswell, 2015). Remarkably, the researcher collected qualitative data

from interviews before and after the quantitative data collection from students’

writing prompts. The researcher used mixed methods in the present study because it

could enable comprehension development about the participants’ beliefs in

experimental interventions (Rummel & Bitchener, 2015). This is a perspective that

the researcher believes was a gap in the earlier studies on the effectiveness of WCF.

Mixed-Methods are also represented as the component design in which different

methods are combined into harmony. Nevertheless, methods stay recognizable

throughout the study (Patton, 2017). A mixed-methods approach was used to see the

effectiveness of WCF in-depth by investigating the urban and rural EFL learners’

beliefs in Pakistan.

Halcomb and Hickman (2015) described that in quantitative studies, quantitative

results are exhibited in numerical data after analyzing on SPSS or other statistical

software. On the other hand, in qualitative studies, the results are generally presented

in non-numerical forms and analyzed by non-numerical methods. However, current

research trends were observed using both quantitative and qualitative approaches.
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Therefore, using both approaches in a study has been termed mixed-methods as it

includes blending quantitative and qualitative approaches for data collection and data

analysis (Seale, 2019; Cresswell, 2013).

Research approaches suited to various studies are different according to the research

questions probed to find their answers. Therefore, a researcher must keep this point in

mind (Cresswell, 2015). It means that research methods should be taken up with

utmost care to find relevant answers to the questions (Ingleby, 2012, p.507). In

addition to this, the researcher should choose mixed methods not merely for mixed-

methods sake but should provide valid answers to existing questions in research.

Table 3.2 shows quantitative and qualitative approaches used to answer the research

questions in the current study.

3.2 Table

Quantitative and qualitative research questions in the present study

No. Research Question Method Instrument

1 What are urban and rural students’ beliefs about
written CF in at Khwaja Fareed University of
Engineering and IT in Pakistan?

Qualitative

&

Quantitative

Questionnaire

&

Interview

2 Do the different types of written corrective
feedback facilitate urban and rural EFL learners’
ability to improve writing accuracy?

Quantitative Writing prompts

3 How do the urban and rural students’ beliefs about
written corrective feedback affect the students’
uptake and retention in obtaining writing
accuracy?

Quantitative

&

Qualitative

Writing prompts

&

Interview
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Erzberger and Kelle (2016) mentioned some advantages of applying a mixed-methods

research approach (quantitative and qualitative) to explore valid research findings.

The mixed-methods design provides the opportunity for researchers to connect the

strengths of these two approaches. In this regard, Marvasti (2018) suggests that

mixed-methods design should be utilised as the requirement of each design related to

the other. Using both approaches is considered very useful to produce more

substantial and valid results of the study with more reliable data.

The current study is based on the constructivist paradigm, which esteems people's

diverse realities (Rummel & Bitchener, 2015). A mixed-methods approach was

selected to collect data to determine the various foci of the research questions in the

present study. A combined methodological approach as recommended by a

constructivist may lead to multiple, multiple realities that people hold (Muhl, 2014;

Moran-Ellis, 2016). Moreover, increasing trends of investigating various contexts

have also increased the significance of using mixed methods research design for the

current study. Hiles and Cermak (2017) and Palys and Atchison (2018) also put forth

their arguments favouring mixed methods by highlighting lived realities and social

experiences as multifaceted dimensions. Besides, our understandings might be

inadequate and unsuitable if this perspective is perceived from a single dimension

(p.10). Muhl (2014) and Palys and Atchison (2018) stated that one has to change the

viewpoint, lens, and focal distance as freely as possible. This is not to gather data that

consists of observations made through a single methodological lens. He also gave an

example of a researcher who made use of the survey. This survey provided
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understanding to an individual preference towards predetermined answers regardless

of what participants of the study believed.

Therefore, for selecting the most effective and valuable methods of approach to

collect data in the present study, only concerned and significant characteristics of

quantitative and qualitative approaches were taken into account. Palys and Atchison

(2018) and Muhl (2014) view that the quantitative approach is typically considered to

have focused on deduction in theory or hypothesis testing, confirmation, prediction

and explanation, standard data collection, and statistical data representation. Contrary

to this, qualitative research focuses on induction, producing theory or hypothesis,

exploration, discovery, and qualitative analysis. The researcher is the primary source

of collecting data (Maietta, 2015; J. Gravetter & B. Forzano, 2016, p. 20). Besides,

while selecting the methods in the current study, the researcher also looked at the

strengths and weaknesses of both methods so that the best possible research design

might be chosen to collect multiple data types by applying multiple methods of

research design. The quantitative approach presents quantitative numerical data in

precise form. However, this single way of looking at the phenomenon cannot present

an entire picture of the issue under investigation. Qualitative analysis about the issue

presents more insight into the phenomenon by providing findings without statistical

information (Van de Vijver & Leung, 2017; Becker, 2015). Besides, findings might

be influenced by the researcher’s cognitive bias (McDonough, 2017; Gries & Deshors,

2015). Therefore, both quantitative and qualitative methods of measures for data

collection were considered to be applied in the current study.

https://www.google.com.my/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Frederick+J+Gravetter%22
https://www.google.com.my/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Lori-Ann+B.+Forzano%22
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3.1.2 Significance of results in mixed-methods approach

Regarding the results produced by using a mixed-methods approach, Marshall and

Rossman (2017) stated that a mixed-methods approach helps produce richer results.

However, it should be applied with specific considerations by the researcher. For

example, to quantitative researchers, qualitative research might be time-consuming

and complicated. Similar to qualitative researchers, the quantitative approach may be

confusing in the sense that they might be mixing open-ended questions with close-

ended questions (McDonough, 2017). Keeping this possibility in mind, the researcher

observed his research questions which provided solid ground before choosing

quantitative and qualitative methods. For choosing methods, Ivankova and Creswell

(2015) and Walliman (2012) state that research questions should determine one’s

methodology choice. In the current study, question (1) is qualitative, and questions (2)

and (3) are quantitative. Thus, the researcher divided the data collection into two

stages accordingly. Data were collected at the first stage using semi-structured

interviews before and after the experiment, and at the second stage, pre and post-

experiment tests were carried out.

3.1.3 Methodological triangulation

The main concern for using questionnaires to investigate attitudes and beliefs was that

they might generally provide an entire sketch and produce unreliable, invalid, and

superficial data (Halcomb & Hickman, 2015). Corbin and Strauss (2018) suggested

few recommendations of triangulation (using multiple /independent methods) to
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gather data in the single research to avoid such probability. It helps to make up for

the deficiency in the potential flaw. Cohen (2015) also narrated the following types of

triangulation: investigator triangulation (using more than one research in single

research), data triangulation using various data sources, methodological and

theoretical triangulation. It means using multiple methods for data collection. In the

current study, the researcher applied methodological triangulation to collect data from

EFL students to investigate their beliefs about written corrective feedback and the

impact of those beliefs on students’ accuracy in producing new texts. Collecting data

on a single phenomenon (beliefs about WCF and their impact) from different sources

provided different outlooks.

Halcomb & Hickman (2015) described that using multiple data sources has been a

critical factor in the mixed-methods approach, which increases data credibility.

Methodological triangulation is used by mixing quantitative method (which usually

includes: questionnaire and writing prompt) and qualitative method (includes: semi-

structured interviews for data collection). To form the credibility of the present study,

semi-structured interviews were conducted in the beginning, during the process and at

the end of the research. Besides, it was constructive to gather reliable data regarding

the true nature of beliefs through follow-up questions to answers obtained from

questionnaires. This also permitted the researcher to cross-validate the entire findings

(Corbin & Strauss, 2018).
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Figure 3.1Methodological triangulation

Using methodological triangulation effectively provides valid estimation and accurate

qualitative results for a specific theme (Muhl, 2014). The same triangulation was used

for the data collection in the current research. Participants in this study were the

representative of purposive sampling, which implies that utmost care was taken in

selecting participants (Halcomb & Hickman, 2015). All participants in this study were

students enrolled in BS English, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences at

KFUEIT Rahimyar Khan, Pakistan. It was done because the impact of possible

variables might be eliminated, such as goals and learners’ level of education. The
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study was also aimed to find out contextual impact; therefore, the researcher

considered it an appropriate choice.

3.1.4 Stepwise operational advancement

Following steps were involved in proceeding with operational work:

 Semi-structured interviews before and after written CF provided to determine

if any changes occurred in the beliefs towards written CF.

 The Administration of the questionnaires to students before and after written

CF was provided over different periods during research.

 Collection of five writing prompts over the whole semester.

3.2 Sample of population

The population in both stages of the present study were 163 EFL learners: 82 urban

and 50 rural in the experimental groups, while 31 students were included in the

control group. They were all enrolled in four-year BS English undergraduate

programs in the Department of Social Sciences and Humanities at KFUEIT Rahim

Yar Khan, located in South Punjab, Pakistan. Both urban and rural students studied

English composition and comprehension in the 4th semester (fall, 2018), starting from

October 11, 2018. In addition, they were studying to seek good jobs in national and
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international organizations for which fluency and accuracy in English writing is one

of the first and foremost requisites at written tests in Pakistan.

Xie (2016) suggested that many activities relevant to written CF can be selected and

integrated into the composition and comprehension syllabus by the instructors in EFL

classes. Therefore, those adult students were selected as the population in the present

study who were going to study English Composition and Comprehension in their

current semester 4. All students were adults with ages between 17 and 21 years.

FERPA, family educational rights, and privacy act, 1974 states that adult-age students

have reached 18 or attend post-secondary school, even though not yet 18 years of age.

Thus, for example, a 17-year-old student who is enrolled in college would be

considered an adult.

Therefore, a total of 163 university students were purposively selected in the current

study. They were from various parts of the country, but most of them were from

South Punjab. All the students had already studied English for twelve years before

they got admission to their current programs. Therefore, they were classified as adult

advanced-level learners.

It was significant to perceive the broader contexts of the EFL learners in general as

their previous educational experience might impact their beliefs towards written

corrective feedback. Rahimyar khan is considered one of the challenging areas of

south Punjab, and the region is occupied by dessert (Cholistan). Thus, the academic

opportunities of this city are comparatively lower than the districts of central Punjab
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as this region has limited resources for decades. That is why students from other rural

and urban areas of Punjab may have different educational experiences.

Thus, all participants had distinct educational backgrounds as they studied at different

private and public educational institutions in their respective areas. The participants in

the study attended a 90 minute class of English Composition and Comprehension

twice a week within their 4th semester of the BS English program at KFUEIT.

Students in all universities of Pakistan have an English medium of instruction in all

the higher educational institutions, but teachers specifically focus on English grammar

(composition & comprehension).

Likewise, all three teachers were given a consent form to seek their consent in

assisting the present study. All the student participants were randomly interviewed

during the research process to define any variation that might be determined and

noted about students’ beliefs on written CF and the impact of those beliefs on

students’ accuracy in writing. All teachers who helped to conduct interviews were

well experienced in teaching English as a foreign language. They had taught this

course for more than five years, including present and the previous institutions.

The following table 3.3 shows quantitative information description of the samples of

the population in the present study.
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Table 3.3

The ratio of Quantitative Sample for the student participants

No. Location N
Population

(Urban/Rural)
% of group

1 Direct CF group 73 24/49 44.78

2 Indirect Written CF
group 53 52/01 32.51

3 Meta-linguistic CF
group 6 06/0 7.31

4 Control Group 31 18/13 19.01

TOTAL 163 100/63 100

3.2.1 Random sampling for quantitative data

Research scholars like Martyn (2015) and McDonough (2017) presented their

arguments regarding the construct of quantitative sampling size. Besides, David (2014)

also presented his standard guidelines in which a sampling size could not be lesser

than a hundred samples. In a similar vein, Ivankova and Creswell (2015) presented

the table of samples created by some research scholars (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970) to

guide the selection of quantitative sampling, and it was adapted in the current research

to distinguishing the sample size (for table see Appendix G). According to the sample

table for 280 populations, 163 sampling size is suitable. Therefore, the sampling size

for the present study is 163 BS English semester four students from KFUEIT

Rahimyar Khan in Punjab, Pakistan.
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Besides, the purposive sampling technique is also called a selective or subjective

sampling technique. It is a type of technique in which a researcher depends on his

selection or judgment to select the population members to participate in their research

(Baxter & Jack, 2018). Besides, Halcomb & Hickman (2015) elaborated that

purposive sampling is also called the non-probability sampling method executed when

participants chosen for the samples are selected by the researcher’s judgment. Hence,

researchers who get representative samples by employing a sound judgment succeed

in saving their time and money. Moreover, Ingleby (2012) affirms that the purposive

sampling technique is proven effective to a small population that serves as primary

data sources according to the research design, aims, and objectives. In the current

study, to investigate EFL learners’ language learning beliefs about corrective

feedback and their impact on writing accuracy, the researcher used his judgment to

choose 163 BS English semester-IV students for the survey. Earlier research scholars

also utilized a similar technique ( Cohen, 2015; Seale, 2019; Rummel, 2014).

3.2.2 Purposeful sampling for qualitative data

For qualitative sampling, the research also employed a purposeful sampling technique

to select the sampling size of the students as recommended by Drew-Clifford et al.

(2018), which stated that the purposeful sampling technique is suitable for the

investigations in seeking participants’ similar characteristics. Table 3.4 shows the

qualitative sampling for student participants.

https://research-methodology.net/sampling/non-probability-sampling/
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Table 3.4

Sampling table of the student participantsfor qualitative data

Sr.
No. Name Gender Location Institution Subject of study

1 S1 /S2 Male/female Urban

Khwaja Fareed
University of Engineering
& IT, Pakistan

English Composition
& Comprehension

2 S3 /S4 Male/Female Urban

3 S5 /S6 Male/Female Rural

4 S7/S8 Male/Female Rural

5 S9 /S10 Male/female Urban

6 S11 /S12 Male/Female Urban

7 S13 /S14 Male/Female Rural

8 S15/S16 Male/Female Rural

9 S17/S18 Male/female Urban

10 S19/S20 Male/Female Urban

11 S21/S22 Male/Female Rural

12 S23/S24 Male/Female Rural

13 S25/S26 Male/female Urban

For qualitative sampling, as recommended by David (2014), the “purposeful sampling

technique” is suitable for the researcher to examine that the participants have the same

characteristics. He further contended that a scholar is required to perceive particular

characteristics being explored. In the present study, first, the student's background

from urban and rural was considered. Second, the sampling was carried out at the

same institution (Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering & It Rahimyar Khan).
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Third, all the students studying the same subject (English Composition &

Comprehension) in the same department and enrolled in the 4th semester. For

determining the sample size, the rules given by Erzberger and Kelle (2016) were

followed. The participants should be from 12 to 20 in numbers for heterogeneous

sampling for the interviews. Hence, considering this rule in mind, 32 participants

were chosen for the current study, but only 26 participants from both groups (urban

and rural) could be interviewed as some of the students were found reluctant to give

interviews.

3.3 Instruments

In the current study, data were collected by using three instruments as mentioned

below:

1) Student questionnaire

2) writing prompts

3) Interview question

3.3.1 Questionnaire

Both questionnaires used by Rummel and Bitchener (2015) to collect data from EFL

students were adapted according to the requirement of the present study and the

students’ context in Pakistan. The questionnaire initially had five sections to acquire

in obtaining data with five points Likert-type scale. Therefore, the researcher divided
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the questionnaire into three sections: (A) demographic section (Gender, Location,

Time, goal and mother tongue), (B) Preferred way of receiving written CF section

(direct, indirect and metalinguistic feedback), and (C) Students’ attitude towards

receiving written CF, (D) Students’ attitude towards mother tongue and FL (see,

Appendix F), The primary purpose of the study was to investigate the students’

foreign language learning beliefs about written CF in two different contexts (urban &

rural).

Furthermore, 23 questionnaire items were cut short to 17 because some open-ended

questions were not included to avoid inconvenience to the participants and the

supervisor's suggestion. Nevertheless, three more items were suggested by the team of

experts. Five points Liker-type scale was decided to be used as in the original

questionnaire. Regarding scale, Kerlinger et al. (2017) mention that there are two

types of scale: symmetric and non-symmetric. In symmetric scale, neutrality is placed

between two extremes (strongly agree to disagree strongly) while providing more

choices for the participants to choose balanced and symmetric in either direction. On

an asymmetric scale, fewer choices were provided. Therefore, the researcher used a

five-point Likert-type scale because this was the most preferred and recommended

scale (Kerlinger et al., 2017; McDonough, 2017). The adapted questionnaire items

and changes made in adapting the questionnaire are given in table 3.5.
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The adapted questionnaire was also sent to the three experts: one was a full professor

of Linguistics from the University of Sargodha, Pakistan, and two senior lecturers of

SEML from Universiti Utara Malaysia. The experts took two weeks and returned the

questionnaire with their expert opinions. The experts liked the adapted questionnaire
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but recommended the addition of six more items. The detail of the revised

questionnaire after the expert opinions is given in table 3.5.

3.3.2 Writing prompts

Writing prompts are the assignments used for learning purposes. They provide

direction to students to write about a specific topic in a particular mode (Corbin &

Strauss, 2018). As educational inclination is developed; hence, writing prompts have

appeared to enclose student’s inclination for the world around them. They are

organized to incorporate students’ creativity into guided writing practices (Brinkmann

& Kvale, 2015). Using them regularly as part of a multi-faceted writing curriculum

can boost students' chances of improving as writers and feel connected to the writing

process.

In the present study, four writing prompts used by Rummel and Bitchener (2015)

were seen and found that all prompts they used were taken from students’ ordinary

life. Therefore, the researcher also revised two of their writing prompts and adapted

them for the current study (see appendix E). The other two prompts were excluded

after the discussion with the supervisor, and three new topics were added that were

thought to be the most common in students’ lives, e.g. (1) Write about an important

event in your life. Explain what happened and why it was so important? (2) Write

about a visit to a zoo you are planning and discuss who will be with you and what will

you do in your visit? Describe your planning in detail. (3) write about special day with

your family, explain what you did and why it was so special for you? (4) Write about
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life at Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering & IT; which programs the university

offers and what facilities the university has given you so far? (5) Write about the

Welcome Party event given to you by your senior students in KFUEIT? What was at

the party and how did you enjoy it? The two adapted prompts were found suitable for

the students at Khwaja Fareed UEIT Rahimyar Khan, Pakistan.

The topics selected were included in the writing prompts, keeping in view the

comparative context of the students’ everyday life so that they might be able to write

with them? Spontaneous flow to provide complete information. However, topics were

not exposed to the students, so that writing drafts might not be added with a pre-

arranged set of information. A total of five writing prompts were taken from each

group during the research time. The teachers and feedback checked were provided to

the students according to the assigned group.

3.3.3 Interview questions

Semi-structured interviews are administered to gather qualitative textual data in

identifying insights on issues from the participant's perspective (Bryman, 2012; Lazar,

Feng, & Hochheiser, 2017). This type of interview is conducted during the early or

late stages of investigating the problem to clarify the research domains or the specific

research questions. This method is also used to describe rich descriptive data collected

on the participants’ personal experiences. Plays and Atchison (2015) affirm that the

data collected during the semi-structured interviews shifted the innovation process

from general topics to specific factors and variables. As in the present study, the
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researcher used the innovative process of students’ foreign language learning beliefs

towards written CF and the impact of those beliefs on students’ effectiveness of WCF

in obtaining accuracy in writing. A semi-structured interview was adopted from

Rurmmel and Bitchener’s (2015) study and administered in the pre and post

experiment to collect qualitative data. Three types of constructs were used to collect

qualitative information from the sample population, i.e., Interview questions for the

students’ feedback, Grammar and Learning environment.

The data obtained from the interviews were analyzed to see the relationship between

independent variables: time, written corrective feedback, and dependent variable

students’ accuracy rates. Xie (2016) and Delbert and Salkind (2015) recommended

the factors that may lead to higher validity of the research findings: (a) interviewers’

attitude, views, and prospects; (b) interviewer’s tendency to see the interviewee on

his/her own merits; (c) for interviewers’ tendency to obtain answers which supports

their predetermined notions; (d) the interviewer’s misunderstandings regarding what

the interviewee is trying to say and vice versa (p. 150). The original interview

protocol used by Rummel and Bitchener (2015) is given below in Figure 3.2.
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3.3.4 A Team of three experts

As Marshall and Rossman suggested (2017), a body of three English language experts

(two from the School of education in university Utara Malaysia and one from the

School of linguistics University of Sargodha, Pakistan) was approached and requested

to validate the instruments upon their convenience. Demographic details of the three

experts are given in the following Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6

Demographic Details of English language experts

Experts Designation University (Department)

Expert 1 Senior Lecturer UUM (SEML)

Expert 2 Senior Lecturer UUM (SEML)

Expert 3 Professor Department of English, University of Sargodha, Pakistan

The present study's objectives, questionnaires and interviews were handed over to the

experts to evaluate the face validity. The experts from Universiti Utara Malaysia took

three weeks in the process of evaluation. After this, the researcher was called by the

panel for the meeting. According to the feedback given by the experts, the researcher

made changes in the instruments presented in the following sections. The expert from

the University of Sargodha, Pakistan, was contacted via WhatsApp to seek his consent

to evaluate the research instruments. Upon his consent, the research instruments with

the evaluation form were emailed, which he returned after two weeks. Though the

panel of experts was satisfied with the researcher's efforts for adapting the

questionnaire and adopting semi-structured interviews as research instruments;

however, some necessary recommendations were advised by the experts. Based on

their recommendations, the adjustments were made in the questionnaire mentioned in

table 3.7. The experts approved Interview questions with a slight change in two

questions only.
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3.3.5 Ensuring face validity

The face validity that is additionally considered content validity means the degree to

which the components of a tool estimate what it is supposed to measure (Rossman &

Rallis (2013). The confirmation of the face validity of the instruments (questionnaire

and interview) for the present research was performed in different stages.

3.3.6 Reliability of the instruments

For establishing reliability in the interview transcripts and questionnaire statements,

participants were asked to read and comment on the transcriptions (Seale, 2019). The

research participants validated the interview transcripts and questionnaire statements

that their ideas and words had not been edited in any methods and questionnaire

statements were comprehensible to them.

3.3.7 Trustworthiness of the study

The methodological triangulation was carried out in the current study by collecting

various resources and using multiple methods through surveys, writing prompts, and

interviews. Triangulation is considered significant to ensure that the researcher has

not gone through a fraction of complexity to understanding. Furthermore, to

determine more reliability, inter-rate reliability calculations were also conducted with

the assistance of a statistician and revealed 90% agreement to identify the targeted

linguistic errors.
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The study's credibility was also enhanced by extensively engaging both the research

participants and data (Belaid & Murray, 2015; Lazar et al., 2017). This means that a

good deal of time was consumed in setting, research participants, and data to ensure

that the researcher has made more than a snapshot. In addition, data were obtained by

administering interviews and writing prompts over different periods so that changes in

students’ beliefs about language learning might appropriately be noted to observe.

Apart from this, the trustworthiness of the interviews’ transcripts was also carried out

before they were analyzed. This allowed the participants to read the interview

transcripts prior to providing comments (Baxter & Jack, 2018). This task was also

performed to ensure that research participants’ ideas or words were not edited or

changed in any aspects.
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3.3.8 Pilot study

A pilot study is carried out as a trial that is made to prepare for the actual project.

Maietta (2015) and Walliman (2012) also noted that a pilot study is initiated to check

the research instrument so that any flaw or ambiguity in the research instrument may

be set beforehand. Thus, a pilot study was also conducted to test the research

instruments. The primary objective of the pilot testing is to test, revise and finalize the

instrument or methods utilised within the study (Neuman, 2016). It also reveals

whether the research methods to be used in the study are appropriate or not

(Basavanna & Basavanna, 2015). In order to test the instruments, a pilot study was

conducted at the School of English Language in KFUEIT Rahimyar Khan, Pakistan.

Twenty undergraduate students (having similar goals and English language levels to

those in the primary research) and a teacher was selected for the pilot study on April

17, 2018. Student questionnaires were distributed among the research participants

during a regular class session.

During the data collection, the teacher pointed out grammatical mistakes in the

questionnaire, and students also pointed out that there were issues and problems faced

by the participants on selecting choices given in the tabular form. Section A was

revised, and statements were rewritten, and options were given under each statement

to remove ambiguity. The statements and choices given in tabular form were removed.

The participants were also asked if there were any unnecessary items included in the
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questionnaires or interviews. A statement was identified to be written twice in section

D of the questionnaire, which was removed afterwards.

3.3.8.1 Analysis of the questionnaire

In this section, the participants were requested to give information on the

demographics regarding their gender, age, and experience. Table 3.8 displays the

required demographic details:

Table 3.8

Demographic Information of the Participants

Gender
Male
N (%)

Female
N (%)

13 (65) 07(35)

Location
Urban
N (%)

Rural
N (%)

15(75) 05 (25)

Goal
To study abroad
N (%)

To get better job
N (%)

Because I enjoy
N (%)

03 (15) 14 (70) 03 (15)

Mother tongue
Punjabi
N (%)

Sindhi
N (%)

Saraiki
N (%)

Pushto
N (%)

07 (35) 03 (15) 08 (40) 02 (10)

According to the table above, data were collected from a sample of 20 EFL students

enrolled in the BS English program. There were 13 males, 65% of the sample (20)

and 7 female EFL students, 35% of the selected sample. In terms of age, all students

were adult learners.
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3.3.8.2 Inner constituents reliability of the questionnaire

David (2015) states that is rating the inner consistency among various components is

called instrument reliability. The reliability of research instruments shows that it

produces similar results when administered on different occasions. Therefore, to

obtain the questionnaire’s reliability in the pilot study, a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient

was executed to find out the inner consistency of the constituents.

Outhwaite and Turner (2017) also suggested that the minimal Cronbach’s alpha value

calculated as satisfactory is 0.70, and the maximal numerical value of 0.90 is

considered. Therefore, data were inserted in SPSS (Statistical Package for Social

Sciences Version 28) in the current study, and the Cronbach’s alpha value for the

scale was established at 0.802. The results of Cronbach’s alpha value in SPSS are

mentioned in table 3.9.

Table 3.9

Cronbach's Alpha Result for Reliability

Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items Items

.802 .830 25

3.4 Data collection procedure

The present study was aimed to investigate Pakistani EFL students’ language learning

beliefs about written corrective feedback and their impact on obtaining writing

accuracy. For this purpose, data were collected from students using a mixed-methods
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approach (mixing quantitative and qualitative). Three different tools were used to

collect data, e.g., quantitative data were collected using student questionnaires and

written prompts. On the other hand, qualitative data were collected by conducting

semi-structured interviews of 26 students in the research process. Three types of

instruments used for data collection in the current study are mentioned below.

Table 3.10

Data Collection Schedule of the study

Month Time Frame Questionnaire Interviews writing
prompts/WCF

First week 1-2 X X X

Week 3-4 WCF Revision X

Second week 1-3 New writing Task Revision X

Week 4 X X -

Third week 1-3 New writing Task Revision X

Week 4 X X -

Fourth week 1-3 New writing Task Revision -

Week 4 X X X

*WCF= written corrective feedback

3.4.1 Obtaining access

Consent was obtained from the Head of the Humanities and Social Sciences

department to collect data before semester spring 2018 started at KFUEIT Rahimyar

Khan in Punjab, Pakistan. After getting permission, the researcher himself visited the

selected faculty members of the department to get their assistance. After a brief

introduction with EFL teachers and students, the researcher informed the participants
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on the topic and objectives of the study. The participants were familiarized with the

process adopted to execute questionnaires, interview sessions and provide the written

CF.

3.4.2 Data collection

Before collecting data from students, the researcher himself explained three types of

written CF to understand well and select the type of feedback they believed to be

valuable and effective for them. Data were collected from multiple sources

(questionnaires, interviews, and writing prompt) using a mixed-methods approach.

First, students were divided into two main groups: Experimental Group-I and Control

group-II. Next, the experimental group was subdivided into three groups: A, B, and C,

according to their teachers' preferred corrective feedback. The students were given

options to select the type of written feedback. Then they were grouped and assigned

teachers to provide them with their preferred feedback which they believed to be

effective and valuable for them. The groups and their preferred feedback are given as

under:

Experimental group:

 Group-1A was treated with direct written corrective feedback

 Group-1B was provided indirect written corrective feedback

 Group-1C was provided Metalinguistic corrective feedback
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Control group:

 Group-II-D was the control group and hence, provided no feedback

Qualitative data were collected through semi-structured interviews, and quantitative

data collected through questionnaires and students’ writing prompts that they

produced over different periods during the whole semester. The teachers provided

written corrective feedback before and after each draft produced by the students in the

class.

3.4.3 Qualitative data collection

Semi-structured interviews of 26 students supplemented data collected through a

questionnaire. Neuman (2016) maintains that interviews are valuable and helpful in

collecting oral data upon predetermined categories and those that could not be

predicted. Outhwaite and Turner (2018) affirmed that semi-structured interviews are

included because they have the flexibility and permit researchers to inquire about

more in-depth information from the participants on the questions given in the

questionnaires. They also help researchers to understand participants’ contexts (Richie

& Lewis, 2013).

According to previous researchers, due to the dynamic nature of students’ language

learning beliefs about written CF, it is not easy to study them (Outhwaite & Turner,

2018). Therefore, interviews were conducted on multiple occasions, allowing

participants to express changes over different study processes. HP Laptop Elite-Book
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7th generation was used with a voice recording system inside, and students were

given a Mic to speak for conducting interviews. Besides, interviews are also

instrumental in exploring participants’ thoughts, feelings, and intentions, which are

very difficult to be observed (Lazar et al., 2017).

For enduring participants’ honesty and accuracy in giving viewpoints, one-on-one

interviews were organized (e.g., data collection schedule Table, 3.9). These

interviews permitted participants’ confidentiality (Lazar et al., 2017), and they felt the

liberty to express their actual views. A separate room (departmental meeting venue)

was used to conduct interviews available in Humanities and social sciences.

Furthermore, the interview task was performed in a peaceful environment to avoid

any interruption and inconvenience. This provided an opportunity for learners to

share their impartial views.

3.4.4 Quantitative data collection

Data collection was started as the semester of fall 2018 began. The student survey

questionnaire was adapted from Rummel and Bitchener's (2015) study. The

questionnaire was administered initially to find out their preferred way of receiving

written CF and general beliefs about language learning. According to their preferred

feedback, this initial survey helped the researcher place 132 students of the

experimental group into three other corrective feedback groups. The students who

preferred direct feedback were placed in the ‘direct feedback group-1A’, the students

who preferred indirect feedback were placed in the “indirect feedback group-1B”, and
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the students who preferred metalinguistic feedback were separated as “the

metalinguistic feedback group-1C”. University students from urban areas were placed

into three groups according to their preferences about written CF. However,

university students from rural areas preferred to receive direct and indirect written CF.

They did not prefer to receive metalinguistic feedback; hence, they were placed into

two groups (direct CF group & indirect CF). Group-II-D (31-students) was the control

group that was provided with no feedback.

This initial data collection was carried out through a questionnaire to draw

comparable information (Bryman, 2012) regarding students to be appropriately placed

into groups and provided preferred written CF. Administration of questionnaires was

carried out during students’ regular class time and usual classroom schedule. The

questionnaire was translated and read aloud to the students among all Urdu (national

language) groups to ensure that all students understood what was asked in the

questionnaire. In week 1, students were told about the research purpose during the

first month, their research consent was sought, and a pretest was conducted, after

which feedback was provided. In week 2, the topic was given to the students to write.

After which, they were provided written CF. In week 3, students were given a new

topic to write on. In the second session of the week, they were provided with feedback

and reproduced their drafts after reviewing their corrections. During the second month,

in the first session of week 1, a new writing task was assigned to students. In the

second session, they were provided feedback. After reviewing their corrections, they

also reproduced the draft. In the first session of week 4, questionnaires were
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administered, and interviews were conducted to examine any change in students’

beliefs towards receiving feedback. In the third and fourth months, a similar process

was revised to collect data. The teachers checked all the drafts at the end of the

sessions, and results were compared to examine writing accuracy. Data were collected

to compare the students’ accuracy rates among the feedback groups. The results were

also compared between the feedback group and the control group.

It was essential to improve students’ learning to produce accurate writings provided

with written CF in as many realistic contexts as possible. In this regard, Brinkmann

and Kvale (2015) observed that learners are required to focus on content rather than

form as this is the only evaluation reserved to develop their accuracy in writing. In

previous studies, more focus has been applied on accuracy (Baxter & Jack, 2018).

Nevertheless, in the present study, utmost care was taken to choose the genre of

writing (narratives). This allowed students to write about something personal about

themselves in tangible ways. In addition, this increased the possibility to focus more

on content but less on the form (Rummel & Bitchener, 2015).

Students were made to produce five writing prompts with revision, and for each

writing prompt, there were 30-35 minutes for writing 200-250 words. These writing

prompts were related to their personal life experience and observation. Therefore, it

helped them communicatively to perform the given tasks by focusing more on content.

Moreover, such prompts could offer an opportunity for university students coming

from both urban and rural areas to provide maximum information. This was the
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primary purpose of the current study so that students’ maximum natural errors could

be examined. Since the students’ writing accuracy was also the main target in the

current study; therefore, errors were considered global or local (Delbert & Neil, 2015).

Global errors are those that make the writing incomprehensible to the readers

preventing the message from being perceived as the example given below:

* I like bus to go school but my mother say so not we late from school.

On the other hand, the message is not hindered by the readers' understanding due to

local errors. Instead, it is because the writer usually makes a minor violation in one

segment of a sentence. Thus, the reader can guess the intended meaning without any

hindrance. For example, see the sentence below:

* When I heard from her, I will be inform you quickly.

Keeping in view the students’ goals of attending the BS English program that required

maximum accuracy in writing, both local and global errors were examined. These

linguistic forms were selected as these were problematic for the students at all levels

(Rummel & Bitchener, 2015; Diab, 2015). It is discussed that the use of various forms

of writing genres may affect the validity of the required data. It is because different

genres need distinct cognitive processes (Ingleby, 2012). Thus, in the current study, a

single form of the genre is selected for all writing prompts.
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3.4.5 Types of feedback provided to the treatment Group

Types of written CF used by Rummel and Bitchener (2015) were provided to the

students, which are mentioned as under:

 Direct Corrective Feedback: Group ‘A’ was given direct WCF which indicated

errors in writing and provided correct forms in the target language to correspond

to it.

 Indirect Corrective Feedback: Group ‘B’ was given indirect corrective feedback

in which learners’ errors were underlined and errors were coded, which the

students found out to make corrections.

 Metalinguistic feedback: Group ‘C’ was provided with metalinguistic explanation

of the errors committed by the students

 No Corrective Feedback: Group ‘D’ was provided with no feedback and

mentioned as the Control group.

Providing Corrective Feedback to language learners has been receiving recent

criticism as well that students are given one of the treatments, which is not a proper

way to provide corrective feedback in the classroom (Marvasti, 2018). For this reason,

university students coming from urban and rural areas in the current study were

provided corrective feedback at multiple stages after pre-test and before the post-
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delayed tests to examine whether they were able to develop further their accuracy in

revising and writing new texts.

3.5 Data analysis

The process involved in analysing both qualitative and qualitative data is described

separately in the following sections.

3.5.1 Qualitative data analysis

The qualitative data analysis in the present study was predominantly inductive and

aimed to provide a profuse description (Ingleby, 2012). Therefore, qualitative data

were transcribed carefully by taking notes and allowing the theme to develop

naturally (Krutikova, 2017). The first step to analyze the qualitative data was that the

answers to the questions in the survey provided by the research participants in

interviews were thoroughly read. At this point, the researcher prepared notes on

anything planned to follow up during the interviews. All the participants included in

the interviews were given pseudonyms on note cards, critical information was

replicated from the survey. The interview recordings were listened to and put notes on

the cards. The information helped to divide students into different groups according to

their preferred way of receiving written corrective feedback. Some students appeared

to hold a neutral or pessimistic view about Written CF. This process was carried out

to determine if the students who favoured receiving the preferred way of receiving

written CF utilized it in revising or producing new drafts.
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This initial step allowed the researcher to place the students according to the preferred

way of receiving written CF, the interview data were transcribed, and the student

participants were asked whether or not the data were truthful. Based on the research

aims, the data were divided into themes and subthemes that permitted the data to be

sorted out for comparison (Richie & Lewis, 2013). The researcher prepared an index

of those themes and subthemes to produce a comprehensible framework (Rummel &

Bitchener, 2015). A chart on the excel sheet was prepared in which each participant’s

pseudonym, initial information of the survey, and tentative themes of the interviews

were written. More information collected from students’ writing prompts, surveys,

and final interviews were added to this sheet. This process helped track and compare

their progress in English writing and beliefs about the type of feedback they received

during the whole study process. The students were looked at individually and as part

of the group. The answers provided by the student were compared to find out

differences or similarities between them. Answers provided were compared to the

discrepancies between the teacher’s thoughts on providing feedback to the student and

the perception of their teachers. This chart also helped to isolate any point of interest

that required a follow-up in the final interview session.

After the data were collected from the students in both groups (urban and rural), the

researcher compared excel documents from both urban and rural students to examine

similarities and differences within and across the feedback groups. The relations

across both sets of data to see significant patterns were checked. It was tried to

produce vivid accounts out of the respondents’ factual responses. Besides, it was also
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endeavored to develop implicit accounts from those patterns within the data (Rummel,

2014).

All the collected data sets were related to the particular participant so that individual

differences were examined during the analysis stage. Nevertheless, pseudonyms for

the students were not employed at any other stages or reports/presentations that

ensured the confidentiality of the research participants.

3.5.2 Quantitative data analysis

The quantitative data from questionnaires and the writing prompts were taken to two

experts in the department of Statistics/Mathematics at KFUEIT Rahim Yar Khan,

Pakistan. The researchdr discussed with them to analyze the data. The experts

obtained assistance from the experts, and data were analyzed using Statistical

Package for Social Sciences version 28. The analysis was reviewed by them so that

the claims resulting from the data could be found valid. Furthermore, suitable tests of

statistical significance as recommended by the experts, e.g., ANOVA, were applied to

analyze the collected data. To analyze data collected from student participants from

both urban and rural areas (grouped into direct feedback, indirect feedback, and

metalinguistic feedback), SPSS was used to describe data in the form of percentage,

mean and standard deviation.

An obligatory occasion analysis test was carried out for the data collected from

writing prompts to compare accuracy rates. Besides, accuracy was also examined in
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the percentage of the proper uses of target linguistic forms. This implies that seven

correct uses out of ten were considered 70% accuracy in the target linguistic form

(Ferris & Hedgcock, 2017).

Repeated measures in the ANOVA test was conducted to investigate the similarities

and discrepancies between and within the groups. This test was selected because

Plays and Atchison (2018) argue that repeated measures in ANOVA is used to test the

impact of independent variables on the dependent variable, and it also identifies any

interactional effects. This reveals that the repeated measures ANOVA test allows a

researcher to examine the independent and combined effects of two independent

variables on one dependent variable. In the current study, the impacts of time and

feedback types on the accuracy rates of the students were investigated.

After determining the similarities and discrepancies within and between groups

through the repeated measures ANOVA, a one-way ANOVA test was also performed

to examine where exactly the differences and discrepancies occurred. It was done

because Neuman (2016) described that one-way ANOVA is performed to measure the

discrepancies between groups when there is one independent variable (e.g., written

CF in the present study) along with three or more levels (e.g., in the present study:

direct, indirect, metalinguistic and control). Furthermore, this test was considered

suitable as each group in the present study had different groups, and the study was

aimed to investigate the differences between these groups..
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Besides, to find out the difference in the type of written CF that proved most effective

in producing more linguistic accuracy in revision and writing new texts between two

groups: urban and rural, a three-way mixed ANOVA test was applied to measure the

between-participant variables like feedback types, e.g., direct, indirect, metalinguistic,

and control and location, e.g., rural and urban while within-participant variables of

time, e.g., Pre-test, Post-test, Delayed post-tests.

3.6 Ethical consideration

Before the current study started, ethical approval was sought from the Humanities and

Social Sciences department in the Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering and

Information Technology Rahimyar Khan, Pakistan (Appendix A). Permission to carry

out the study from the concerned Head of the Department of Social Sciences and

Humanities in black and white. There was no such pattern established in the

department. Hence, verbal ethical guidelines from the Head of the department were

given to the researcher. The Head of the department was PhD in Applied Linguistics.

Therefore, taking into account the significance of the research, he was pleased to

depute three teachers to cooperate with the researcher during the whole study process.

As there was no such pattern on ethical guidelines; hence, the ethical guidelines were

verbally given by the HOD. The guidelines were followed to ensure confidentiality

with utmost importance throughout the research.

The researcher met the research participants a day before proceeding with the research

to explain the nature and purpose of the study. Then, the participants were given

consent forms to participate in the research voluntarily. Three classes (average of 44
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students in each), along with their teachers teaching English composition and

comprehension, participated in the research. It was ensured to the student participants

that their participation would not affect their grades. However, all participants were

allowed to write their pseudonyms or not using names to maintain their confidentiality.

They were also ensured that information provided by them would only be utilized for

research purposes, and they could withdraw their consent from participation in the

study at any stage.

3.7 Summary of chapter 3

The methodology chapter presented the research design and provided detailed

information from the research instruments used in the current study to collect the data.

In addition, this chapter described the multiple case study including mixed-methods of

research design to investigate beliefs about written CF and the effects those beliefs

have on students’ uptake and retention in revision and producing new text. Besides,

data collection over the different periods of time through a mixed-methods approach

increased the credibility of data followed by ethical steps taken for the confidentiality

of the research participants.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

4.0 Introduction

Chapter four describes the results according to the research questions set to obtain the

answers from the research participants. All the tests carried out in this chapter using

SPSS version 28 are according to the decisions and recommendations made by the

statisticians whom the researcher sought to get advice for data analysis. The detail of

the analysis is also given. The results regarding research question 1 are provided in

section 4.1. The results regarding research question 2 are given in section 4.2, while

section 4.3 presents research question 3. At the end summary of the chapter is also

given.

4.1 Findings

RQ1: What are urban and rural students’ beliefs about written CF at Khwaja Fareed

University of Engineering and IT in Pakistan in learning English as foreign language?

In order to discuss the answer to this question 1, it is pertinent to present the interview

results from university students of the urban and rural areas and, in the end, discuss

the comparison of the beliefs towards written CF.
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4.1.1 Findings for research question one

Data analysis obtained by distributing the questionnaires (see following table 4.1) and

conducting the semi-structured interviews (see table 4.2 below) with student

participants revealed the discrepancies and similarities among the students.

Table 4.1
Students’ responses (N=82) to questionnaire (urban)

Items SA
N (%)

Agree
N (%)

Neutral
N (%)

DA
N (%)

SDA
N (%)

1. It is very important for
teachers to provide feedback on
students’ writing.

63 (87%) 11 (13.41) -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-

2. Teachers should correct all
errors of the students.

12 (14.63) 26(29.26) 40 (48.78) 22 (26.82) -0- -0-

3. It is teachers’ job to locate
errors and provide corrections.

33 (40.24) 27 (32.92) 10 (12.09) 08 (9.75) 04(10.97)

4. Both teachers and students are
responsible for correcting errors.

24 (29.26) 28 (34.14) 16 (19.51) 05 (6.97) 07(8.53)

5. Teachers should vary their
feedback techniques according to
the type of errors.

36 (43.90) 38 (46.34) 08 (9.75) -0- -0- -0- -0-

6. Students should learn to locate
their own errors.

30 (36.58) 12 (14.63) 40 (48.78) -0- -0- -0- -0-

7. When I make errors in writing,
I like my teacher to correct them.

30 (36.58) 28 (34.14) 12 (14.63) 10 (12.09) 02 (2.43)

8. Students usually keep error
correction in mind when they
revise essays.

20 (24.39) 26 (31.70) 20 (24.39) 08 (9.75) 08 (9.75)

9. Students usually keep error
correction in mind, when write
new essays.

18(21.95) 20 (24.39) 28 (34.14) 12 (14.63) 04 (4.87)

10. Students are responsible for
their own learning.

15 (18.29) 17 (20.73) 33 (40.24) 11 (13.41) 05 (6.97)

11. I enjoy writing in English. 30(36.58) 29 (35.36) 04 (4.87) 10 (12.09) 09(10.97)
12. I enjoy writing in my own
language.

30 (36.58) 35 (42.68) 10 (12.09) 04 (10.97) 07(8.53)

13. My mother tongue helps me
learning English when teachers
use it in English teaching.

35 (42.68) 31(37.80) 08 (9.75) 05 (6.97) 04 (10.97)

14. Learning to write in English
language is very interesting
without using mother tongue.

23 (35.85) 16(19.51) 28 (34.14) 10 (14.39) 15 (10.97)

15. I have been encouraged by
the teachers in learning to write
in English without thinking in
mother tongue.

15(18.29) 10(12.09) 24(29.26) 20 (24.39)% 13 (15.85)
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The questions deal with whether the EFL learners perceived that written CF was

significant and to what extent, students stored it in their minds during revision and

producing new texts. In this regard, Table 4.1 shows that all 82 student-participants

were found to reveal their agreement towards the first statement (the teacher must

provide written CF on students’ writing (87% strongly agree and 13 % agree).

However, although students from urban areas perceived teachers providing feedback

as essential, only 44.6 % either strongly agreed or only agreed with statement 2,

which says that teachers should correct all errors. Regarding statement 3, 73% of

students strongly agreed or only agreed about locating errors, 12% are neutral, and

19% are strongly disagreed or only disagreed. However, about correcting errors by

students or teachers in statement 4, 63% of students strongly agree or only agree,

while 19% are neutral and 14% disagree. Regarding statement 5 (teacher should vary

their feedback techniques), 89% of students strongly agree or only agree, and the rest

have neutral responses. Finally, for statement 6 (students should learn to locate errors),

60% of students strongly agree or only agree, while others have a neutral response.

Regarding statement 7 (when I correct errors, I like my teacher to correct), 71% agree

or strongly agree, while 14% are neutral and others disagree or strongly disagree with

this. Regarding bearing error corrections in their minds during the revision of texts in

statement 8, 56 % of students agree or strongly agree, and 24% are neutral while

others disagree or strongly disagree. Regarding statement 9 (students usually keep

error correction in mind in writing new essays), 45% of students agree or strongly

agree, 34% are neutral, while only 18% have disagreed. Regarding statement 10
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(students are responsible for self-learning), 38% agree, and 40% are neutral, while

20% disagree. Finally, about enjoying writing in English in statement 11, 72% of

students agreed and were 4% neutral while the rest disagreed.

Regarding statement 12 (I enjoy writing in my language, the students have almost the

same degree of responses). Towards the role of mother tongue help in learning

English in statement 13, 70% students are entirely and partially agreed, and 9% are

neutral while other 21% have disagreed. Regarding statement 14 (learning to write in

English is interesting), 55% of students agree, 34% are neutral, and 24% disagree. For

statement 15, which intends to explore whether teacher encourages students to learn

writing in English without using their mother tongue. 30% of students agree to this,

and 29% neutral, while 40% disagree. Statistical results of table 4.1 reveal that most

of the students of urban areas prefer to be independent in learning. They perceive that

teachers can play an active role in helping students to reduce errors in writing.
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Table 4.2

Summary of the notable points from the students’ interviews (urban)

Learners’ responses N=20

1. It is very useful that I receive written CF to improve my writing skill. 20

2. This is difficult for teachers to correct all students’ errors. 13

3. If I was not provided any written CF, my writing was not good and even my

teacher could not help me.
17

4. If teacher did not provide any written CF, my writing was so bad. 06

5. I was confused if I did not receive any written CF on my writing. 10

6. Without feedback, the teacher could not check my paper. 14

7. It is difficult to bear error correction in mind because my focus on what I want

to write.
13

8. Most English teachers use indirect written CF in Pakistan. 17

9. I think that indirect feedback will be more useful for me if I go to university

abroad.
15

10. Teacher is not available every time for my correction. Therefore, I should learn

to locate my errors too.
12

11. Indirect CF makes students more independent. 19

12. When I receive written CF, I try to bear it in mind. 11
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In the interviews, when students were asked questions (see table 4.2 for the main

interview points), five of them (US3, US6, US10, US18, and US19) revealed

disagreements and stated that they preferred to bear error correction in mind, but their

focus was generally on the contents in terms of considering writing accuracy. One of

them (US6) even said:

“I wanted to write with accuracy but I thought much about what I wanted to say

because I did have time.” He also said, “I might write down my ideas on paper

bearing accuracy in mind.”

Therefore, it was not such that they had no care to bear in mind the error corrections.

Instead, they faced complications in keeping a balance in focusing between accuracy

and content.

The second statement, which says, “Teachers should correct all errors of the students”,

was meant to explore whether students from urban areas preferred to receive

comprehensive or focused written CF. The quantitative results revealed that 44% of

the EFL learners strongly agreed or only agreed whereas, 20% each remained neutral

about this statement. Besides, 40% of the students either disagreed or strongly

disagreed at the first stage of collecting data. During the first stage of the interview

session, many of the students stated that they would prefer to receive written CF on all

types of errors because they would be unable to improve writing and reduce errors.

However, respondents US10 and US 19 also said: “this would be difficult for the

teachers to give written CF on all errors of the students.” One student also expressed
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his viewpoint “when I look my errors, I can remember it to correct next time in

writing but maybe I commit many errors and teacher could not correct them fully”

(US18). During interviews, six more students also stated their teachers' concerns that

the teacher's load was increased due to correcting students’ all errors in writing (US2,

US5, US11, US14, US17 & US22). Instead, some students wanted to receive written

CF on all their errors, but there appeared to emerge some understanding, at least

among students, that comprehensive written CF might not be possible as it could add

to teachers’ workload.

In addition to this, regarding statement 3, which says “it is teacher’s job to correct

students’ all errors,” 60% of the students strongly agreed or only agreed. Nevertheless,

regarding statement 4, “both teachers and students are responsible for correcting

errors,” 52% of the students strongly agreed or merely agreed. In interviews, three

students said, “they could take help from English teachers to correct their errors in

writing. Thus, they must learn how to locate errors by themselves”. US5 also told in

his interview about his fellows, “students wanted to be independent learners to

produce correct form of texts.” So far as students’ enjoying written CF is concerned,

in statement 7, 71% of the students strongly agreed or only agreed that they liked

when their teacher corrected their errors on paper. 90% of students strongly agreed

and agreed on statement 5 “teacher should vary their feedback techniques according

to the types of errors.” Therefore, it can be observed that the students from urban

areas find shared responsibilities to correct their errors. Moreover, they believe that

the use of different techniques can be effective and valuable for them..
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For the portion of the questionnaire required to find out students’ preferred way of

receiving feedback. Students always preferred and opted to have the same written CF

at three different periods of data collection. Quantitative information revealed that

24% of the students opted for the CF when the teacher underlines the errors and

provides code (indirect CF), 65% preferred to receive CF when the teacher writes the

correct answers close to the errors (direct CF), and 11% of the students preferred to

receive CF when the teacher explains the grammar rules (metalinguistic CF).

Moreover, six students also reiterated the word ‘independent’ in their interviews while

discussing indirect written CF (US1, US2, US3, US6, US10, and US21). Four

students who opted for the direct written CF also stated that memorizing provided CF

is also helpful (US5, US8, US12 & US20).

Some interesting themes in the interviews emerged: what would the students perceive

if they were not provided with any written CF? US8 respondent presented his views

about his group “students would perceive about their writing so bad and teacher did

not even try to correct that (US2, US5, US8, US10, US12, US13, US19 & US22).

US3 further elaborated upon the follow-up question “their writing would be perfect

with receiving written CF. Three other student participants replied, “if they received

no written CF, they would get confused (US1, US4 & US18)”. Only one respondent,

US4, said, “their teacher might have forgotten to examine it, but I could not speak

more because my teacher might be angry.”
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When background information of the students was examined, it was revealed that 58

students’ first language was Punjabi (from central Punjab), 15 students’ mother

tongue was Saraiki (from south Punjab), five students had Sindhi (from interior

Sindh), and four students’ mother tongue was Pushto (from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa).

Those who were from central Punjab, as they expressed in the interviews, 20 of them

liked indirect feedback, and six students spoke in favour of receiving metalinguistic

feedback. Central Punjab is a well-established area (also the capital and largest city of

Punjab). They also expressed likeness that their teacher should not correct all errors.

Most of the Students with mother tongue Punjabi and Saraiki from central Punjab also

responded, “they kept error correction in mind during revision and in producing new

texts.” During interviews, three respondents (US5, US7 & US12) told in the

interviews, “they had been studying before coming to university in English FC

college Lahore that is well-known because of its higher standard of education.”

Besides, three more students (US15, US17, and US22) said, “before coming to

university, they studied English at Beacon House, which is an English medium

college in Lahore.” All of these six students opted for metalinguistic feedback. They

also thought that students should learn to locate their errors. They further elaborated

on the viewpoint by saying, “it was impossible for the teacher to correct all errors of

the students.”

Contrary to this, all other 24 students except one from Sindh, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,

preferred to receive direct written CF, and they remained neutral towards the
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statement which says that teachers should correct all students’ errors. However, three

of them said in their interviews, “they keep error corrections in mind in revision and

producing new texts.” Students from Sindh and Pakhtunkhwa in Pakistan were from

those urban areas that were not well established; hence, none could study at English

medium colleges before they got admissions in the university. This was contrary to

the students from central and southern Punjab.

Table 4.3

Students’ feedback preferences and beliefs (N=82, Urban)

Items Direct CF Indirect CF Metalinguistic CF

Which type of written CF you believe will
help you the most in future? 24 (29.26) 52 (63.41) 06 (7.32)

Which type of written CF will you prefer to
receive in future? 24 (29.26) 52 (63.41) 06 (7.32)

Data analysis given in the following table 4.4 shows the discrepancies and similarities

among rural students at Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering & Information

technology Rahimyar Khan.
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Table 4.4

Students’ responses (N=50) to questionnaire (rural)

Items SA
N (%)

Agree
N (%)

Neutral
N (%)

DA
N (%)

S DA
N (%)

1. 1. It is very important for
teachers to provide feedback
on students’ writing.

35 (70) 15 (30) -0- (0) -0- (0) -0- (0)

2. 2. Teachers should correct all
errors of the students.

28 (56) 14 (28) 08 (16) -0- (0) -0- (0)

3. It is teachers’ job to locate
errors and provide corrections.

20 (40) 08 (16) 12 (24) 03 (6) 07(12)

4. Both teachers and students
are responsible for correcting
errors.

13 (26) 11 (22) 02 (4) 14 (28) 10 (20)

5. Teachers should vary their
feedback techniques
according to the type of
errors.

38 (76) 04 (8) 08 (16) -0- (0) -0- (0)

6. Students should learn to
locate their own errors.

13 (26) 08 (16) 10 (20) 09 (18) 10 (20)

7. When I make errors in
writing, I like my teacher to
correct them.

30 (60) 13 (26) 07 (14) -0- (0) -0- (0)

8. Students usually keep error
correction in mind when they
revise essays.

26 (52) 16 (22) 02 (4) 06 (12) -0- (0)

9. Students usually keep error
correction in mind, when
write new essays.

21 (42) 20 (20) 03 (26) 02 (4) 04(8)

10. Students are responsible
for their own learning.

08 (16) 11 (22) 13 (26) 12 (24) 06 (12)

11. I enjoy writing in English. 09 (18) 10 (20) 12(24) 10 (20) 09 (18)
12. I enjoy writing in my own
language.

30 (60) 10 (20) 02 (4) 08 (16) -0- (0)

13. My mother tongue helps
me learning English when
teachers use it in English
teaching.

33 (66) 06 (12) 08 (16) 03 (6) -0- (0)

14. Learning to write in
English language is very
interesting without using
mother tongue.

11 (22) 09 (18) 08 (16) 12 (24) 10 (20)

15. I have been encouraged by
the teachers in learning to
write in English without
thinking in mother tongue.

10 (20) 08 (16) 12 (24) 15 (30) 05 (10)

The above table 4.4 shows frequency statistical results of the rural students that,

unlike urban students, 100% (50) students were strongly or only agreed with the first
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statement, “It is very important for teachers to provide feedback on students’ writing.”

In addition to this, 28 students (56%) stated that they strongly agreed, and 14 students

(28%) agreed with statement 2, which says that teachers should correct all students'

errors. Only eight students (16%) have remained neutral, which meant they were

neither agreed nor disagreed. To statement 3, “It is teachers’ job to locate errors and

provide corrections,” 20 students (40%) were strongly agreed, and eight students

(16%) were only agreed, whereas 12 students (24%) remained neutral and nine

students (18%) were either strongly disagreed or disagreed.

For statement 4, “Both teachers and students are responsible for correcting errors,” 13

students (26%) were found strongly agreed, and 11 students (22%) were noticed

agreed. On the other hand, only two of them (4%) were neutral, while 24 either

disagreed or strongly disagreed. For statement (5), “Teachers should vary their

feedback techniques according to the type of errors,” 38 students (76%) and four

students (8%) were strongly agreed and agreed, respectively, whereas only eight

students (16%) were found neutral. About the statement (6), “Students should learn to

locate their errors,” it was revealed that 13 students (26%) were strongly agreed and

eight students (16%) were agreed, whereas ten students (20%) remained neutral. On

the other hand, nine students (18%) showed disagreement, and 10 (20%) showed

strong disagreement. Besides, for the statement (7), “When I make errors in writing, I

like my teacher to correct them,” 86% (43) students were found strongly agreed or

agreed, and 14% (7) students were noted neutral.
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For the statement (8), “Students usually keep error correction in mind when they

revise essays,” it was seen that 84% (42) students were strongly agreed or agreed

while 4% (2) students remained neutral and only 12% (6) students have disagreed.

About statement (9), “students usually keep error correction in mind, when writing

new essays,” 82% (41) students were also noted to be strongly agreed and agreed,

whereas only 6% (3) remained neutral and 12% (6) students either disagreed or

strongly disagreed.

Regarding statement (10), which states “students are responsible for their learning,”

38 % (19) of the students were noted to be strongly agreed or only agreed, and 26%

(13) students remained neutral while 36% (18) of the students were found strongly

disagreed or only disagreed respectively. The statement (11), which was to find out

students’ beliefs about FL writing, also showed that there was an equal number of

students, 38% (19), who were strongly agreed and agreed and vice versa, but 24% (12)

students remained neutral. Nonetheless, in the statement (12), which was to explore

beliefs about their ease of learning of the first language, it was revealed that a large

number of students, 80% (40) were strongly agreed or only agreed, and only two

students (4%) remained neutral while 16% (8) students either disagreed or strongly

disagreed. About the statement (13) that says, “my mother tongue helps me learning

English when teachers use it in English teaching,” also 78% (39) students showed

agreement (strongly agree or agree) while only 6% (3) students were found disagreed

and 16% (8) students remained neutral.
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The statement (14) was about “learning to write in the English language is very

interesting without using mother tongue,” results showed that students had no strong

beliefs towards this statement. Hence, the results revealed that only 40% (20) students

could agree or strongly agree while 44% (24) students either disagreed or strongly

disagreed and 16% (8) remained neutral, which is equal to the number of students in

the earlier statement. However, interestingly students were not encouraged by their

EFL teachers towards statement (15). Only 36% (18), which means less than half of

the rural students were found receiving encouragement from the teachers, while 40%

(20) rural students were noted receiving no encouragement from the teachers, and

24% (12) students remained neutral. The detail about this discrepancies and

similarities within the group was also explained in the follow-up interview questions.

The results are further verified under the following table 4.5.
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Table 4.5

Summary of the notable points from the students’ interviews (Rural)

Rural EFL students’ responses N=15

1. It is very useful that I receive written CF to improve my writing skill. 14

2. Indirect feedback does not help me and teacher should underline and provide
correction. 10

3. If teacher did not give any written CF, my writing would not be good 09

4. When I did not receive any feedback, I thought perhaps, teacher forgot. 08

5. When I wrote new paragraphs, I thought of the feedback given to me before. 03

6. In the past, mostly I received indirect written corrective feedback. 15

7. I feel disturbed if I receive indirect feedback. 15

8. It is difficult to bear error correction in mind because my focus on what I want to
write. 10

9. Most English teachers use indirect written CF in Pakistan. 01

10. According to me direct feedback is more useful for me if I go to university abroad. 13

11. Although, teacher is not available every time. Therefore, I should also learn to
locate my errors too. 04

12. Direct written corrective feedback makes students more independent. 10

13. When I receive written CF, I try to bear it in mind to help me in future writing. 14

The interview summary mentioned in table 4.5 revealed that several students from

rural areas (e.g., RS3, RS7, and RS15) answered, “we pondered over the written

corrective feedback, received and used it during revision and writing new drafts.” One

of the students was of the view, “written corrective feedback is very useful for me and

I always memorize it for future use. I cannot forget it whatever my teacher corrects”

(RS7).

All students from rural areas said in the interviews, “direct way of written CF is

beneficial to writing English.” One student (RS8) believed that “the teacher must
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underline the errors and provide the correct form so that students should memorizer

the correct form without wasting time in finding out the correct form.” Most of the

students (RS2, RS3, RS5, RS7, RS9, RS10, RS13, RS14, and RS15) repeatedly said,

“without teacher’s written corrective feedback, accuracy in writing is difficult to

obtain.” They also said, “we were provided no fixed feedback to improve our writing

in the past, and there was no regularity of providing a fixed form of written CF,” even

if they prefer to have direct feedback if they go abroad for further education.

However, they did not like to receive indirect feedback. One of the students expressed

this by saying, “I had no experience of receiving such type of feedback.” Besides,

respondents in the interviews also said: “keeping in mind errors by just grammatical

explanation is not possible.” Therefore, they wanted their teachers to write correct

forms near the errors, but they perceived it challenging to provide all corrections. On

the other hand, one student (RS1) preferred to receive indirect CF in the interview.

Upon exploring the background, he reported, “I was the resident of rural areas while

for education purpose I was made to receive education in standard private college.”

This provides evidence that contextual factor has a significant effect on receiving the

type of CF.
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Table 4.6

Students’ feedback preferences and beliefs (N=50, Rural)

Items Direct CF Indirect CF Metalinguistic CF

Which type of written CF you believe will help
you the most in future? 49 01 0

Which type of written CF will you prefer to
receive in future? 49 01 0

During the interviews, when it was asked form the respondents what they would feel

if they were not given any written CF, they responded, “we could not improve our

writing; however, two of the students said, “We would request our teacher and tell,

she would have perhaps forgotten to provide feedback on their writing” (RS2 &

RS20).

Bio-data of the rural students revealed that 38 out of 50 students were studied at

government higher secondary schools before joining university. Other students got

education from private higher secondary institutions except one made to receive

education in a well-reputed private institution. Furthermore, in the interview, one

student only agreed on receiving indirect CF. It was because teachers in a private

college (Punjab College and Aspire College) used indirect feedback. The student said,

“students from English medium school systems get better learning environment that is

why, I preferred to receive indirect CF”. The other students reported, “in government

higher secondary institutions, EFL teachers used mixed types of written CF. Due to

which, they could not obtain accuracy in their writing in pre-education”. However,
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they preferred to receive direct CF in the research process because it seemed to them

effective.

4.1.2 Comparison of urban and rural students’ preferences and beliefs

The results’ comparison of the university students from urban and rural areas revealed

a greater degree of agreement among rural students than urban students, as shown in

tables 4.7 and 4.8. The only item that urban students disagreed on was the type of

corrective CF they wanted to receive and the type of corrective CF they believed to be

more beneficial for obtaining accuracy in writing (direct 29.26%, indirect 63.41%,

and metalinguistic feedback 7.31%). Contrary to this, university students from rural

areas showed a higher degree of consensus on three items: (1) it is imperative for

teachers to provide corrective CF on students’ writing (70% strongly agree and 30%

agree), (2) teacher should correct all errors of the students (56% strongly agree, 28%

agree, 16% neutral), (3) teacher should vary their corrective CF according to the type

of errors (76% strongly agree, 8% agree, 16% neutral) and (3) when I make errors, I

like my teacher to correct them (60% strongly agree, 26% agree and 14% neutral).

There were significant differences of opinions between urban and rural university

students towards the types of corrective CF they liked to receive, and urban students

showed 29.26% preference for direct CF, 63.41% for indirect CF, and 7.31 % for

metalinguistic CF whereas, rural students showed no preferences towards

metalinguistic CF. However, they showed excellent agreement on direct CF (98%),

and they (1 out of 50) only 2% preferred to have direct CF. Of the students in both
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groups who preferred to receive direct CF, 24 out of 82 urban and 49 out of 50 rural

students mentioned using memorization to employ CF. Following table 4.7 shows the

comparison of beliefs towards written CF between urban and rural students.

Table 4.7

Comparison of students’ feedback preferences and beliefs toward feedback

Items Direct CF Indirect CF Metalinguistic
CF

Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural

Which type of written CF
you believe will help you
the most in future?

24(29.26%) 49(98%) 52(63.41%) 01(2%) 7.31 (%) 0

Which type of written CF
will you prefer to receive in
future?

24(29.26%) 49(98%) 52(63.41%) 01(2%) 7.31 (%) 0

Comparison of the main point’s summary from students’ interviews (Urban and Rural)

is given in the following table 4.8 to understand the respondents’ qualitative

description towards written CF.
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Table 4.8

Ccomparison of summary points of students’ interviews

EFL students’ responses Urban
(N=22)

Rural
(N=15)

It is very useful to receive written CF for improving my writing skill. 20 15

Indirect CF does not help me, teacher should underline and provide correction 13 14

If teacher did not give any written CF, my writing would not be good 10 13

When I did not receive any feedback, I thought perhaps, teacher forgot. 13 12

When I wrote new paragraphs, I thought of the feedback given to me before. 12 03

In the past, mostly I received indirect written corrective feedback. 14 05

I feel disturbed if I receive indirect feedback. 13 15

It is difficult to bear error correction in mind as my focus on what I want to write. 15 03

Most English teachers use indirect written CF in Pakistan. 15 01

According to me direct feedback is more useful for me if I go to university abroad. 12 14

Teacher should use feedback according to the type of errors made by the students. 22 15

Both students and teachers were responsible for correcting errors 20 9

Teacher is not in the class all time. So, I should also learn to locate my errors too. 19 04

Direct written corrective feedback makes students more independent. 11 14

Teacher should correct all errors of the students 12 14

When I receive written CF, I try to bear it in mind to help me in future writing. 18 05

The university students from urban areas during the interviews, as summarized in

table 4.8 responded to a question “what would be their views if they were not

provided written CF”. Findings of their responses:Ten students answered, “our

writing would not be good, and teachers could not help.” In contrast, thirteen students

from rural areas mentioned the same viewpoint. However, six urban and ten rural

students said, “perhaps our teacher forgot to give feedback and in this case.” Few of
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them said “they would ask their teacher to provide feedback,” but many of them were

hesitant to do that as students in both groups thought they would not be approaching

their teacher because they did not think it suitable. A comparison of the viewpoints

presented by urban and rural respondents revealed that they had similar views.

However, having an approach to the teacher asking to provide feedback, both groups

had different opinions. However, university students from rural areas said: “they

would feel shy to approach their teacher as compared to the students from urban

areas.”

The comparison also revealed that the urban students felt indirect feedback would be

beneficial for them to obtain accuracy in writing. As five of the students (US1, US2,

US11, US14, and US18) said, “in their colleges’ teachers did not correct their errors,

they used to do correction by themselves because they thought that this practice

would make them independent.” Interestingly enough, the word ‘independent’ was

frequently mentioned by seven of the urban students (US1, US2, US9, US11, US14,

US16, and US18) but none of the rural students mentioned this word. This reveals a

difference in the ways some urban and rural students perceive indirect CF. Besides,

one of the urban students regarded metalinguistic CF positively during his interview.

However, one of the urban students (US3) reported, “it was possible for me to find

out correction through direct elicitation of correct forms.”

In order to collect the information required to answer question 1, university students

from urban areas were asked similar questions as were asked from the rural students
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by using a questionnaire for quantitative data and semi-structured interviews for

qualitative data. As a result, there appeared to be a strong agreement between both

groups of the students while comparing the urban students who provided various

answers to the statements' questions. However, with many statements, there were

differences in preferences related to their beliefs towards written CF. Thus, comparing

both groups (urban and rural students), surveys revealed differences and similarities

between them and within the same groups (refer to table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7,

and 4.8).

One similarity between the groups (rural and urban students) was that university

students strongly agreed with statement 1 “it is very important for the teachers to

provide corrective feedback on students’ writing”. Similarly, the same results were

observed for statement 11, “teacher should change feedback technique according to

the type of errors made by the students”.

When the students were asked whether students keep error correction in mind during

revision and producing new drafts in statement 5, “When I wrote new paragraphs, I

thought of the feedback given to me before.” Many university students from rural

areas were highly damaging, but almost half of the urban areas showed a positive

response. For statement 8, “it is difficult to bear error correction in mind because my

focus on what I want to write,” less than half of the urban students were found

strongly agreed with this point of view while only three rural students were agreed.

Nevertheless, all other students were either strongly disagreed or only disagreed.
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Similar differences of opinion were noted on statement 16. When the students in both

groups were asked during the interviews to explain why they believed that it was

imperative to provide corrective feedback on students’ writing, one of the students

told:

“I think that it is very useful for the learners to receive written CF as they always need

help from their teachers to learn to write in English correctly but I think that student

cannot keep all error corrections in mind when writing new draft or doing revision.

Learning to write correctly is slow process (US3).”

Another student also said, “motivation and help from the teacher is very necessary

due to which providing corrective feedback is important.” The student further

expressed, “if corrective feedback is not given by the teacher, motivation to get

corrections on grammatical errors is not possible.” In the interviews, 12 out of 26

urban students agreed with statement 15, “teacher should correct all errors of the

students,” and the other seven students strongly disagreed or disagreed. Whereas 14

out of 15 rural students agreed to this statement, only one student showed

disagreement.

Moreover, only 29.26% of urban students believed that indirect CF would be handy

for them, and they would prefer to use this feedback in the future. In contrast to the

urban students, 98% of students from rural areas were agreed to receive direct CF.

Regarding indirect CF, 63.41 students from urban areas preferred to receive this

feedback, while only 1% of students from rural areas preferred to receive indirect CF.
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Regarding metalinguistic CF, only urban students (7.31%) showed their preferences

towards receiving metalinguistic CF. During the interviews, three university students

from urban areas said, “in Pakistan, most teachers use no fixed corrective feedback in

the teaching of English.”

Although 29.26% preferred to receive direct CF (US2, US4, and US9) whereas, three

rural students also said in their interviews, “they had not been receiving any

predetermined corrective feedback and receiving direct CF according to their choice.”

That was effective, and they prefer to use it in the future in their writing. However,

teachers involved in this research also reported that they felt their experience might

also impact urban and rural students’ beliefs or at least on students’ answers to the

questions about beliefs. Teachers also realized that they always tried to help students

learn English by providing valuable techniques. However, due to education systems

prevalent in higher education institutions, they cannot support their students to

become independent learners. However, the other two teachers who assisted in the

research said, “in order to make the students independent learners, indirect feedback

and language filled environment is required.” They also said, “International

conferences and such events are required to be organized where students can get

encouragement to use English as independent English speakers.” They were of the

view that these international conferences would help teachers as well as students to

make the best use of indirect and metalinguistic CF.
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4.2 Findings for research question two

RQ 2: Do the different types of written corrective feedback facilitate urban and rural

EFL learners’ ability to improve writing accuracy?

Urban students’ errors in the targeted linguistic features were identified, and

corrections were provided on their writing prompts. Then written CF was provided to

the students according to their preferred type of feedback (Direct feedback, indirect

feedback & metalinguistic feedback). No written CF was provided to the control

group, and only six university students from urban areas preferred to receive meta-

linguistic CF. Thus, only three types of written CF were given to the students, but no

feedback was given to the control group. Accuracy in writing was calculated for three

groups as a percentage of correct usage, e.g., if any student showed seven correct uses

out of ten obligatory occasions, the accuracy rate was considered 70%. Besides,

descriptive statistics in the pre-test and three post-tests for each group were calculated

separately, as mentioned in table 4.10.

The average errors for the urban students were recorded as 5.75 using targeted

linguistic forms on the pre-test. Tukey’s posthoc test was performed, which showed

no significant difference among three groups of the students (direct CF, indirect CF &

metalinguistic) on the pre-test (p=.21). Therefore, a two-way repeated measure

ANOVA test was run to observe the writing accuracy over the different periods and

examine statistically significant differences among three groups (direct CF, indirect

CF & metalinguistic). The appropriateness of the tests and their results were checked
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by two experts from the university’s Department of Mathematics. Table 4.9 shows

statistical results for the mean test scores of the three treatment groups and the control

group.

Table 4.9 shows the mean % for the four tests conducted over different periods. Mean

scores reveal that although students in the control group appeared to be more vital at

the very outset than the other three groups. However, they did not reveal any

significant difference. They showed their improvement slightly on the immediate

post-test. This group also did not reveal any significant development in the writing

accuracy on the other two delayed post-tests. In comparison, three written CF groups

(direct, indirect CF & metalinguistic) showed an observable accuracy rate in writing

on their immediate post-tests and significantly improved their first delayed post-test.

Although there was a slight decline in the improvement observed in the indirect CF

group on their second delayed post-test, three of the groups still revealed notable

consistency in their improvement right from their pre-test.
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To further compare the experimental group and control groups’ scores in one pre-test,

post-test, and two delayed post-tests, a series ANOVAs were calculated. As one-way

ANOVA revealed no significant difference between three groups F (3, 58.20) =.427,

p=.76. a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was run. The test scores were inserted

as the dependent variable of time and two written CF as independent variables. The

table 4.10 shows the results of the analysis.

Figure 4.1. Urban students’ linguistic accuracy over different period of time
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Table 4.10

Two-way ANOVA results for urban students

Source Df F p

Between subjects

Written CF 2 .427 .835

Within subject

Time 3 16.13 .000

Time x Written CF 9 1.819 .141

The above table 4.10 shows no significant relationship between time and the types of

written CF provided to the students. However, a significant difference has been noted

regarding time, but within the subjects, impacts are observed. Two one-way ANOVAs

were run, revealing that three of the written CF groups showed significant writing

accuracy (direct written CF, p value= .00, indirect written CF, p-value = .05 and

metalinguistic, p value= .03) over a different period. Contrary to this, the control

group did not show such consistency on improvement in writing accuracy (p

value= .74). In figure 4.1, it is revealed that, although the students who received direct

written CF first showed a decline in the writing accuracy at immediate post-test. That

was insignificant at time 2 (post-test). Nevertheless, they were able to show

improvement in their writing accuracy at time 3 (first delayed post-test). Whereas

indirect CF group and metalinguistic CF depicted consistency in showing a significant

increase in the accuracy at time two, they kept up improving significantly at time 3.

The results revealed that three written CF groups were witnessed to decline the

accuracy rate, which was not, in fact, significant from time 3 to time 4. However, they
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continued to significantly acquire a higher rate of writing accuracy than they showed

at the very outset of the study. The control group, which started with showing a higher

rate of writing accuracy, did not show significant variation in writing accuracy during

the whole length of the research.

As with the data of urban students, rural students’ errors in the targeted linguistic

features were also identified first, and then corrections were provided on their writing

prompts. According to their preferred type of feedback, written CF was provided to

the students (Direct feedback and indirect feedback). No written CF was provided to

the control group, and unlike urban students, rural students did not prefer to receive

meta-linguistic CF. Therefore, only two types of written CF were given to the

students, but no feedback was given to the control group. Accuracy in writing was

calculated for both groups as a percentage of correct usage, e.g. if any student showed

seven correct uses out of 10 obligatory occasions, the accuracy rate was considered

70%. Besides, descriptive statistics in the pre-test and three post-tests for each group

were calculated separately, as mentioned in table 4.12. The average errors for the rural

university students were recorded as 5.37 using targeted linguistic forms on the pre-

test. Tukey’s posthoc test showed no significant differences between both groups of

the students (direct CF and indirect CF) on the pre-test, p=.69. Therefore, a two-way

repeated measure ANOVA test was run to observe the writing accuracy over the

different periods and examine the statistically significant difference between two

groups (direct CF and indirect CF). The appropriateness of the tests and their results

were once again got checked by two experts from the Department of Mathematics in
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KFUEIT, Rahimyar khan. Table 4.11 shows statistical results for the mean test scores

of the two treatment groups and the control group.

Table 4.11 shows the mean % for the four tests conducted over different periods.

Mean scores reveal that students in the control group showed steady development at

all four tests. However, they showed a slight decline on the immediate post-test, and

this group also did not reveal any significant difference or development in obtaining

the writing accuracy on the other two delayed post-tests. Whereas both written CF

groups (direct and indirect CF) showed development in the writing accuracy

differently. The indirect CF group revealed a noticeable decline in their immediate

post-test and a contrastively sudden increase in their first delayed post-test. In the end,

another decrease in the delayed post-test was noted.

However, the direct CF group revealed an observable accuracy rate in writing

between the pre-test and immediate post-test. In addition to this, rural students in the

direct CF group also showed significant results in obtaining the writing accuracy

between the immediate post-test and the first delayed post-test. Moreover, this
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progress remained constant on the 2nd delayed post-test. Although, there was a slight

decline observed in the indirect CF group on their second delayed post-test.

Nevertheless, both groups still revealed notable differences in their improvement right

from their pre-test.

To further compare the experimental group and control groups’ scores in one pre-test,

post-test, and two delayed post-tests, a series of ANOVAs were calculated. As one-

way ANOVA revealed no significant difference between two groups F (3, 22.59)

=.730, p=.73; Thus, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was applied. The test

score was inserted as the dependent variable of time and two written CF as

independent variables. Table 4.12 shows the analysis results, and figure 4.2 also

shows an accuracy development graph comparing two experimental and one control

group.
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of rural students’ writing improvement

Table 4.12

Two-way ANOVA results for urban students

Source Df F P

Between subjects

Written CF 2 4.039 .014

Within subject

Time 3 7.413 .012

Time x Written CF 9 4.304 .012

The above table 4.12 shows a significant relationship between time and the types of

written CF provided to the students. One-way ANOVAs were performed that also

depict and direct CF group shows a statistically significant difference in obtaining
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writing accuracy, which was noted. Within the subjects, impacts were also observed.

Upon this, one-way ANOVAs were run, revealing that both written CF groups

showed significant development in obtaining the writing accuracy (direct written CF,

p value= .00) over different periods. Contrary to this, the indirect CF group and

control group did not show significant improvement in obtaining the writing accuracy

(Indirect CF, p value= .66 and control group, p-value =.59). In figure 4.2, it is also

revealed that the students who received direct written CF first showed a decline in

writing accuracy in the immediate post-test, which was insignificant at time 2 (post-

test). Nevertheless, they were able to show improvement in their writing accuracy at

time 3 (first delayed post-test). In contrast, indirect CF and control groups depicted no

significant increase in writing accuracy at times 2 and 3.

The results reveal that although two written CF groups (indirect and control groups)

were witnessed to have no significant accuracy rate from time 3 to 4. However, the

direct CF group continued to significantly acquire a higher rate of writing accuracy

than they showed at the very outset of the study.

4.2.1 Comparison of urban and rural students’ results

To determine and find out if there was any difference in the types of CF provided to

EFL students that had more impact in incorporating the writing (linguistic) accuracy

between both groups (urban and rural). A three-way ANOVA was applied for

between-participant variables of written CF types (direct, indirect, and control) and

location (urban and rural) and within-participant variables of time (pre-test, post-test,
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delayed post-test-1 and delayed post-test-2). This test revealed a significant difference

(p=.02) in the type of written CF that helped inculcate writing accuracy among

university students of both locations (urban and rural), a visual representation of

which can be seen in figure 4.1 and 4.2.

4.3 Findings for research question 3

RQ 3: How do the urban and rural students’ beliefs about written corrective feedback

affect the students’ uptake and retention in obtaining writing accuracy?

In order to get the answer to this research question 3, the findings from urban in the

following section and then rural students’ findings are presented. Later, in section

4.3.1, some particular findings of both cases are presented.

To find out the answer to research question 3, the correlation between urban students’

beliefs about written CF and their improvement after the written CF provided to them

was checked whether performance matches or does not match students’ beliefs.

According to the data collected from urban students’ questionnaires and interviews,

the research was used to divide student-participants into preferred groups. All the

student-participants were asked, “what type of written CF they preferred to receive

and what type of written CF they would prefer to receive in future”., students were

divided into groups according to their preferred written CF and the control group that

received no treatment to calculate the answers from these questions. Out of 82 urban

students, 24 students preferred to receive direct written CF, 52 students preferred to
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receive indirect CF, while six students preferred to receive metalinguistic CF. 31

students were placed into the control group and received no corrective CF.

When data entry started, it was revealed that most of the students were succeeded in

eradicating their errors regarding the use of verbs in the simple past tense and present

perfect tense in the first delayed post-test-1. Furthermore, they continued to eradicate

errors in the use of the subject-verb agreement, use of adjectives (comparative and

superlative adjectives), and pronouns (interrogative, demonstrative and relative) and

adverbs in the post-delayed test-2. To investigate if there was any relationship

between students’ beliefs towards the preferred type of written CF and their

performance in obtaining writing accuracy, data were analyzed by Fisher’s Exact-test.

This type of test is used when there are two variables, as in the present study:

students’ beliefs matched with feedback and the beliefs that did not match. Each of

these variables consists of two categories (if they eradicated errors or not), and one or

more of the possible counts of the four categories is less than 10. It is named as

“Exact Test” as all expected 2x2 matrices are identified with the probability of

obtaining each matrix. Therefore, the study has the following null hypothesis:

“The students whose beliefs are matched with the written CF they receive will not be

able to eradicate their linguistic errors than those whose beliefs do not match with the

written CF they receive”.
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Table 4. 13

Regression analysis for the impact of beliefs on written CF

Variables Β t R R2 df F
Beliefs .24 .13

. 2, (189)WCF .31 .28*
WCF .25 .15
Accuracy .30 .28* .24 .044 2, (177) 19.15**

Note *** p < 0.01; N =189

The result indicated that beliefs significantly predict impact on WCF [β = .24; t = .28;

p < 0.05]. This implies that beliefs significantly impact WCF to eradicate errors in

writing among students. Thus hypothesis: the students whose beliefs are matched with

the written corrective feedback they receive, will not be able to eradicate their

linguistic errors than those whose beliefs do not match with written corrective

feedback they receive” is rejected. The results also reveal that WCF significantly

predict [β = .31; t = .28; p < 0.05] WCF to become more effective if beliefs are

matched with WCF to improve EFL learners’ writing skills.

The more significant the differences between the number of the students whose

beliefs would match with written CF were able to eradicate their errors and those who

did not receive any written CF they desired to get written CF, and they eliminated

their errors, the less the probability that findings were produced by chance solely.

Out of 82 students who received three different written CF which they preferred to

receive, 58 (73%) students could eliminate their targeted errors on the 2nd delayed

post-test. On the other hand, of those 31 students who did not receive any written CF

(control group), out of them only 13 (41.93%) students were able to eradicate all
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targeted errors on the last post-delayed test, but they told that they wanted it to receive

written CF. Following table 4.14 below describes these statistical results.

Table 4.14

Students able to eliminate errors on both delayed post-tests (urban)

Experimental group Control group

Eliminated the targeted

errors. 58 (73%) 13 (41.93%)

Did not eliminate the

targeted errors.

24 (29.26%) 18 (58.06)

In the experimental group, few of the students (24 out of 82) were unable to eradicate

all their targeted errors, revealing that receiving written CF might not have helped all

of the students eradicate their errors. On the other hand, 18 students in the control

group were utterly unable to eradicate all of their targeted errors. This indicates that

receiving no written CF can cause many of the students to be unable to eradicate all

targeted linguistic errors. In addition to this evidence, many of the students from the

control group told their frustration in the exit survey interviews, e.g., one of the

students expressed his views “How can I improve if I only write and no teacher

corrects my errors?” such comments from the students and their inability to write

correctly is the evidence to support that the students should be given written CF in

order to improve their writing accuracy. Besides, eradicating all targeted errors by 58

out of 82 students in the written CF group reveals that receiving preferred type of
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written CF indicates that students’ beliefs can have a strong impact on the

effectiveness of written CF.

For the rural student-participants too, the same process was carried as was applied for

the urban students. Again, data collected from students’ surveys and interview

questions were used to group the students according to their preferred type of written

CF. Out of 50 rural students, 49 students preferred to receive direct written CF, and

only one student preferred indirect CF. In addition, no student preferred to receive

metalinguistic CF. In comparison, students were given no written CF in the control

group. Following table 4.15 below describes these statistical results.

Table 4.15

Students able to eliminate errors on both delayed post-tests (rural)

Experimental group Control group

Eliminated the targeted
errors. 34 (68%) 10 (32%)

Did not eliminate the
targeted errors.

16(32%) 21 (68%)

Out of 50 rural students who got written CF according to their preferences, 34

students could eliminate all targeted errors on their second delayed post-test, as the

above table shows. Moreover, 16 students were unable to eradicate all their targeted

errors on their last delayed post-test. These are similar findings to the urban students,

which evidence that students’ beliefs impact the uptake and retention of the written
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CF for improving the targeted linguistic features. However, in contrast to the urban

students, fewer rural students in the control group could eliminate their targeted errors.

4.3.1 Results for the research question three in the light of two cases

In order to bring a clear answer to question three and give a fuller picture of the

impact of students’ beliefs on written CF, the researcher selected two cases to

highlight. Although both these cases appear at the extreme ends of the whole

spectrum, they are significant to provide information about how effectively students’

beliefs can impact using written CF in obtaining writing accuracy. A student (US1)

case is presented first. During the interview, US1 expressed very positive beliefs

about the usefulness of indirect feedback, e.g., she told:

“Indirect feedback helps me to think more about my writing and whatever information

I have about English grammar. This feedback also helps me to become more

independent in writing correctly. To me. It is very good. If I go abroad, it will be more

useful for me in learning English.” (US1)

When the student was asked if there was any particular type of written CF which was

not valuable to her, she answered, “I think, every written CF is useful”. However, this

case appeared to be different after providing direct feedback on the first draft. She

was asked to review her errors in ten minutes. Besides, when she was asked what she

would do if corrections were provided on her errors in the text? She replied, “I will

only look at the corrected errors”. When she was provided with direct CF on her
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second draft, she just looked at that, then put the paper in her notebook and waited for

the following prompt to receive.

In the course of exit interviews, urban student (US1) expressed his confusion upon

receiving direct CF; he said:

“This feedback is not very effective. It makes me do no corrections to my errors. I

merely look and see my errors and cannot improve my understanding in writing

correct English. I am unable to become an independent learner. When I revise my

draft, I just write without getting anything and I don’t want to write more. I like to

receive the type of feedback which my teacher gives much better” (US1).

On the other side, rural student (RS10) who received direct CF which he believed to

be more effective and valuable. In his interview, he told “I prefer to receive direct

CF”. e.g., he also said, “direct CF helps me to correct my errors without wasting my

time. I am able to do lots of corrections when I revise my draft. I think, it is better”.

He also elaborated that his current teacher provided direct CF on his essays and told

him that she is a good teacher. She knew what is good for him.

US10 was provided with direct CF on his text. When the teacher returned his text with

direct CF on the text, he looked over it and went to memorize those errors in ten

minutes given to him. He also queries the researcher about which he was uncertain to

improve his understanding of the corrected errors on simple past, past perfect, and

present perfect tense. He repeated the same process after the post-test, post delayed
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test-1. Then, after the post-delayed test-2, he demanded the teacher provide indirect

CF, which revealed that he could correct errors if the teacher only underlined the

errors.

At the exit interview, RS10 was very pleased with the type of written CF which he

received. He said, “It was very effective and helpful to improve my correction in

writing.” Regarding his improvement in writing, he made 12 errors in the use of

simple past tense, past perfect, and present perfect, while there were four errors on the

use of the pronoun, 5 in adjectives, and 3 in subject-verb agreement in the pre-test.

His writing accuracy rate seemed to be improved in the first post-delayed test in

which he committed only six errors in the use of simple past tense, past perfect, and

present perfect. In comparison, there were two errors in using the pronoun, 3 in

adjective and 1 in subject-verb agreement in the pre-test. He showed no errors in the

second post-delayed test. Thus, he revealed a considerable improvement in obtaining

the writing accuracy between post-test and first delayed post-test. This shows that

providing written CF on more than one occasion can be effective in improving

students’ writing accuracy.

Considering both cases, it was revealed that US1 receiving a type of written CF that

she thought to be ineffective made her react negatively and affected her performance.

On the other side, RS10 (rural student) got great motivation which made him react

positively about the preferred CF. It had a positive impact on his improvement in

producing text accurately. The current study reveals that, although beliefs cannot
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affect every student equally, they highlight the significance of examining the students

individually and groups of students when looking at mediating variables. The

statistical information to this research question 3 indicates that beliefs about written

CF had a significant impact on urban and rural students’ uptake and retention of

targeted linguistic errors. However, rural students’ beliefs about written CF had a

more positive impact on achieving writing accuracy than urban students at KFUEIT.

4.4 Summary of chapter four

The findings of chapter four conclude that a more personalized approach should be

taken to provide feedback by taking learners’ language learning beliefs about

feedback and other social and individual factors into account for developing feedback

schemes. Besides, instructors should develop effective communication with students

regarding their feedback to be more valuable and practical. By exploring what

expectations students have towards feedback and explaining details of why feedback

is being provided in a particular way by the teacher, EFL students can feel more

receptive and welcoming to the various types of CF. Specifically, the type of CF that

is the most effective and useful may no longer be challenging.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSION

5.0 Introduction

This chapter presents the discussion on the four research questions in the light of the

results and findings presented in the previous chapter and prevailing theory and

empirical studies. This chapter is devoted to discussing the results and answering the

research questions of this study. Then it presents some implications and

recommendations to EFL teachers as well as the researchers. The implications and

recommendations are grounded on the results of this study and on the findings from

previous studies that suggested the use of feedback in the EFL writing classrooms.

Finally, the limitations of the study and recommendations for further research are

introduced.

5.1 Discussion on findings for research question one

RQ1: What are urban and rural students’ beliefs about written CF at Khwaja Fareed

University of Engineering and IT in Pakistan in learning English as foreign language?

The first question was to explore the beliefs of students from urban and rural areas

towards written CF. The findings derived from the students’ questionnaire and

interview data revealed that the students in both groups were more inclined to receive

written CF from their teachers (all of the urban and the rural university students
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showed their consent to be either strongly agreed or only agreed). They equally

perceived that teachers and students are both responsible for error correction. 84.41%

of urban students agreed or strongly agreed while 100% of rural students either agreed

or strongly agreed as shown in table 4.1 for urban and 4.4 for rural students in chapter

four. These results indicate that students from both urban and rural areas may share

their general beliefs about providing written CF in the formal language

learning context.

Regarding sharing beliefs among students, Rummel (2015) also mentioned that

students have highly positive views about the significance of written CF. The

studies by Sheen (2016) and Lyster and Mori (2016) investigated learners’ diverse

contexts by revealing that different contexts contributed to how EFL learners utilized

written CF according to their beliefs. However, the role which different contexts

played regarding written CF just began to be investigated. The role of previous

educational experience contexts can also be linked to the study by Bitchener and

Knoch (2015) and differences found between learners in a number of other written CF

studies. That may be explained by differences in the aspects of context they are

studying in (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 2014; Norris & Ortega, 2017). Besides sharing

general beliefs about providing written CF, the results of Bitchener and Knoch’s study

also revealed that teachers should provide written CF on their written texts. Their

results and the results from the present study provide evidence that the students from

different contexts strongly believe in the effectiveness and significant role of written

CF in the learning of English as a foreign language.
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Instead of the similarities as mentioned above, there were also differences of opinions

between two groups: (1) on the number of the students’ errors that teacher should

correct; (2) on keeping the errors correction in mind during revision or in producing

new writing; (3) on the type of the written CF effective and useful for the students.

The university students from urban areas were strongly agreed on all the items with

the exception of the type of written CF that is more effective and useful to them.

Although, university students from rural areas who were also in the same semester

and studying the same subject ‘English Composition and Comprehension’, yet they

were found to have differences within the same group. These differences of opinions

within and between two groups are discussed in detail in the following sections 5.1.1,

5.1.2, 5.1.3, and 5.1.4.

5.1.1 Teacher should correct all errors of the students

When observed with the item “Teachers should correct all errors of the students”

43.89% of university students from urban areas either agreed or strongly agreed while

48.78% remained neutral and others 26.82 disagreed as shown in table 4.1 of chapter

four. These results reveal that students possess different beliefs regarding how errors

should be corrected by their teachers. This situation can be well described by

discussing the theory of constructivism. According to this theory, the students try to

inculcate new knowledge by connecting the information they are given to their

previous knowledge or experience.
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Through this process, they create their own method to construct meaning (Novak,

1998; Sia & Cheung, 2017). In the current study, the role of the previous experience

and knowledge can be seen as a support in the bio-data of the research participants.

University students from urban areas can be divided into two groups; one from Punjab

(the Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering & IT located here) and the second

from the others three provinces. The students from the other provinces, all but only

five students disagreed with the statement that the teacher should correct the students’

errors while ten of them were neutral. Twelve students were found to strongly agreed

and three only agreed. While 52 students from Punjab were neutral and seventeen

students showed disagreement and fourteen students from Punjab were strongly

agreed and nine were only agreed. These results reveal that there was a significant

difference within the group of urban students. These differences of beliefs towards

written CF illustrate the significance of probing prior knowledge or educational

experience so that this could be determined, what are the factors which lead to

differences among language learners.

Another reason due to which some of the urban students disagreed with the statement

could be their feelings that correcting all students’ errors is impossible. This reveals

the fact in Pakistani educational institutions context wherein a large number of

students are enrolled. In large-size classes, it becomes difficult for the teachers to

provide written CF to all the students. In the interviews, eight urban students (US6,

US7, US9, US12, US13, US17, US18, and US22) told that providing written CF to all

the students in the class might be an extra burden on the teachers. US6 further added
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by saying “maybe I make many errors in one paragraph and correcting all my errors

will be difficult for the teacher. Because the same amount of errors other students can

make too”. This could be one of the reasons which might have affected the way they

answered the statement.

Contrary to the university students from an urban location, rural students were

strongly agreed with the statement “the teacher should correct all errors of students”.

84% of the rural students were either agreed or strongly agreed while only 8 % of

students remained neutral. The differences of opinions between urban and rural

students regarding this statement might be due to the reason that the rural students

may have similar previous knowledge and educational experiences as compared to the

urban students. The bio-data of the rural students were checked and found that only

three students were graduated from the City public higher secondary institutes

in Punjab. Besides, most of their schooling had been in the private English medium

institutions in the urban areas.

When asked in the interview, one of the rural students RS5 said “his parents rented a

house in urban areas for five years from primary to secondary education schooling

until he got admission in a College for higher secondary level”. Other students had all

their education from rural areas of Punjab such as Ghaziabad village in tehsil

Burewalla and Tibba Sultanpur in District Vehari, Chowk Qureshi village in District

Muzafar Garh, and many rural areas of District Multan, Bahawalpur, and Rahimyar

Khan. Student-participants in the rural group were all from Punjab, unlike urban
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students who arrived from different provinces of Pakistan. This might be also one of

the reasons for having similarities of beliefs towards receiving written CF within the

group. This situation shows that past experiences and previous knowledge of the rural

students are found to be homogeneous contrary to the university students from urban

areas of Pakistan. Rummel and Bitchener’s (2015) study on the effectiveness of

written CF has also revealed similar results in which students from Lao and Kuwait in

two different contexts were investigated. Results of this study also showed that those

who had previous educational experiences from native speakers had different beliefs

than those who were taught by non-native English teachers. The fact that urban

students had disparity in their beliefs supports the previous study made by Rummel

(2014) and Rummel and Bitchener (2015). These studies also showed that data

collected from the students about the number of errors to be corrected were found that

there was a significant difference of opinions regarding the issues among the same

group of students from the same country. But the results of rural students in the

current study are different in the ways that Rummel (2014) and Rummel and

Bitchener (2015) included the data collected from the students who came from the

same country.

Findings also reveal that differences in beliefs among students who belong to urban

areas. But, the different cultural contexts in Pakistan can be important factors when

designing future studies. The discussion made in the literature review also revealed

the impact of various contexts focused on written CF. These contexts worked as

a starter to the later studies which emphasized investigating the impact of different
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contexts directly. Besides having found the results in the current study, it can be

affirmed by mediating the impacts of different factors such as previous experiences of

education (Al-Osaimi, & Wedell, 2016; Aljaafreh and Lantolf, 2014). Findings for the

university students from rural areas were found going well with the idea of the

province as a context. However, urban students from the different provinces of

Pakistan reveal that there may be considerable differences among students from the

urban areas if they come from different provinces within the same country. Therefore,

students’ different experiences and contexts produced belief systems to be constructed

differently.

5.1.2 Students keep error correction in minds to revise and write new texts

When urban students responded to the statement “students keep error corrections in

mind when producing new writing text” 46.34% either agreed or strongly agreed

whereas 24.39% remained neutral and 14.63% disagreed and 4.87% strongly

disagreed. These results reveal that only a few students keep error corrections in mind

when producing new text. When students were interviewed, five respondents told that

they mostly felt it difficult while thinking about written CF. They were extremely

engaged with pondering over what they wanted to write. Contrary to this, 74% of the

university students from rural areas were either agreed or strongly agreed, 4% were

neither agreed nor disagreed whereas only 12% showed their disagreement with

the statement.
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Once again, the rural students were observed with a higher level of agreement as

compared to the urban students. This indicates that urban students have different past

educational experiences and previous knowledge than those of rural students. These

findings of the current study again support the constructivist theory which states that

the learners utilize their own previously constructed knowledge and meanings

(Rummel & Bitchener, 2015). The urban students in the university were from diverse

areas of three provinces of Pakistan. Some of them had been studied with EFL

teachers of well-established private English medium colleges for a long time while

others had not. All asserted that there were marginal differences between EFL

teachers teaching in the standard private schools and colleges in the urban areas and

the teachers of the government schools and colleges located in the rural areas of

Pakistan. On the other hand, the university students from rural areas had nearly been

studied with the EFL teachers of the government schools and colleges located in the

rural areas before coming to university. The students showing little diversity in

previous experiences and knowledge might have held more firmly to what they had

believed to be true (Rummel, 2014).

Some recent research scholars support this claim that the students hold diversity in

their preferences towards the types of corrective feedback which are in fact based on

contextual factors. Where they obtained their prior educational experiences and

knowledge (S. Al-Jarrah, 2016), future careers, and the tasks they are given

(Hedgecock & Lefkowitz, 2014). Since all these students in the present study had

similar purposes (to secure jobs in standard colleges, universities, or get through the
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competitive examinations) and were given similar writing tasks (narrative prompts)

under the same circumstances. Therefore, previous experiences and knowledge

appeared to play a key role in understanding the diversity in their beliefs.

5.1.3 Type of the written CF that is the most helpful for the students

Looking at the results about the type of feedback that is the most useful for the

university students of urban areas. Table 4.3 of chapter four reveals that 29.27%

believe that direct written CF would help them more and they would prefer it to

receive in the future, 70.73% of students believe that indirect written CF would be

useful to them. They would prefer indirect written CF to receive in the future. Once

again differences of beliefs within the urban students' group were noticed in

answering this question. While only six students showed their preference towards

receiving metalinguistic CF. When analyzed the bio-data of the urban students, it was

revealed that 24 students who preferred to receive direct CF in the future, were from

other parts of Pakistan such as KPK, Balochistan, and Sindh. But 52 students who

preferred to receive indirect CF and six students who preferred to receive

metalinguistic CF were all from Punjab. These students said that they had studied

with those teachers at standard private and well-reputed government colleges of

Lahore, Bahawalpur, and Multan prior to admission to the university.

But, urban students from other provinces could not be fortunate enough to have such

skillful EFL teachers. This implies that students from urban areas of Punjab were

more interested in the teaching styles. They experienced this style with their earlier
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teachers who included a variety of receiving written CF while students in the other

provinces might not have such a variety of prior experiences in their schools and

colleges. This seems significant because according to the students ‘interview data

received from English teachers of Punjab province revealed that they all were well

versed in English speaking. All the students claimed that they had been receiving

direct and indirect CF in their secondary education. But, later in their higher

secondary education, they either mostly received indirect CF or sometimes

metalinguistic written CF. The data also revealed that their teachers encouraged them

to locate their errors on their own by providing indirect CF. This type of exposure to

prior learning caused the differences of beliefs towards receiving written CF noted in

the present study. This may also serve as a caution against generalizing the findings of

the present study too broadly along the provinces lines within Pakistan.

Contrary to the urban students in the university, the rural students were found to have

homogenous beliefs when answering the question about the type of written CF they

believed to be the most useful in the future. All the students (98%) preferred direct

written CF except one that was surprising. Because bio-data of the rural students

revealed that one out of the fifty students had studied with English medium school

and college where he found the diversity of written CF before he started his BS

English in university. The interview data of the rural students revealed that their prior

educational experiences were drastically different from those of urban students. They

reported that they had no idea of what types of corrective CF, they received from their
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teachers. They added that it was only the first time in the university, they came to

know about the type of written CF.

However, they reported that sometimes teachers gave them written CF similar to

direct CF but mostly it used to be like written CF. Most teachers themselves explained

their errors on the whiteboard in front of all the class. Besides, teachers did not correct

students’ errors. They also said that they always wished their teachers to provide

corrections close to the errors. The students all agreed that teachers of urban areas

are more skillful. They use direct CF because their students are already in the habit of

receiving indirect CF. The urban students can make use of internet facility due to

which they can get online help while students in the rural areas have no such internet

facility (Hassan & Dzakiria, 2020). Hence, they want their teachers to provide

correction on maximum errors by giving direct written CF as in the case of the present

study.

Owing to the information the students provided, findings were not as much surprising

as they first might appear. The rural students appeared to their teachers with

homogenous beliefs about receiving written CF (as generally village school teachers

provided no fixed type of CF). This could have caused the rural students to have

similarities of beliefs among them because they might have been receiving the written

CF which they perceived to be useful. McCargar (2013) and Meng (2013) claimed

that the significance of cognitive conflict being the first step is compulsory to make

EFL learners consider a diverse conceptual view. This argument was well supported
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by an interview of the student (RS8) who told “I like direct CF like the one my

teacher provided” when he was asked why he preferred to receive this? He said:

“My teacher always said, “Direct written CF is very useful for you because it helps

you correct your errors. I think, he says right. Before I got indirect CF, I did not think

of it. Now I am able to think about fixing my errors”.

This interview data reveals the reason why the teacher provides a particular type of

written CF. The student followed the teacher’s instructions and decided that it was

effective. By giving students some other types of written CF, they may reassess their

beliefs towards CF. Wherever it is possible, they can alter their beliefs. Moreover, it is

also believed that beliefs are resistant to alteration (Douglas, 2018). Therefore, the

fact that some of the students were given similar types of written CF for so long might

be perceived that they have sufficient time required to evaluate their existing beliefs

keeping in view the latest CF practices.

The results and findings of the present study have some differences and similarities

with those of the other researchers (e.g., Diab, 2015; Ferris, 2015; Han, 2017;

Lennane, 2017). So far the differences between the two groups (urban & rural

students) are concerned, such findings are supported by Sato’s (2016) study on

providing written CF. He investigated to compare Canadian ESL and Taiwanese

beliefs EFL learners’ beliefs. His findings revealed that there were higher preferences

towards receiving recasts among Taiwanese EFL learners. But unlike Sato’s research

and similar to Rummel and Bitchener’s (2015) study, the university students of urban
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and rural areas in the present research were found to report a bigger range of beliefs

towards written CF particularly among rural students. In some other studies, there was

a wide range of homogeneity in the preferences for correct feedback. Despite this,

Sato (2016) and Rummel and Bitchener’s (2015), present study found that context

could also have some impact on students’ beliefs. Furthermore, it is through teachers’

efforts that these beliefs may be altered to make them understandable and useful to the

students.

An interesting theme “independent learners” was also emerged from the urban

students’ interview data when they expressed their views about indirect written

CF. However, this term was not specifically mentioned by any of the urban students.

This might be due to the philosophy of making the independent learners who were

included in the urban context but not in the rural one. One of the urban students

(US41) told:

“My teacher encouraged us by saying that receiving indirect written CF is very useful

to be the active learners. We have to locate our errors by ourselves. I think he said the

right thing and I see that indirect written CF is appeared to be very useful in making

us, independent learners”.

This is again a piece of evidence that a teacher transferred his belief by instruction in

student's minds about the usefulness of indirect written CF which caused cognitive

development. Resultantly, his experience changed student’s belief in remembering

what the teacher said to him. Chandler (2017) also supported this view by asserting
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that teachers’ instruction in responding to students’ compositions is especially

important in the EFL learning context. It is because feedback can influence the

students’ attitude towards writing in a foreign language. Teacher’s feedback that is

focused and clear has been shown to assist students in noticing the weaknesses in their

writing. These students are likely to change their beliefs (Waller & Papi, 2017;

Vygotsky, 1978). This is well supported in the earlier studies (Chandler, 2017; Wang

& Jiang, 2015; Wenden, 1996). These studies also revealed that the weak students, in

particular, appreciate teachers’ feedback which not only draws attention to errors that

occur in their writing but also provides explanations or corrections for the errors. This

was further validated by the student when he used the teacher’s belief in his

educational experiences.

This type of elaboration can be regarded as significant from constructivist

perspectives (Mori, 2015; Tonekaboni, 2016; Zohdi-rad and Ghafournia, 2016). It is

because of the constructivist approach which takes the focus off from the teacher and

expedites students’ efforts to comprehend what is being taught to them. Second, only

then he tries to seek its alternate belief that is comprehensible and useful. Third, the

student must have the ability to relate new beliefs with his previous concepts. Besides,

teacher’s explanations regarding why they want to provide a written CF in a certain

way can also cause students to be dissatisfied with their existing beliefs (Tanaka and

Ellis, 2013; Peng, 2016). In this way, the teacher can successfully create a space to

induct new beliefs in students’ minds by making them comprehensible to the students

and prove how they could be useful to them.
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5.1.4 What did you think, when the teacher did not provide written CF?

One more interesting variation was found between two groups of the students from

the interview data. Reactions which they had if the teacher did not provide any

feedback, were varied. The urban students expressed their opinions that they did not

receive any corrective feedback, they would try to locate and correct their errors by

themselves. Although, eight students (US1, US4, US5, US7, US8, US9, US10, and

US13) told that they would remind and request their teachers for the corrective

feedback, yet they were also reluctant to communicate this to the teachers. This

reluctance might be out of respect for the teachers in students’ minds. This is quite

commonly found in Pakistani culture (Hassan, 2018).

On the other hand, although the rural students also said that they would communicate

to their teachers about the lack of corrective feedback, yet many of the rural students

were found more reluctant. When they were asked the reason for being reluctant, two

rural students (RS14 & RS15) replied if they talked to the teacher, he might be

annoyed. Just like Lao culture which has a strong focus on saving face (Robinson,

2017), Pakistan is also obsessed with the same culture due to which students,

particularly in rural areas, usually avoid pointing out their teachers’ negligence or

mistakes. Avoiding to point out the teacher’s negligence, spares the teacher from

saving face.

The constructivist theory looks at students’ perspective and they bring diverse

experiences, beliefs, and knowledge which they utilize to construct their
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understanding in their present learning. Barcelos (2013) contended that everything is

experienced, taken up from the past to modify the quality of future learning. In the

case of the present study, differences of beliefs within and between the two groups of

university students (urban & rural) make sense. Both urban and rural students had

similar levels of English with almost the same goals (to go for high education, getting

jobs through competitive examinations). These examinations require accurate writing

(Hassan, 2018). Therefore, all the students were given the same writing tasks in

similar conditions. Owing to this, it is likely to find differences that might emerge

from their prior experiences and education or factors like the idea of saving faces that

exists in Pakistani culture.

5.1.5 Conclusion to the findings of research question one

Findings from the data regarding question one are significant from two perspectives.

First, in the case of differences of beliefs within the same group (urban students)

coming from different provinces of the country, because prior studies (e.g., Rummel

& Bitchener, 2015; Lennane, 2017; Shenton, 2014; Lyster & Ranta, 2017)

investigated beliefs about written CF without presenting data of students’ proper

backgrounds. They used either country alone as background to define groups of

students or provinces of the countries. However, the findings of the current study

indicate the significance of highlighting any variation within the same contextual

differences.
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Second, differences were also observed between urban and rural students at the

university. These differences between the two groups also indicated the necessity to

carry out comparative studies which should probe differences and similarities between

groups of students in proper context. It is not only significant to investigate the

university students from different regions (urban & rural) but also from different

educational contexts (private or public sector). Furthermore, exploring the beliefs of

students from different regional and educational contexts may facilitate teachers in

pedagogical practices. In this regard, Ivankova and Creswell (2019) pointed out that

written CF is useful only to the students if they are encouraged and motivated to

create a willingness to be properly engaged with the feedback. It is also pertinent to be

well aware of the students’ beliefs. It is because if they feel fully involved in

understanding particular written CF, it may have an impact on the ways they are using

the feedback provided by their teachers.

In the next section 5.2, the discussion has been made to determine “to what extent the

different types of comprehensive written CF facilitate EFL learners’ ability to

improve accuracy in EFL writing of the students from two different areas (urban &

rural) in Pakistan”.

5.2 Discussion on findings for research question two

RQ2: Do the different types of written corrective feedback facilitate urban and rural

EFL learners’ ability to improve writing accuracy?
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5.2.1 Discussion about comparing students' linguistic accuracy

In this section findings regarding research question 2, have been discussed. This

section has looked at the impact of three different types of written CF (direct and

indirect and metalinguistic CF) on urban and rural university students’ linguistic

accuracy in targeted linguistic features e.g., use of verbs in present, past, and future,

subject-verb agreement, pronouns (relative, demonstrative, reflexive and distributive),

participle, infinitive, gerund, passive voice and use of modal auxiliaries. The accuracy

of experimental groups was compared to the improvement of the control group.

Results of the both experimental and control groups were also compared to each other.

There is a distinction between (explicit method of correction) receiving direct CF

from teachers and indirect (implicit method of correction) to keep the students’ focus

on errors that are the less explicit method of correction. This implies that students

should correct errors on their own (Ferris and Roberts, 2017). However, whether a

particular type of corrective feedback can be more useful and effective to facilitate the

learners’ uptake and retention still remains unclear (Bitchener & Ferris, 2016;

Rurmmel & Bitchener, 2015). Regarding the results of the urban students in the

university, a significant difference was noted between the two feedback groups or

between the feedback groups and the control group. However, both feedback and

control groups obtained accuracy in targeted linguistic features during the whole

semester (e.g., direct CF p-value= .02, while indirect CF= .05, metalinguistic, p

value= .03 and control group could not do so (p-value= .74). Thus, indirect CF,
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metalinguistic CF, and control groups depicted no significant increase among learners

in obtaining writing accuracy.

Regarding rural university students, the findings of the second research question

revealed significant difference: direct CF group (p-value= .00) and other two group

(indirect CF, p-value= .72 and control group, p-value=.68). This means that

although there is a difference between feedback groups of urban areas, students from

rural regions were only able to reveal marked significant improvement in obtaining

linguistic accuracy by using written CF.

The significantly positive results of the current study supported the role of observing

from two perspectives. Dekeyser (1994) also claimed that if students' exposure to the

target language accelerates the acquisition and alert that errors were made might be

very helpful and necessary. He also maintains if students have already

an understanding of the form of feedback they had received, the cognitive mechanism

pertaining to explicit CF gets activated. This would help him to correct errors.

Furthermore, if the student is slow in writing, he could get an opportunity to pause

and recall his prior knowledge. In the present study, students had enough time during

the writing process to retrieve their previous knowledge (Kuiken & Vedder, 2016;

Ruemmel & Bitchener, 2015).

The common positive impacts of written CF were found in the present study which

also supported the framework for the cognitive hypothesis as suggested by Gass (2016)

and Gass and Mackey (2015). He stated that learners must notice the input to get
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awareness about any differences between foreign language and their existing FL

knowledge. In the present study, students were given written CF and found that the

hypothesis they made about foreign language, was incorrect. Some of them used the

correct form and the second time they were able to produce a better text. This means

that they showed accuracy and progressed to the next stage of comprehensive input

and thereby leading them to the intake stage. Finally, they were able to use the correct

form of text in maximum. However, all the students could not achieve the significant

and the same accuracy levels e.g., the university students from the rural group who

were provided indirect CF did not reveal significant improvement in obtaining writing

accuracy. There could be various reasons behind this fact i.e., one might be limited

processing capacity that some students may have (Robinson, 2017). It is because the

students might have processed a limited amount of information at one time during a

writing task. This fact was verified by one of the students’ responses at the exit

interview session. RS2 reported on the indirect CF she received:

“It is embarrassing, I often could not understand what they mean… errors not fixing

by teacher seems difficult to correct in the class, and I cannot ask when I am confused.

Therefore, I need the teacher’s help to correct my errors”.

Another rural student (RS5) expressed his views regarding indirect CF:

“When thinking about indirect CF, I don’t understand it. When I receive this feedback,

it seems, I am wasting my time. If my teacher teaches me how to correct errors, then I

can do it”.
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These types of comments from the rural students indicated the ways or parts of the

written CF given to the students. It led them an unintelligible situation where they did

not want to use it because they could not process it properly. This could be the result

of limited exposure to indirect written CF.

This limitation of exposure among rural students group might have also led to the

differences in the uptake and retention of linguistic features between urban and rural

university students. English teachers also told that their rural students had to face

difficulties in using indirect CF. Referring to the earlier discussion on beliefs,

university students from rural areas had not enough exposure to the indirect CF as

they had on direct written CF. This little experience could be another reason due to

which they could not process indirect written CF effectively. Contrary to rural

students, the urban students in the university were found to have had much experience

of using indirect written CF. Therefore, they did better use of this written CF.

5.2.2 Discussion on findings from cognitive perspective

Regardless of differences between the two groups, the findings of the urban and the

rural students in the university to some extent supported results presented in the

earlier researches carried out by Bitchener and Ferris (2014) and Rummel and

Bitchener (2015). The only difference in their study is that both used three types of

feedback (direct, indirect, and metalinguistic CF) for the students coming from

different countries in the experimental groups. Contrary to this, the current study
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investigated the previous educational context from the urban and rural perspectives

within the same country.

However, earlier researches (Luan & Ishak, 2018; Hassan, 2018; Nemati et al. 2017;

Rizwan and Akhtar, 2016) also revealed similar results in which three written CFs had

a positive impact on advanced level EFL learners. They found improvement in

acquiring linguistic accuracy in using the English articles. Similar to the urban and

rural students in the present study, all three feedback groups performed better than the

control group in their immediate post-test. In Bitchener and Knoch’s (2015) study,

metalinguistic input, written, and metalinguistic input groups performed better than

the indirect and control groups in their post-delayed tests in week-10. Whereas, in the

present study, there was no difference between two treatment groups (direct and

indirect CF groups) on delayed post-tests. In addition to this, for the rural groups in

the present study, only the direct CF group outperformed in obtaining writing

accuracy.

Although, findings from the Rummel and Bitchener’s (2015) research and the urban

and rural students’ groups in the present study revealed different results regarding the

type of written CF that is more useful. But one written CF helped students and

revealed significant developments in writing accuracy at least one in each group. The

findings of these studies provided evidence that adult learners can improve their

writing accuracy regarding particular types of linguistic features. These features were

based on the grammatical rules given with some corrective feedback. However, the
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type of CF is more effective for diverse proficiency levels or contextual factors

(Bitchener & Ferris, 2016). This is revealed through the variations observed between

the urban and the rural groups in the current study.

The current study also revealed that the impact of written CF can be lasting over the

time. The results also validate findings of the other written CF studies carried out with

a longitudinal design that mainly focused on lower proficiency levels (Bitchener &

Knoch, 2015, Rummel, 2014; Saeed, 2015; Muhammadi, 2015). The results of these

studies depicted that the students who were given written CF outperformed in

obtaining writing accuracy of linguistic features with rule-based items as compared to

those who did not receive any treatment e.g., Mushaandja (2019) also found that

higher secondary level students who received direct CF along with metalinguistic

explanations performed significantly better than the control group. Moreover, she also

found that the group which received metalinguistic CF outperformed the direct CF

group. Because Mushaandja’s (2016) research had combined direct and metalinguistic

CF; therefore, these results cannot be well compared with the findings of the present

study. As in the current study, types of corrective feedback were used separately.

Besides, Bitchener and Ferris (2016) investigated the impact of written CF types on

lower higher secondary level students who were learning the use of English articles.

They used all treatment groups (direct CF, written and metalinguistic CF; direct CF

and written metalinguistic explanations & direct CF group). Their findings further

supported Bitchener and Knoch’s (2010) study which continuously examined the
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impact of written CF on learning to write English articles. In all these studies, students

who were provided with written CF on writing showed better improvements as

compared to the control group.

Several written CF studies examined writing accuracy in the use of the English

articles writing system (Bitchener & Knoch, 2010; Rummel, 2014; Sheen, 2016).

Bitchener, Young, and Cameron (2015) investigated the use of prepositions and

article along with past tense. Their study revealed that written CF helped the students

to significantly improve their writing accuracy in the use of linguistic features with

the only exception of using prepositions. The present study is not only supported by

the similar findings of the study carried out by Bitchener, Young, and Cameron (2015)

regarding simple past tense but also by Rummel and Bitchnener (2015). Both these

studies examined present perfect tense along with simple past tense. By looking at

simple present and past tenses, the present study added to the existing research by

including all the tenses and parts of speech like the use of adverb, verb, article,

adjectives, pronouns, gerund, etc., so that comprehensive written CF could be

provided to the EFL learners. Just like the previous studies carried out with providing

CF on the rule-based linguistic features. Based on the results and evidence of this

study, it cannot be ascertained whether written CF is useful for university students for

improving their linguistic accuracy on some more complex features. Hence, this area

requires further investigations on the effects of written CF to treat complex linguistic

features (idiosyncratic & item-based).
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Moreover, findings of the present study also added up to emerging trends of research

which does not approve Ammar (2018) and Truscout’ theory (1998) who inform that

written CF could only be useful for errors which include simple problems in L2

acquisition in relatively discrete items e.g., spelling, pronunciation, etc. However, the

findings of this study ascertain the idea that written CF is very useful for EFL students

in improving their certain targeted linguistic features in the present case, present, past,

and future tenses with certain parts of speech. With regard to the different types of CF

(direct CF & indirect CF), the urban students were found to have differences in

improving grammatical accuracy between both groups. However; only rural students

in the direct CF group revealed significant accuracy in the use of present, past, and

future tenses as well as in the correct use of the subject-verb agreement, pronouns,

adverbs, articles, etc.

Both the urban and rural student groups revealed the effectiveness of direct written

CF which can also be witnessed in the study carried out by Storch and Wigglesworth

(2017) in which involved adult university learners in Australia. They also found that,

although indirect CF proved useful, yet the direct CF promoted a greater level of

linguistics accuracy among learners. Similar findings were also revealed in Storch and

Wigglesworth’s (2017) study in which 36 pairs of advanced-level learners were

involved. The learners were provided direct written CF which appeared to be more

useful and effective in improving learners’ linguistic accuracy. In the case of the

present study, many students who tended to get direct CF also told that they tried to

memorize the preferred written CF they received from the teacher (RS4, RS12, RS13,
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RS, 19, RS20, and US11, US14, US15). To the university students who preferred to

memorize direct CF for future use, it was found that direct written CF may be more

effective in improving EFL students’ writing accuracy.

As it is evident from the findings of the previous studies, some recent researches also

ascertain that proving direct CF is more effective to bring linguistic accuracy on

grammatical features among university EFL learners. There is still no proper

consensus on which type of CF would be the most effective. Some investigations on

social factors which might have impact on the type of CF that is the most useful for a

diverse range of students, are very much required to elaborate variations within and

outside the groups. This has to present the complete picture of complex interaction of

the social and cognitive factors on EFL learners’ use of written CF.

5.2.3 Discussion on findings from social perspective

Apart from discussing results of previously written CF studies and cognitive theory in

relation to the present study, the findings of the current study can be discussed from a

social perspective because the results of this study also support beliefs. In fact, more

investigation is required to explore differences in various contexts. Asassfeh (2013)

and Aridah (2017) also emphasize the need to carry out more investigations that may

integrate the EFL learners and their contexts. Fogal, (2016) also emphasized the

significant and abundant awareness of interactional and contextual dimensions of

language which the present study sought to provide. As the results in both student

groups (university students from urban and rural areas of Pakistan) had been different
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because of different contexts. Therefore, it shows that students’ previous experiences

and their contexts should be taken into account. They may have possible impacts on

their uptake of written CF to provide a complete picture of the effectiveness of written

CF. When the findings of the university students from urban were looked at in

isolation, no significant difference was found in the effectiveness of direct and

indirect CF types. Both treatment groups achieved enough writing accuracy on the

post-delayed tests while students in the control group did not reveal a significant level

of accuracy.

Contrary to this, university students from rural areas only depicted significant

accuracy in their writings when they were provided with direct CF. Besides, if the

findings were combined and students were taken as a single group, differences

between the groups would not have emerged. In such a case, the results could have

revealed either significant developments for all the students or only significant

development of writing accuracy in the direct CF group.

The differences found between the two groups also supported the activity theory

(Rummel & Bitchener, 2015). As in the case of the present study, differences are

evident between urban and rural students in the university. The reason might be

different EFL students may have taken class activities differently which would have

led to differences in their uptake and retention of keeping linguistic accuracy in the

class (Hassan, 2018; Hassan & Dzakiria, 2020; Rummel, 2014). In the activity theory,

three levels in an activity are involved: first, the social motives which have an impact
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on beliefs that work behind an activity. Second, the actions demonstrated by the

agents’ goals (e.g., learners’ goal of the study in the case of the present study). Finally,

the conditions under which activity occurs. Although, the university students coming

from different contexts had different beliefs towards written CF, yet the impact of

those beliefs might have been influenced by what they wanted to obtain. Khan (2019)

and Leontieve (1978) also stated that individual or groups’ motives that were

considered independent but subordinate units of analysis could only be understood

when they are investigated in the perspective of a complete activity system.

The results of the present study indicated that differences between the two groups

might emerge by dint of differences in the learners’ goals to engage in the activity. In

other words, what EFL learners wanted to obtain from being engaged in the activity?

The interview data also supported this theme because many of the students claimed by

saying that when they paid much attention to the content, they could not pay attention

to grammar (RS3, RS6, RS10, RS19, US5, US15 & RS20). When one student was

asked if he remembered error corrections at the time of producing new writing, US15

said:

“I wish to write accurately, but I am to Ummm… think again and again very much

which I want to write. I have a short time. I think when I will have enough time I will

write my viewpoints quickly without thinking much about corrective feedback”.

Besides, US19 also commented that she sometimes became under-stressed during

writing in the class and would now focus on her ideas. These comments in the
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interview data reveal that the students’ focus in the writing tasks remained most of the

time on contents. They remained focused on producing grammatically correct

sentences only when they had sufficient time to write.

Since the students in the present study had produced their texts in response to the

writing prompts; therefore, they might have inferred the tasks quite differently. Sato

and Oyanedel (2019) also mentioned in their first principle that learners’ motives

could be different. Owing to these differences in their motives towards their activity

might also have affected how they responded to the written CF e.g. if some of the

students look at the writing activity as a way to interpret themselves, they may be less

probability to attend to the grammatical items (Oliver & Mackey, 2013). However, if

EFL learners look at their writing tasks as the way to keep focusing on using

grammatical items they received as written CF, they are more likely to focus on their

previous written CF and try to write with a greater degree of accuracy.

Likewise, EFL learners in the current study participated in the activity systems in

which they may have different identities e.g. as a learner only (EFL learners, future

officers, English teachers, etc.) that they related to their participation in the types of

activities. They may have hopes to become students in international

universities abroad as English language students. Hence, they may think different

types of written CF suitable to and useful for them depending upon which identities

they related to at the time of writing tasks. For example, if a learner wants to be an

English teacher in the future while engaging in a writing task, he/she might focus
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more on grammar. In this case, direct CF is more suitable and effective for the student.

If a student wants to be a fluent speaker of English, he/she would take a writing

task/activities to develop his skills. This would help him/her in his future goal. Hence,

the student’s focus in such a case, would not be on form. Therefore, indirect CF

would be more useful to that student because most of the students just like him have

the expectations that indirect CF could help them to be independent learners.

The results in both contexts were different in this activity theoretical perspective. This

fact also supports the constructivism theory in the sense that diverse prior educational

experiences may lead to differences in the construction of knowledge and beliefs

among the learners. These beliefs in a way inform their perceptions about how

language is learned. This may also affect the student’s choice for the types of

strategies to use in language learning (Park, 2015; Rich et al., 2017). In the present

study, the EFL students believe that language is learned by memorizing the feedback

(RS5, RS8, RS12, RS20, US7, US12 & US19). They mentioned that they believed in

the effectiveness of direct written CF which could lead to a greater improvement in

achieving writing accuracy. Because it helped more effectively to memorize. The

prior educational experiences of the students that had shaped their beliefs about the

different ways of learning a language might have led them to choose different types of

written CF effective to the different students.

The present study also has findings that may be supported by the results of the studies

on multiple CF (Lyster & Mori, 2016; Sheen et al., 2009; Sheen, 2016). Sheen et al.
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(2009) carried out a study on four different EFL contexts and found that there were

differences in the uptake when they analyzed the results in comparison to the uptake

accuracy rate in the recasts and other types of CF. The uptake obtained from recasts

was higher in the context of New Zealand and Korean contexts. Therefore, they did a

comparison of data from four different studies with the data collected by different

research scholars.

The results of the present study also add to the findings of earlier research, which has

revealed significant effects of direct written corrective feedback on revision texts (e.g.,

Bitchener & Knoch, 2010; Meng, 2013; Ferris & Roberts, 2017). In addition, some

previous studies have targeted on single error category (Bitchener & Knoch, 2015,

2010; Samani & Noordin, 2013) and others targeted multiple errors, the corrective

feedback was given on one writing task (Ellis et al., 2008; Truscott & Hsu, 2018; Van

Beuningen et al., 2012). Similar to the previous research on the effectiveness of

written corrective feedback, which targeted a number of errors types this study results

showed that the direct corrective feedback group significantly improved their written

accuracy on the revision stage task ( Ellis et al., 2008; Truscott & Hsu, 2008; Dlaska,

& Krekeler, 2017). Correspondingly, indirect corrective feedback had also a

significant effect on students’ accuracy in their revised texts. In this case, this finding

supports some researchers who have argued that indirect corrective feedback will be

more beneficial because learners have to engage in a deeper form of language

processing when they self-edit their own writing (e.g., Ferris, 2013; Llinares & Lyster,

2014). The results of using two types of corrective feedback in the prior studies
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(Lyster and Mori, 2016; Rummel, 2014; Rummel & Bitchener, 2015; Sheen, 2010)

and the results of the present study reveal that the type of feedback which is the most

suitable and effective may be varied from one context to another. In numerous prior

studies (Luan & Ishak, 2018; Bitchnener & Knoch, 2010; Sheen, 2017) EFL learners

from different contexts were included as a homogenous group.

Only Bitchener and Knoch (2015) and Rummel and Bitchener (2015) divided the

learners into two groups. Bitchener and Knoch (2015) investigated how the written

CF was valued by both groups of learners (migrants and international students) in

New Zealand. Rummel and Bitchener (2015) divided EFL learners into two entirely

different groups of the two countries (Laos and Kuwait). They investigated how

students’ contextual factors shaped their beliefs affecting students’ uptake and

retention in learning English. These two studies also ascertained that the learners who

were given written CF superseded the control group in terms of achieving a higher

rate of writing accuracy. They further investigated if there were variations in learners’

contexts to which one students’ group achieved more accuracy as compared to the

other groups.

Unlike Rummel (2014), the university students in the current study from two different

contexts were investigated separately and the focus was applied on prior educational

experiences. Therefore, the results of the earlier two studies with the findings of the

current study cannot be compared directly. Sometimes, one fact about the findings of

the research which are unclear to the question typically asked is the probability that
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researchers usually ask the wrong question. It is because, a lot of researchers call for

written CF studies to investigate the interactional impact of the type of CF given with

proficiency and other variables (Bitchener & Ferris, 2014; Rummel & Bitchener,

2015). They believe and claim that only asking what type of CF is more effective

and offers a much too wide range of scope. And that, more questions with subtle

distinctions to probe the interactive impact of other factors may provide more useful

responses from the learners. In this regard, findings of the present study also support

their viewpoint because when university students from urban and rural areas in the

same program and having similar goals were compared, variations in the effectiveness

of written CF were found clearly.

5.2.4 Conclusion to the findings for research question two

Differences were found in terms of preferences towards written CF between the two

groups of university students about the type of feedback that was more effective in

achieving linguistic accuracy of the set grammatical features (tenses: present, past,

and future, subject-verb agreement, use of articles, adjective, adverb, relative

pronoun). These differences within and outside the groups could emerge due to

different contextual backgrounds, varied educational experiences, and differences of

beliefs regarding the effectiveness of different types of written CF. The results of the

present study also revealed that taking contextual factors into consideration in the

teaching of English would be very useful in written CF studies. Thus, the results of

the current study provide evidence against Truscott’s (1996) claims that WCF

influences negatively on the structural complexity and lexical diversity in learners’
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writing by suggesting that corrective feedback neither leads to avoidance nor results

in a reduction of lexical and/or structural complexity of learners’ writing.

5.3 Discussion on findings for research question three

The discussion of the findings of urban and rural students’ data regarding

constructivism is made on research question 3 of this study that is following:

RQ3: How do the urban and rural students’ beliefs about written corrective feedback

affect the students’ uptake and retention in obtaining the writing accuracy?

5.3.1 Discussion from constructivism perspective

Looking at the findings of the research question three on students’ beliefs regarding

their uptake and retention of written CF, it was revealed that the students’ beliefs

towards written CF which is more useful and effective in achieving writing accuracy

in the future (Cephe & Yalcin, 2015). They were not seen to have an impact on most

of the urban students’ ability to acquire accuracy. Similarly, students’ beliefs did not

seem to impact the rural students’ group who preferred to receive indirect CF to

reduce their targeted errors. However, a significant impact was noticed on most of the

rural students’ ability to achieve writing accuracy who preferred to receive direct

CF. Out of 50 university students from rural areas who could considerably bring

accuracy by eliminating their errors, they all received direct written CF.
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However, only one student preferred to receive indirect CF type. This indicated that

irrespective of their stated beliefs towards written CF, direct CF was proved to be

more effective than indirect CF. Results of the rural students are contradictory to the

urban students’ results. Because the students in both direct and indirect CF groups

improved their accuracy by eliminating their targeted errors according to the preferred

CF they received. These results may be linked to the earlier study (Chandler, 2015)

which also showed that direct and indirect CF groups eliminated errors in their

writings. In the present study, there was also a significantly marked difference

between the two groups of university students with their beliefs which were found to

have an impact on students’ uptake and retention in the case of both urban and rural

contexts.

It seems difficult to find why this happened but looking back to the findings from the

research question one from a constructivism perspective; it reveals that students’

previous educational experiences may have affected their uptake in achieving their

writing accuracy. Beliefs had an impact on their uptake of written CF because many

of the urban students in the university who preferred to receive indirect CF had

already experienced using indirect CF for a long time. This notion is very much

supported by constructivist theory as stated by Rummel (2014)

and Hassan and Dzakiria (2020) that the use of previous experiences by the learners is

the core idea of constructivism. Because they use their previous experiences to be

actively involved in constructing their own knowledge and meanings.
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Most probably deficiency of the impact of beliefs on students’ uptake and retention in

obtaining writing accuracy could have occurred because of the rural student who

preferred to receive indirect CF. He might have little experience of receiving that type

of written CF. In rural areas, EFL teachers used no fixed type of written CF but

mostly it could be direct written CF which might be used by them and which many of

the students also preferred to receive. One student remained isolated among rural

students who chose indirect CF. Later, he was found to have difficulty in using that

type of CF. Ferris (2015) also presented his argument in this regard that indirect

written CF might help students’ development of an effective strategy to acquire

cognitive skills and tools to make the revision process useful. In the case of the

present study, the rural student who received indirect CF could not have enough time

to develop this kind of strategy and tool due to having limited exposure to indirect CF.

Hence, receiving indirect CF may have been less effective regardless of his belief in

its effectiveness.

One more cause of the differences of effects of beliefs on written CF may have to do

with the nature of types of written CF as well as students’ prior experiences regarding

those types of written CF. Among urban students in the university who stated that

they believed in the effectiveness of indirect CF, it helped them a lot. They might

have better experience regarding that type of written CF as compared to a rural

student who claimed to prefer direct CF. It may be that the impact of indirect written

CF might take a longer time to bring writing accuracy because the learners have to

test their hypothesis and wait to examine if they really got corrections. When the
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students are provided with indirect CF, they need to construct their own hypothesis

regarding how to correct their texts. Then, they strive to make changes which they

believe to be correct according to their hypothesis. However, they are required to wait

for further corrective feedback from their teacher to determine if the changes they

made were correct or not. This makes the revision and correction process a little

longer. Besides, it can also take a longer time to examine the impact of indirect

written CF because students are provided rule-based information of grammar which

they have to process that information as a part of their feedback. This might have also

an impact on the effectiveness of written CF to some of the students in the present

study. On the other side, the students who were given direct CF knew better how to

memorize and keep up the linguistic accuracy for future writing tasks.

As the rural students would have got less prior experience with indirect written CF

and were habitual of immediate knowledge of the correct forms regarding the direct

written CF. Therefore, student’s ability to use indirect written CF was affected

negatively. It was the type of the written CF which he preferred to receive. This

hypothesis is validated further by the findings that the only rural students who

received indirect CF showed less accuracy rate after the first treatment of feedback

they received. They showed an increase in developing accuracy after the second

treatment from the teacher. This indicated that more treatment would be required so

that the rural student might be able to effectively use the indirect written CF.
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There is one more probability that the students might not have honestly reported their

beliefs about written CF and told what they perceived that they wanted to listen to or

what their instructors would want them to say. The same thing which their teachers

believed, might have occurred. That is called “a flaw of self-report data collection

measures” (Ivanskova & Creswell, 2019). This kind of reporting data collection might

be due to teachers’ being well-equipped and more skilled who showed their

preferences towards indirect CF.

5.3.2 Empirical findings about the impact of beliefs on written CF

The present study reveals that in some of the cases, beliefs may have an impact on

students’ uptake and retention of written CF. This could be found significantly in the

case of rural students but not among urban students. Moreover, Storch and

Wiggleworth (2017) and Rummel and Bitchener (2015) also found that when EFL

learners did not believe the effectiveness of written CF because it helped them not pay

attention to that. As a result of which, they could not achieve accuracy in writing. This

was also reinforced by the findings from US12 in the present study. US12 showed her

reaction strongly negative towards the written CF she received. Therefore, she denied

being engaged with that written CF when she was given ten to fifteen minutes to have

the review of corrections. This indicates that her negative reaction towards written CF

might be a cause due to which she could not attain writing accuracy.

Regarding the impact of the negative reactions on students’ performance, it is

pertinent to note that the learners in the control groups of urban and the rural context
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revealed their evasive behavior for not receiving their feedback during the course of

the study and in their exit interviews. They realized that writing without receiving any

written CF from their teacher was the waste of time. This also supported the prior

research that explored, although certain beliefs about written CF were changeable,

students’ willingness towards receiving CF was so strong that it could not be changed

(Bryman, 2012; Rummel, 2014; Rummel & Bitchnener, 2015).

Furthermore, expressing their viewpoints during interviews eight of the urban

students told that, if they were not given any written CF on their writing, their writing

would be filled with a lot of errors. They would think that their teachers did not help

them out in correcting their errors and therefore, they made a mistake. They also said

that they would ask their teacher to give them CF; whereas, only two students claimed

that their writing would be good without receiving written CF from the teacher.

Among the rural students, nine students told in their interviews that if their teacher did

not give them CF on their writing, they would think that perhaps their teacher might

have forgotten to give them feedback. They would not approach their teacher asking

for feedback, lest he should get angry with them. These findings in the current study

reveal that explanations with respect to the overtly positive or negative reactions from

the students might have affected obtaining the writing accuracy.

In addition to this, findings in the present study also indicate that the positive beliefs

about the written CF lead to the students’ uptake and retention as in the case of rural

students. They were able to improve their writing accuracy by eliminating their
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targeted linguistic errors on two delayed post-tests in thirty-eight out of forty-nine

cases. Moreover, rural student RS13 could succeed in eliminating errors with the

highest accuracy rate on her first delayed post-test and had only three errors on

second delayed post-test after receiving the preferred type of written CF. However,

this was not the case with urban students who could only eliminate their errors when

provided both direct and indirect CF regardless of their stated beliefs.

The findings of the present study highlight the need to carry out further investigations

on the impact of beliefs and other social, contextual, and individual factors on the

uptake and retention of written CF. Besides, causes why beliefs impact the uptake for

some learners but not for others, need to be explored. To carry out such investigations,

the researchers may consider probing other social aspects so that the students’

contextual factors are considered along with their ability to process information. As

various social, individual, and contextual factors are found to have an impact on

cognition; therefore, such factors are required to be further identified and investigated

to determine why written CF is effective in some cases but not in others.

5.3.3 Discussion on the impact of learners’ assumptions on written CF

The distinctions between the ways, the beliefs did impact or did not have an impact on

urban and rural students’ uptake and retention of written CF could have emerged from

distinctions in their beliefs towards learning English (Rummel & Bitchener, 2015).

Therefore, if the type of written CF the students receive is different from their beliefs,

they may reject to get engaged with it. The results of the prior studies have also
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shown that based on their beliefs, the learners have a lot of assumptions regarding

language learning and these language learning beliefs may have an impact on the type

of strategies that an individual learner chooses to employ (Muhammadi et al., 2015;

Muhl, 2014). This phenomenon was well demonstrated by presenting two cases: US2

and RS2. US1 assumed that indirect CF could help her to become an independent

EFL learner and that was the most preferable for learning English. Later on, she

revealed her disagreement with the direct written CF she received. While the student

(RS2) also assumed that direct written CF would help him to get a more in-depth

understanding of FL learning. He was very positive about receiving that type of

written CF. Considering these two cases, it was found that there were two extreme

ends of the spectrum.

Regarding US1, receiving a type of indirect CF would not be useful for her for

learning a language. This made her reacting very negatively to the type of CF she

received. Her engagement with that written CF was also affected. As a result, her

writing became shorter and she reduced her interest in getting engaged with the CF.

She also showed her resentment at the type of CF she received. While RS2 was much

motivated and remained positive towards the written CF he received. This was

revealed in the way he interacted with that type of written CF and in the improvement

of writing accuracy, he achieved. Although he could not eliminate all his errors, yet

he proceeded from making twelve errors in the use of past indefinite and past perfect,

seven errors in the use of subject and verb agreement, six errors in the use of relative

pronouns and adjectives on the pre-test. He made 3 errors in the use of tenses, two
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errors in the use of subject and verb agreement, one error in using the relative pronoun,

and no error in the use of adjectives on his second delayed post-test. Looking at these

two cases closely, the findings predicted that the beliefs about how language is

learned and how written CF helps in the language learning process may have an

impact on some students’ uptake and retention of written CF.

If beliefs may have an impact on the engagement with the uptake and retention of

written CF (e.g. in the case of US1 and RS2), it is significant that the learners and the

instructors arrive at some points of understanding with respect to their beliefs. In the

case of urban students, no difference of beliefs was found in the efficacy of any type

of written CF to gain linguistic accuracy in producing or revision of the writing texts.

However, when the beliefs were taken into account, the learners were found more

likely to reduce errors, particularly when they were given the type of written CF they

believed to be the most useful for them.

5.4 Contribution of the study

The present study has some theoretical and methodological contributions to the

existing research. In this regard, the findings of the present study contribute first

significant theoretical contribution pertaining to the university students’

developmental levels. How these levels may have an impact on the effectiveness of

written CF provided by their teachers. When selecting linguistic and grammatical

features to provide written feedback, teachers usually select the ones which may

hinder the students’ ability to communicate (Baker & Burri, 2016). Admissions such
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as these can support Truscott’s (1996) assertion that the ways, a teacher provides

corrective feedback on language learners’ writing is not useful. It is because teachers

often do not keep in mind the students’ developmental levels in the selection of

grammatical features. Belaid and Murray (2015) presented their argument that in

order to make grammar instruction effective, it should happen when a student is at the

stage where he could catch grammatical points quite naturally. In the information

processing models, the salience of the written CF is significant. It means that a

student’s current grammatical knowledge could impact his ability to pay attention to

the provided feedback (Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2014). Moreover, Krashen’s

i+1 (1985) and Vygotsky’s ZPD (1978) assert that students’ developmental levels

should be considered when providing any type of corrective feedback.

As these theories say something about the significance of taking into account the

students’ levels; therefore, it looks quite a relevant issue. However, if the teacher

merely provides feedback on the issues that cause problems, he cannot provide

particular CF to his students. Although, ability to convey ideas effectively is very

significant to students’ foreign language writing, yet after consideration of the theory,

it becomes clear that simply targeting students’ issues that interfere with the effective

communication of ideas cannot be the better strategy for providing any feedback. The

current study provides theoretical implication here that a teacher must take into

account students’ contextual factors in order to understand his/her developmental

level so that effective communication may be occurred for providing preferred CF.
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According to Plonsky and Mills (2016), even if CF is tailored towards students’ errors,

if it is not up to their developmental levels, it may not be useful and effective.

The findings of the present study also support the current empirical research about

written CF and students’ language learning beliefs. In this respect, this research

corroborates prior studies which investigated that focused written CF cannot improve

the longer-lasting acquisition of salient grammatical and linguistic features (Bitchener

& Knoch, 2010; Rezaei et al., 2016; Rich et al., 2017). Besides, this study added to

the current flow of research by focusing on comprehensive written CF including local

and global errors which have received limited attention. This study also confirms the

findings of the Bitchener and Rummel (2015) study by revealing that written CF on

local and global errors may help students acquire linguistic accuracy in some students.

The study also endeavored to throw light on which type of written CF is most useful

and effective. Regarding this question, no difference in the efficacy of three types of

CF (direct, indirect & metalinguistic) was found among the treatment groups in the

urban. However, direct written CF was proved to be the most effective and useful for

the students’ linguistic accuracy among rural students.

With regard to beliefs, this study lends great support to the earlier research which

investigated differences in the beliefs among the students belonging to two different

contexts. It adds to existing knowledge by investigating similarities and differences

between university students coming from urban and rural areas in Pakistan. By

employing multiple methods of data collection and cases, a complete picture of how
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university students’ previous learning environment and educational experiences may

affect their existing beliefs, is presented. The most significant research contribution of

this study regarding language learning beliefs is that it probes the extent to which

differences of beliefs may impact students’ development of writing accuracy after

they received written CF. As no earlier studies could investigate this issue; hence, this

study has attempted to fill an important research gap.

The current study has also a methodological contribution toward selecting data

collection methods to investigate the written CF. Previous studies in Pakistan have

mostly looked at this issue of providing written CF to improve the writing accuracy of

EFL students by collecting writing prompts. However, the current study used mixed-

methodology along with collecting writing prompts to present the holistic picture of

the ways by which beliefs can have an impact on Pakistani EFL students’ uptake and

retention of written CF.

5.5 Implications of the study

The present study also provides practical implications to the effectiveness of

providing written CF. In this regard, the findings of the current study have significant

practical implications. Krutikova, (2017) mentioned that to ensure learners’ beliefs

don’t interfere with language learning; first, they are required to improve their

understanding of FL learning which establishes sound progress. Second, they need to

get aware that there are various ways of achieving mastery over FL learning to which

diverse strategies can be applied. Third, they need to comprehend that a key factor for
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language learners’ success is the self-discovery method which helps them in the best

possible ways to learn a language.

Regarding written CF, it implies that EFL teachers need to be eager to utilize various

written CF techniques. This is to make sure that the learners can find out a technique

that is very helpful for them to achieve their linguistic accuracy. EFL teachers also

need to be clearer in providing explanations as to why they should provide CF in

certain ways. Making it more explicit to the learners, there required more than one

technique to provide written CF. Besides, there might be a particular philosophy or a

goal behind the selection of CF that a teacher can make.

The findings of this study also have implications regarding information processing

opinions of cognition. It reveals that in some ways at least, beliefs may have an

impact on the way the learners process their information. Any negative reaction in

students’ minds may cause refusal to be engaged with written CF (Hassan & Dzakiria,

2020; Rummel and Bitchener, 2015; Williams, 2014) which is the first necessary

process involved in the processing of information. Therefore, EFL learners should

first consider or pay attention to the type of corrective feedback to be effective for

them. The amount of focus applied to the written CF might determine to what extent it

becomes uptake and retention (Farjadnasab & Khudashenas, 2017). Bitchener and

Ferris (2015a) claim that the motivation of an individual and affective factors could

have an impact on the amount of attention that learners pay to a written CF. If the

learners have negative reactions towards the type of feedback they receive, they only
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take feedback into account superficially. This may have impacted the extent to which

it can become uptake and retention to be used in revision or producing new writings.

It may also imply that, if a learner believes a written CF to be ineffective, he refuses

to get engaged with that type of feedback. Because he believes that it is not

effective. The next step where he has to process the information to improve his

understanding may be hindered. His negative feelings may prevent language learners

from paying attention to the written CF quite sufficiently to become a part of his

short-term memory.

As evident from the results of the present study, it can be seen that beliefs may have

an impact on some students’ uptake and retention of written CF. Future investigations

need to be carried out to consider mediating factors like beliefs so that it may be

helpful for the researchers as well as the EFL teachers to understand the reason why

written CF is effective in some cases but not in others. Exploring the factors which

may hinder the usefulness and effectiveness of written CF for language learners, EFL

teachers can adopt strategies to provide a tailored written CF. This can fulfill the

various needs of FL learners.

5.6 Recommendations for future research

The current study has highlighted several issues that require further investigations.

First of all, EFL students from other universities in Pakistan need to be further

investigated to determine the extent to which the findings of this research could be

generalized. Besides, gender is another possible variable which if investigated, may
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explore further differences in foreign language learning beliefs. This may also have an

impact on written CF. The current study was carried out on EFL students’ beliefs

towards written CF but the future researcher may also add EFL teachers of

universities in Pakistan to investigate what impact teachers’ beliefs may have on

students’ choice toward written CF. In addition to this, similarities and differences of

belief between teachers and students can also be an important factor to explore.

Douglas (2018) contended that language learning and its use are integrated into a

world that is socially intervened. Therefore, these social aspects are required to be

examined as a part of the similar cognitive process which underlies FL learning and

development. The present study has revealed that how previous social, contextual, and

educational experiences may be effective together for constructing students’ existing

beliefs about written CF and practices with respect to learning English as a foreign

language. By taking this into consideration, future researchers may continue to

investigate the environmental factors (present classroom environment, educational

backgrounds, etc.) and social factors (cultural expectations, identity, etc.). This may

also affect the extent to which provided CF is effective. Moreover, individual factors

like personality, age, mental health, etc. should also be probed to examine if they have

any impact on students’ uptake and retention of written CF.

The current study also established the usefulness of employing a mixed-methods

approach to collect data in order to present a holistic picture of factors affecting the

efficacy of written CF on Pakistani EFL students. As only a few researchers have
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probed these social factors to date. Therefore, future researchers may construct study

designs by taking them into consideration in terms of applying both quantitative and

qualitative research tools for data collection. In addition to this, interviews, surveys,

classroom observations, think aloud and recorded pair-work may be helpful and

useful sources to provide deep insight into finding out the effect of feedback on

students’ learning. A smaller individual case study may also be carried out to provide

deeper insight to see which particular factors largely impact certain EFL students.

Just like the previous studies carried out with providing CF on the rule-based

linguistic features. Therefore, based on the results and evidence of this study, it cannot

be ascertained whether written CF is useful for university students for improving their

linguistic accuracy on some more complex features. Hence, this area requires further

investigations on the effects of written CF on treating complex linguistic features

(idiosyncratic & item-based).

5.7 Delimitations of the Study

The participants of this study come from two different contexts: urban and rural living

in different areas in Pakistan. They have different languages and cultures. Therefore,

their beliefs may have some impacts on participants’ way of responding and using

WCF. Hence, the study has first delimitation pertaining to generalizability which

means that the current study cannot be generalized to the population in other contexts.

This has been done because the researcher seeks to provide deeper understandings of

the two areas (urban and rural). So, other research is also required to be conducted to
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compare the inter-university EFL students with diverse cultures within Pakistan to

find out if there is a similar correlation between students’ beliefs towards WCF and

the impact of those beliefs on students’ uptake and retention in EFL writing.

Second, participants of this study are adult learners of advanced level (enrolled for the

undergraduate program at KFUEIT Rahimyar Khan, Pakistan) which again delimits

its generalization because the students with different level and age groups are required

to be investigated to explore their beliefs about WCF similar or different and whether

other factors too cause any change in students’ beliefs over the time.

Thirdly, as this study seeks to investigate the adult learners within the same

department of the university, therefore, the sample size is not large. This study again

cannot be generalized to a larger sample and including the students of other

departments studying English composition and comprehension may provide different

findings and results.

Fourthly, although students are at liberty to produce their compositions on the given

topics selected from their common and actual life, yet the present study is intended to

look at mainly five major categories of grammar i.e., use of verbs in tenses, subject-

verb agreement, pronoun, use of adjective and adverb, participle, infinitive, gerund,

passive voice and use of modal verbs which provide comprehensive understanding to

develop accuracy in EFL writing. Other aspects of grammar may also be investigated

specifically those which do not depend on grammatical rules in order to see if the

learners are able to demonstrate better performance in their target language structure.
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Fifth, owing to the limitation of time and space, the length of the current study is four

months (16 weeks) which otherwise increased in the length of another study, may

produce different results and findings.

5.8 Conclusion

The findings of the present research revealed that a more personalized approach

should be taken to provide feedback by taking learners’ language learning beliefs

about feedback and other social as well as individual factors into account for

developing feedback schemes. Besides, the instructors should develop effective

communication with students regarding the types of feedback they believe to be more

useful and effective. By exploring what expectations students have towards feedback

and explaining details why feedback is being provided in a particular way by the

teacher, EFL students can feel themselves to be more receptive and welcoming to the

various types of CF. Specifically, the type of CF which is the most effective and

useful may no longer be a challenging issue to them.

It is, further, hoped that future researchers along with lines in the present research,

will carry out more investigations, and that, such investigations will provide guidance

to language instructors in a direction that permits feedback to be effectively used by

EFL learners in Pakistan. If language instructors find the feedback to be more

effective, it may become easier for them to provide by making the method of

providing CF more pleasing for the learners.
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Appendix -A

Consent Form for Students’ Participation

Research Title: Investigating Pakistani Rural and Urban EFL students’ language

learning beliefs towards written corrective CF and their impact on

writing accuracy.

Project Supervisor: Prof. Madya Dr. Hisham Dzakiria (Universiti Utara Malaysia)

Researcher: Mehmood Ul Hassan

o I have read and understood the information and provided about this research
project in the information sheet.

o I have had an opportunity to ask questions and to have them answered.
o I understand that notes will be taken during the interviews and they will also be

video-taped and transcribed.
o I understand that I may withdraw myself and any information that I have

provided for this project at any time prior to completion of data collection
without being disadvantaged any ways.

o If I withdraw, I understand that all relevant information including tapes or
transcripts or parts thereof, will be destroyed.

o I agree to take part in this research and allow to what I say and information I
provide in it to be used for foreign language teaching and learning study.

o I understand that only the researcher and the supervisor have access to the
recordings and they will always be kept confidential.

o I wish to receive a copy of report from the research (Please tick one): Yes/No

Participant Name:………………………………………………..

Contact: ……………………………………………………If any

Participant’s Signature……………………………………………...
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Appendix -B

Consent Form for Teachers’ Participation

Research Title: Investigating Pakistani Rural and Urban EFL students’ language
learning beliefs towards written corrective CF and their impact on writing accuracy.

Project Supervisor: Prof. Madya Dr. Hisham Dzakiria (Universiti Utara Malaysia)

Researcher: Mehmood UL Hassan

o I have read and understood the information and provided about this research
project in the information sheet.

o I have had an opportunity to ask questions and to have them answered.
o I understand that notes will be taken during the interviews and they will also be

video-taped and transcribed.
o I understand that I may withdraw myself and any information that I have

provided for this project at any time prior to completion of data collection
without being disadvantaged any ways.

o If I withdraw, I understand that all relevant information including tapes or
transcripts or parts thereof, will be destroyed.

o I agree to take part in this research and allow to what I say and information I
provide in it to be used for foreign language teaching and learning study.

o I understand that only the researcher and the supervisor have access to the
recordings and they will always be kept confidential.

o I wish to receive a copy of report from the research (Please tick one): Yes/No

Participant Name:………………………………………………..

Contact: ………………………………………………(Optional)

Participant’s Signature……………………………………………...
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Appendix -C

Participant Information Sheet for Students’ Participation

Research Title: Investigating Pakistani Rural and Urban EFL students’ language

learning beliefs towards written corrective CF and their impact on

writing accuracy.

Project Supervisor: Prof. Madya Dr. Hisham Dzakiria (Universiti Utara Malaysia)

Researcher: Mehmood UL Hassan

I am PhD scholar at University of Utara Malaysia and invite you to consider

participation into my research. I will be investigating the impacts of students’ beliefs

and teachers’ beliefs and their impacts on students’ accuracy in writing. This form

will describe the purpose and the nature of the study. The decision to participate or

not is solely yours. You are at liberty to withdraw yourself or any information that

you provided for this project at any time prior to the completion of data collection. If

you withdraw, all the relevant information given by you in form of interview or

questionnaire records will be destroyed.

Explanation of the study

This study will investigate the student and the teachers’ beliefs and their impacts on

students’ uptake and retention. I am also interested in comparing impacts of beliefs on

urban and rural EFL learners how they differed in this perspective looking at possible

impacts of their previous educational and social experiences.

Participants

You are requested to participate in my study because you students studying English as

foreign language in Pakistan.

Benefits

The results of this study will lead to good insight about effects of students and

teachers’ beliefs on writing accuracy in EFL setting, a phenomenon which has not
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received much attention in research literature. For students participating in this study

(the questionnaire, writing prompts, and interview), you will be able to reflect on your

own use of feedback in improving your writing and be able to make adjustments to

facilitate your English learning.

Requirements

You will write response to prompts three times over a period of six weeks and each

program will take about 20 minutes. You will also be requested to fill out a survey

and possibly take part in interview. Survey will you about 15 minutes and interview

will also take not more than 15 minutes.

Are there Risks?

There will be no risk at all and I don’t expect that you will feel any kind of discomfort.

However, if you feel like this, please feel free to discuss such issue with me, your

class teacher or head of the department. If you feel uncomfortable about recording or

interview, any question can be unanswered, or recording or interview will be stopped

at any time you wish and you will not be disadvantaged any way.

Time to decide

You will have two good days to decide if you want to participate in this study.

Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. It means that your decision to

participate will in no way affect your grades in any class. If you do decide to

participate, you are required to fill out consent form first. But you have liberty to

withdraw from your decision at any time.

What do I do if I have concern about this research?

Any concern regarding the nature of this research may be notified in the first instance

to the research supervisor, Prof. Dr Hisham Dzakiria at drhishamdzakiria@yahoo.com.

Concern regarding the conduct of research should be notified to President of the

Disciplinary and ethical Committee Khwakja Fareed Uiverity of Engineering &

Information Technology Rahimyar Khan, Pakistan at draslamkhan@kfueit.edu.pk.

mailto:drhishamdzakiria@yahoo.com
mailto:draslamkhan@kfueit.edu.pk
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Whom do I contact for further questions about this research?

If you have any further questions about the research, you can contact me, Mehmood

Ul Hassan at mehmood.uol@gmail.com or mehmood.hassan@kfueit.edu.pk.

Thank you for your cooperation.

mailto:mehmood.uol@gmail.com
mailto:mehmood.hassan@kfueit.edu.pk
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Appendix-D

Participant Information Sheet for Teacher Participants

Research Title: Research Title: Investigating Pakistani Rural and Urban EFL

students’ language learning beliefs towards written corrective CF and

their impact on writing accuracy.

Project Supervisor: Dr Hisham Dzakiria (Universiti Utara Malaysia)

Researcher: Mehmood UL Hassan

I am PhD scholar at University of Utara Malaysia and invite you to considering

participation into my research. I will be investigating the impacts of students’ beliefs

and teachers’ beliefs and their impacts on students’ accuracy in writing. Besides,

students and teachers’ response towards written corrective feedback. This form will

describe the purpose and the nature of the study. The decision to participate or not is

solely yours. You are at liberty to withdraw yourself or any information that you

provided for this project at any time prior to the completion of data collection. If you

withdraw, all the relevant information given by you in form of interview or

questionnaire records, will be destroyed.

Explanation of the study

This study will investigate the student and the teachers’ beliefs and their impacts on

students’ uptake and retention. I am also interested in comparing impacts of beliefs on

male and female EFL learners how both gender is differed in this perspective looking

at possible impacts of their previous educational and social experiences.

Participants

You are requested to participate in my study because you are teachers teaching

English as foreign language in Pakistan.
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Benefits

The results of this study will lead to good insight about effects of students and

teachers’ beliefs on writing accuracy in EFL setting, a phenomenon which has not

received much attention in research literature. For teachers participating in this study

(the questionnaire, writing prompts, and interview), you will be able to reflect on your

own giving feedback in improving students’ writing and be able to make adjustments

to facilitate your English teaching.

Requirements

You will write response to students’ writing prompts three times over a period of six

weeks and each program will take about 20 minutes. You will also be requested to fill

out a survey and possibly take part in interview. Survey will you about 15 minutes

and interview will also take not more than 15 minutes.

Are there Risks?

There will be no risk at all and I don’t expect that you will feel any kind of discomfort.

However, if you feel like this, please feel free to discuss such issue with me or head of

the department. If you feel uncomfortable about recording or interview, any question

can be unanswered, or recording or interview will be stopped at any time you wish

and you will not be disadvantaged any way.

Time to decide

You will have two good days to decide if you want to participate in this study.

Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. It means that your decision to

participate will in no way affect your students’ grades in any class. If you do decide to

participate, you are required to fill out consent form first. But you have the liberty to

withdraw from your decision at any time.

What do I do if I have concern about this research?

Any concern regarding the nature of this research may be notified in the first instance

to the research supervisor, Prof. Dr Hisham Dzakiria at drhishamdzakiria@yahoo.com.

mailto:drhishamdzakiria@yahoo.com
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Concern regarding the conduct of research should be notified to President of the

Disciplinary Committee Khwakja Fareed Uiverity of Engineering & Information

Technology Rahim Yar Khan, Pakistan at draslamkhan@kfueit.edu.pk.

Whom do I contact for further questions about this research?

If you have any further questions about the research, you can contact me, Mehmood

Ul Hassan at mehmood.uol@gmail.com or mehmood.hassan@kfueit.edu.pk.

Thank you for your cooperation.

mailto:draslamkhan@kfueit.edu.pk
mailto:mehmood.uol@gmail.com
mailto:mehmood.hassan@kfueit.edu.pk
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Appendix-E

Narrative Writing Prompts for Students

1. Write about an important event in your life. Explain what happened and why it

was so important?

2. Write about a visit to a zoo you are planning and discuss who will be with you

and what will you do in your visit? Describe your planning in detail.

3. Write about special day with your family, explain what you did and why it was

so special for you?

4. Write about life at Khwaja Fareed University of Engineering & IT.

Which programs university is offering and

What facilities university has given you so far?

5. Write about the Welcome Party event given to you by your senior students in

KFUEIT? What was in the party and how did you enjoy it?
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Appendix-F

Student Questionnaire

(A) Demographic Information

Think about education in general and circle the answer which best describes how you

feel.

1.What is your Gender?

1. Male 2. Female

2.What is your Location?

1. Rural 2. Urban

3. I spend…………hours a day studying English out of class.

1). One hour 2). Two hours 3). More than two hours

4.Why are you studying English?

1. To study abroad 2. To get a better job 3. Because I enjoy it

5.What is your first language?

1. Punjabi 2. Saraiki 3. Urdu

Section: (B) Students’ Beliefs towards Preferred Way of Receiving Written Corrective

Feedback

The questions in the following section are meant to find out beliefs about corrective

feedback on your writing. Please follow the directions for each part.

Part One: Put a check in the box which best answers each question. Select only one.

Qa1.Which way is the easier to correct errors in your writing?

1. When the teacher underlines my error and tells me what type of error it is by
not fixing it for me?

2. When the teacher explains the grammar rules to the class
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3. When the teacher writes the correct answer close to the error

Qa2.Which way is the easier to see the errors you made?

1. When the teacher underlines my error and tells me what type of error it is by
not fixing it for me?

2. When the teacher explains the grammar rules to the class
3. When the teacher writes the correct answer close to the error

Qa3.Which way do you learn from the most?

1. When the teacher underlines my error and tells me what type of error it is by
not fixing it for me?

2. When the teacher explains the grammar rules to the class
3. When the teacher writes the correct answer close to the error

Qa4.Which way will help the most in your future time?

1. When the teacher underlines my error and tells me what type of error it is by
not fixing it for me?

2. When the teacher explains the grammar rules to the class
3. When the teacher writes the correct answer close to the error

Qa5.Which way would you like your teacher to use in future?

1. When the teacher underlines my error and tells me what type of error it is by
not fixing it for me?

2. When the teacher explains the grammar rules to the class
3. When the teacher writes the correct answer close to the error

Section: (C) Students’ Attitude towards Receiving Written Corrective Feedback

Please circle the answer which best describes your agreement with the given

statement. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

5 = Completely Agree , 4 = Agree, 3=Neutral 2=Completely Disagree

1= Disagree

Qb1. It is very important for teachers to provide feedback on students’ writing.

1 2 3 4 5

Qb2. Teachers should correct all errors of the students
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1 2 3 4 5

Qb3. It is teachers’ job to locate errors and provide corrections

1 2 3 4 5

Qb4. Both teachers and students are responsible for correcting errors

1 2 3 4 5

Qb5. Teachers should vary their feedback techniques according to the type of errors

1 2 3 4 5

Qb6. Students should learn to locate their own errors

1 2 3 4 5

Qb7.When I make errors in writing, I like my teacher to correct them.

`1 2 3 4 5

Qb8. Students usually keep error correction in mind when they revise essays.

1 2 3 4 5

Qb9. Students usually keep error correction in mind, when write new essays

1 2 3 4 5

Section: (D) Students’ Attitude toward L1 and L2

Qc10. Students are responsible for their own learning.

1 2 3 4 5

Qc11. I enjoy writing in English

1 2 3 4 5

Qc12. I enjoy writing in my own language.

1 2 3 4 5
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Qc13. My mother tongue helps me learning English when teachers use it in English

teaching.

1 2 3 4 5

Qc14. Learning to write in English language is very interesting without using mother

tongue

1 2 3 4 5

Qc15. I have been encouraged by the teachers in learning to write in English without

thinking in mother tongue

1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix-G

Table of Sample size

N S N S N S N S N S

10 10 100 80 280 162 800 260 2800 338

15 14 110 86 290 165 850 265 3000 341

20 19 120 92 300 169 900 269 3500 346

25 24 130 97 320 175 950 274 4000 351

30 28 140 103 340 181 1000 278 4500 351

35 32 150 108 360 186 1100 285 5000 357

40 36 160 113 380 191 1200 291 6000 361

45 40 170 118 400 196 1300 297 7000 364

50 44 180 123 420 201 1400 302 8000 367

55 48 190 127 440 205 1500 306 9000 368

60 52 200 132 460 210 1600 310 10000 373

65 56 210 136 480 214 1700 313 15000 375

70 59 220 140 500 217 1800 317 20000 377

75 63 230 144 550 225 1900 320 30000 379

80 66 240 148 600 234 2000 322 40000 380

85 70 250 152 650 242 2200 327 50000 381

90 73 260 155 700 248 2400 331 75000 382

95 76 270 159 750 256 2600 335 100000 384

Note. N=population size; S=sample size. Adapted from “Determining sample size for
research activities” by R.V. Krejcie & D.W. Morgan. 1970, Educational and
psychological measurement, 30(3), 607-610. Copyright 1970 by Sage.

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/001316447003000308
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/001316447003000308
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Appendix–H

Cronbach's Alpha Result for Reliability

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha

Based on

Standardized Items

No of Items

.802 .830 25
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